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"Despite, information theory and proeessing, no
one yet has actually seen. let alone used, an
'information system,' -or k'data base' ....The
main conclusion to which qui experience With

*communications - largely an experience of
failure and all the work on learning, memory,
perceptioh, and motivation point: communica-
tion.requires shared experience.4..The effec-
tiveness (of an information sysitem) in ()the*
words, depends on the pre-establishment of
communication."

I.

Petvi 'F. Duckeit.
Management-, ---
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THE COMMUNICATION OF EXPERIENCE

A GUIDEBOOK FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF INFORMATION
BY U.S. OFFICE OF EDUCATION ARTS EDUCATION-PROJECT DIRECTORS

I. INTRODUCTION

O

''. This guide is designed to address'thejnformation needs of the Arts

Educator who functions=-as a/manager of a program, project or other

administratively definable unit in a local or State-education system.

The material is derived from the experiences of four regio workshops

sponsored by the USOE Arts and Humanities Stdfvfor thei 1978779 grant

'Project Directors. ,
I

Theseguidelines.provide more than a repoelton
,

the workshops yet

somewhat less than a detailed "how-to" handbilOk

The two-day workshops, entitled The Cori nicition of Experience,
,,t I

brought more than 80local and State arts ed cators together in,BOston,
. _2. , Y

Oklahoma City, Phoenix and Indianapolis. vneffOcus of the werkspops, as

of this guidebook, was project success and urOval:-and how to manage
l I

information in order to ensure it Major phases were put on the

information arts educators need:
......_

rojects.t effective anagement (documentation);

' to convince of rs (evaluation); and r

to share among their peers (dissemination).
I

The underlying rationale for the workshoWwas that this information,

regardless of how it is used, comes initiai,lifrom the experiences of the
,

project and staff as 'they work toward their goals. A major task of each

for their own



project-Is the transformation of these experiences into information and
its use to-achieve success.' Thus the title, The Communication of
Experience.

While there were some presentatiohs of "how others have done things"
at the workshops, the major concepp were developed experientially- -that
is, each Project Director brought ertain experiences into the sessions
which helped shape what they took away from it. This guidebook,
similarly, is not a transcript of workshop presentations or discussions.
Rathdr, it is organized-around

a'framework of questions which synthesize
many of the concerns of the Arts Educator who serves As a manager.'-'To
the degree you share these eoncerns, the "answers" suggested. on these
pages may be of value.

BACKGROUND

This guide, and the workshops, resulted from repeated calls for
assistance from 1ocal and state grantees of the USOE Arts Education

.

Program, as wel'as from Arts Educators elsewhere.: Tye contractor for
this effort, Applied. Management Sciences of Silver pring, Maryland, .

conducted an extensive review of the literature in/this area with
particular focus on recent national and regional meetings directly
concerned with evaluation in, arts education. The;retults of this review
are reported; with examples of many of the most relevant papers, in the
appendices.

Additionally, an analysis of,the experiences of Arts Educators in t e
80 projects funded by USOE in 1978-79 produced the following inferences,
upon which rest the particular design of the workshops and-of this
guidebook.

First is that most people already know how to tutli experiences"
into useful information for their own and others' decisions.
But they do not usually associate these skills with the.
technical terms "evaluation," "documentation," and
"disseminatiOn.1

One of the factors constraining this association is a lifetime
of prbfessional experiences in which people ave been burdened
with colldcting information for others; have ound information
they provide to others used primarily to make egments about

k
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them; and have oand-the-information-they-needed-inaccessible or
unavailable at the time it was wanted. -This has produced an
"affectivitbias"--or, more simply stated, fear--of putting
program information on paper.

A third' inference serving as a foundation for thi s approach
deals with the movement of information between people and
programs. Good resource management usually requires that each
decision-maker view his or her project or unit'as an independent
entity. But in reality, the success of any venture is based
upon the ability to take advantage of the interdependence among
.elements. And, the use of information to support this
interdependence has been constrained by the fears cited above,
as well as the.fact that*seldop is any one person responsible
for interdependence.

Finally, we have in assumption of why ,a project or unit would'
.

want to c011ect and use information. The answer we propose is,
survival, not research. Unless ybu get the' information you need
to assure success, you may end upnot needing any information
for-Wia-Efring it. Too many good demonstration programs in
education have ended up as cases of "The Operation was a
Success;..but the Doctor Died."* Program survival often requires
extending your'concern beyond your grant - period, on to the
integration of.yoUr results with the Ongoing processes of yoUr
or another's organizafion.

ORGANIZATION

This guidebook is-organized "backwards." Although information

processes usually end with decision, we will start at that point. that

is: the transformation of your project's experiences'into information

for use in the successful accomplishment of your purposes, can be.
t.

displayed as:

9.

Ekperienceslionoduce>1 InformationPhichiq. Decisibns 1

"raw"
zuppont

"analyzed"'

"judged"

"evaluated"

is

3
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However, the planningifor'this procJss-his to start At the other end--with

consideration of those decis tons which are to 6e influenced by your

project's experiences.

Decisions

what decisions
who makes them

-tete
yqu
what-->

Information -du:eh

.is needed
wite. be

in what form
gained

how to get it 64"--*

Experiences

of prQject
of 'staff

of clients

Therefore, following a listing of definitions, the first section of

this guidebook addresses people, decisions and the information they

need. ...This is followed By sections on- reporting And disseminating )

information to affect decisions; and finally, docuMentingyour project's

experiences and evaluating them. The appendices include an array of

articles and reports which were used as supplementary materials in the

workshops.

so.

4
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is,

DEFINITIONS

Following' are a number of terms .that will be used throughout the /

remainder of this guidebook. to that these definitions are intended

only to be what we mean by the:

Assessment:

Decisions:

Disseminating;

Documenting:.

Looking at the conditions existing in an

environment--resources and people (both clients
and providers).

Judgments based Lpon cumulative experience.

Transfbrming your own experiences. into useful
information for uthly.

Collectinginformati-cm about what you are doing'
and learning.

Evaluating: Looking at What you did as it affects clients,
staff, and environment- -and making a judgment as
to its worth for you and others. k

External Evaluator: A person who functions in the role of evaluator
who is not connected with the day-to-day
operations of the prograh.

Formative_Evaluation: The process of reviewing and evaluating ongoing
programs for the purpbse of changing strategies
and makAg improvements nfore leis too ,late.

Internal Evaluator:' A person on` the program or project staff wh'o
functions in the role of evaluator.

4 '--_Linkage: A relationship between two persons/organizations
(with reference,to.a mutual concern) that serves
the needS of both parties..

Minimum Reporting Requirements:, The convenience of compliance
' without ths discomfort of thought.

1114 Model:

Plan':

Response Burden:

c
' 'Strategy:

7

The way someone else did it..

Your best estimate of what should be done,,until
you get enough new data to guest again.

The Pferefice between a Federal or State
decision-maker's desire to have good, information
and the practitioner's desire to provide

An approach to reaching a desired end that allow's
for unanticipated happenings.

Summative Evaluation: Looking at the program upon completion of the -.
effort.

P

5 12



tr
II. INFORMATION: Who has it? Who wants it? For what?

Control and Influence

Project management is usuallpcoosidered to include: budget'

planning and schechtling, personnel management, development of su
rt

progress monitoring, evaluation.and dissemination. More simply stated,

thiS means that there are justfour elements that you managemoney:

time, people, and information.

-

As manager,4which of these do you,,feel you can control? or .influence?,.

Funds

p Time

People

Information

Control?. Influ nce?

Most project directors are aware that only three of those elements'

can be "controlled." Tw of them--money and time--are the focus of most

management techni es; A third--information=,can.only Elecontrollid if

you haveit. The fourth-rpeople7-can't be 41controlled" at but they

t can be influenced. And it is those two elements--information and
.

people- -that are closely intertwined in the management of 'any

::demonstration or other type of project.',Identi6ing, generating and

usibOnformation to influence people can be a major faCtor in the

successful integration of arts education into the school system of your

community and state.

)1SoiOIdta/"Hard" data

But what types of information are most influential? Ask yourself

what forms of information most influenced the decisions you made in

developing your current project? And, judging by the fo14oing article,

you are probably not alone if you said that your decisions are' -most often

influenbed by direct or indirect experiences rather than r'eports and

'evaluations.1
iv

13



'What Counts with Congress?

When Congress sets out to make major policy decisions, the most
important.variable.is the perSonal values of six to 10 congressmen
and .their staffs,.0 top congressional aide told education researcher
gathered in San Francisco this.week. .

In a candid discussion before a sparsely attended session on
"Designing Educational ResearchtoReflect Federal Policy.Needs,"
Minority Staff Director Robert Andringa of the Housg,Edutation and
Labor Committee made no bones about the gulf that Warates policy,
makers andpolity researchers. After a little impromtoiu 'research of

his own, Andringa said he came up with this rank7ordered list of what
counts most heavily in the congressional decision:baking process on
issues such as education:

(1) personal values of ,six to 10 metrikers of Congress and tnejr
staff, ,

(2) strong views of respected and trusted friends,

(3) assumptions about the budget, '

(4) public opinion and the popular media,

.(5) consensus among major interest groups, such
associations,

(6) program data; (descriptive data about who i

(7) GAO studies.

(8) the hearing process,'

(9) policy research

(10) administratjom views and lobbying; and

ill) program evaluation.

. .../
2 Educators.are-generally abong the least effective witnesses on

Capitol Andringa told the participants :attending the panel
session of the American'Educational Research Association conveption.
"Evaluations tend to be untimely or too long or unreadable or in the ,

wrong format," he said, u6inshis,listenetp to "use bar graphs and
pie'-charts." Andripga said the researchers often seem more intent on
impressing their colleagues

4

than on helping lay people make wise
decisions. t

(From Education Daily; April 23, 1976)

as education

sserved, etc.), .
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The point is thatdecision-makers, unlike computers, are most

infludnced by their experiences and feelings (or liews., assumptions,

etc...), and.the feelings of people Around them, than they are by

statistico your goal as managerCand evaluator of your project is to.

gather and present information in a way whichaffects the way people

think and feel,s0 that decisions they make will be in the direction

Which you think best. A
,

. ,fr The reason we call this process evaluation, and not propaganda, is '-'

.

,. .

because theifoundati n of your effort the gathering of honest' b

information!--not the ropagation of lies. But if is critical for you to-
,

.1 . i

odalize that the effects.of)evaluatiOn,and propaganda are the are the

samet,they influence:p4ople's decisiOs.

On the next two pages are some qUestions-that you!and your 'staff may

ti

r

find useful to identifY th various persons who jnfluence,,or'are

influenced by,'your project.

r

t

-"Statistics are notthubstitute for judgement.",

:Henry Ceay

9
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If your project were completed, what tangible services and/or
products would exist or have been provided? Who would use or
have used each product or service? Who would be ultimately
affected by each product or servlce?

Products/Serces User Ultimate .Target

Ta what .extent have the user's or ultimate targett of your
services been involved in your project?

proposal development?

a project advisory roler?

...in providing other feedback?

How do you use the information you get from them? Do they know
this?

Who are the people who are totally committed to the'success of
your. project?

.. on your staff?

.. in your organization?

oftside your,. rganization?

\Who might like you to be- successful- because it-will facilitate
some goal of theirs? What are their goals or purposes to which;
you relate? -

2o you know what you and each staff member "wants" out of the
rroject?

How-do you see yOur role as coptributing to the success of
the prpject? .

. Do others on..the staff know this?

How will you know you are being successful?

.. Who has the information you need?

Who has information you need in order to be successful?,

... about the problem or need you are addressing? \

about the relevance of ygur product'or service?

about the effectiveness of your product .or service?

1010
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How often do you need the ihformation'from these people?

.. Why would they want to share that information with you?

.. How can you:get it?

o What information mechanisms are you using?

Are staff meetings for_giving intormation,or getting
it?

Arte advisory me tings for giving :Information or getting

Do you ask people to ff11 out forms? HoW do you feel`when
you do this?,

Do they know how the information is going to 46
used?

Who is going to bejudging'your success? (Audience for your
evaluation)

USOE? You? Others?

Your institution or agency?
. Your staff?

YOur community? Yourcprofessional lieers?

What will each audience be looking, at? your services, or
products? your project processes?

Audience Services /Products Project Process

Upon what information will they be'basing their judgments?

When willthey want the information? At the end of the
project? Throughout_ the project? Quarterly? Other times?

Why does each audience need the information?

t

17
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Infortnation iriProject Problem= Solving

Your task4in managing the giving and receiving of information would

be relatively simple if it were not for one factor, :For some reason,

when'. we apprbach the varying components of management--planning,

operating, evaluating--many of us appear to forget mach of what we do

with information in other aspects of living. Almost mindlessly we assume

that-a,different form of behavior is required. We begin to restrict

in
)

rmation to symbols ttiat can be recorded on paper; and tend to deal

with it as an end in itself, apart from the impactAt has on the

experiences of those who receive it and give it.

e I

Ae an example of how this cultural blindness limits the information

we can get.for our management purpose, and which we can give to others

for theirs, we might first lookat the simple task of planning. We tend

to deal with planning as a "straight, line" process. That is, we have a

starting point; a goal, and a series of intermediate `objectives to

accomplish it:

Objective
One

Objective
Two.

GOAL

When., in the course of program operation, we reach the time that the

first objective was to have been accomplished, we check to see if we have

reachedit; and if we'have not,,welabel this a "discrepancy" and try to

figure out how to achieve the intended objective:

Planned
objective

one .,

actual

position

objective
two

discupancy,
6 tea4 to

new ptan

12

18
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GOAL I

This may seem logical, but think for a moment about how planning

works ina task such as navigation. Here, too, the navigator begins with

a "straight line" plan .....

=0 SIM
position
one

IMMP WIMP ONO
position

two
GOAL

...but when the first position, or check-point is reached, and he or she

discovers-that unanticipated wind, currents, wrecks, etc., have taken the

ship off' its - planned. course--a new course (or plan) is developed--but not

to the old check point. Instead, the course is planned to the original

goal frOm the point at which the,personenow is: \

position
one

21CLUS

location.

position
twd_

a n

new 9

GOAL

This operation continues as the navigator continues to take sightings '.,-

every few hours to determine where the ship actually is, and to re -plan

its course.

In looking at the,actual zig-zag.course that brings the navigator to

the goal, At is possible to suggest that this planhing process is based'

upon a different set of assumRtlions than those we use in most

organizations. For. example, appears that:
1

-Knowing where you are is more important than knowing w d you
thought you'd be.

13 19.
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a.

o. TherewillalwaysbeuninticipatedeventsorOler things over,
which you will have no control.

Discrepancy information is positive data that first tells you
where you are relative to where you want to-be, and.then can
help you identify forces that can be harneSsed to achieve your
goal.

The more frequent the checking (evaluating your position) the
less chance of deViatingtdo far off course.

Interestingly, all of these assumptions can be equally true in project

management, yet they are seldom used. One reason for this may be

"fear"--fear of the discrepancy, of being judged wrong, of not achieving

expectations. Unfortunately, the loss,that results from thiyear is one

that affects more than the OrojeCtitself. For tie information inherent

in the discrepancy--where we are, how did we get here; what happened that

was unanticipated, etc.--is in effect the description of an experience.

And experiences are not merely judged good or bad, and then passed over.

One can learn from either One.. When thisi-nfomation, however, is not

gathered and shared because of "fear," then little/Or no learning takes

place.

,THE ROAD TO /WISDOM

The road to wisdom? Well, it's plain.
and ,simple to exprefs

Err
and err
and err again
but less
and less
and less.

- Piet Hein
GuloU

20
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A second example of the limits,we impose on. ourselves by our

perceptions of management is evident_WJ n_We'try to use an organization
#chart-as a way to identifrinfOrtatto Theeds-and/or channels for

-communicating information.'

These very familiar "maps," existing if not on our wallsthen at

least_ in our minds, porthy what we believe to be the relationships in an

organization. And they do, but only one .type of relationship--those that

relate to decisions that control resources Coming into the organization._

The""higher'l in the pyramid, the larger,theamount of resources affecte

by a decision-maker.

i$56oj.
' N

[4:c640:tged

. -
, ...4

'$250 I

/ .

1 *Zoo

I, $250I $250.1

Organization chAts, however,.are difficult to use for portraying Ow

decision-makers relate to each other th terms of the outcomes of. the

organization--which in most human service organizations involve some type

of influence on another person'. But if wethink of an organization chart

as a form of map, then we see that it can be 're -drawn without necessarily

changing reality- -just as mercator and polar.projections portray the,same

15
21:



reality, while appearing 'to tie different--the difference resulting from

their being drawn to different reference pintsthe equator and the

poles.

N the same way, if you re -map your organization in terms of a

different-reference point--that is, to portray how peoples' decisions

relate to or affect the outcomes you desireyou may be surprised at the

number of potential allies and supporters for your project that yOU

identify, as well as the opportunities you perceive for building links,

with information, to these others'who shSre a mutual interest in your
AP

project's outcomes.
. e f

The following "map" is.one way to portray these relationships in a

typical school situation. It has these characteristics:
9

'each decision-maOr in the total. organization is displayed with
reference to the student; yet the traditional "resource"
relltionihips are not changed; ,

the "space" that each decision -maker Oimarily influences with
his or htr resource detisions--e.g., classroom, building- -is
shown in a way that_includes the 'spaces" of others that are
influenced,by.thqse deci§ions;'.-

'

I, each "space" also coincidto a great extent with that person's
job-related sense-of-self."-This is where each decision-maker
strives each day to meet his or her heeds for a sense of worth,
achievement, power, etc. In other words, within this space is
where the element of job satisfaction is achieved or is
potentially available;"

.

,

-those professionals who are not 'in direct contact'with students
or teachers, such as curriculum developers, are arranged on 4
line of influence that relates them to the outcomes they support
but clearly,showthat they,* not S 'are in the "power' of
controlling the major resdurc00 of t organization;

other groups or individuals outside ;lie school which relate to
the outcome can be shown. These caninclude tIe home; community
organizations, other projects within, the school system, etc.

t

W1V;
ft) ._.---

t\t/
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OUTCOME

INFLUENCING.--,
DECISIONS

RESOURCE
CONTROL---4-

DECISIONS'.

LINE OF
OPERATIONAL
DECISION-MAKING
RESPONSIBILITY

LIRE OF
SUPPORT

Using a format such as this to plot the relationships of the persons

within your project provides several advantages:

You can identify those individuals who need information from you
to. accomplish their purposes, or from whom you need information.
to accomplish yours. In your project what information is this?
When, or _how of ten, is it needed?

You can deal openly with the faqt that each person in A program
has dual motivationeffective/tervice and self-interest. The
knowledge that self-intereSt intrudes on almost every decision.,
is, increasingly being acknowledged in research, and in fact,
satisfaction is now identified as a key element in the success
of any program. What types of'information Would contribute to a
sense of satisfaction for you? For your staff?

Ifyour program exists on the line of "influence" rather than
"resource control" you may be able to see that attempts to
achieve outcomes at the student level without involving those
who make the everyday resouree- decisions are bound for eventual
failure. You may want to draw lines to those decision-makers
for whose problem-solving decisions you could offer support.
What types of problemsdo they have to deal with? How does what
you offer relate to thelse problems?

You can.draw lines to those other agencies or individuals
outside your organization that share interest in your.outcomes.
What types ofinformation do they have that could support your
objectives? How can they be involved so that you have access to
them?
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Within e goal-centered perspective such as .this, you can begin to ,.

identify the various ources of the information, you need to document or

gather for achieving your projRct's oWectives. You can also identify 1

the information you ,have which could be useful to others in accomplishing

their purposes.' This latter information is the "Content" of what is44.--y-
usUally called evaluation or dissemination.

"It is not true, as a good many industrial
psychologists assert,.,thathuman nature resists
.change. On the contrary, no being in heaven or
earth is greedier for new things. But there are
conditions.:

( the change must appear an improvement;

it must not be so rapid or so great as
to obliterate the psychological land-
marks which make a man.feel at home;

nor obliterate his understanding of his
work, his relations to his fellow-workers,
his concepts of skill, prestige and
social standing in certain jobs."

24
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III REPORTING AND DISSEMINATION

Reporting

or

Before you start thinking about any required reports you,have to

produce as part of your project grant, are you sure you know what is

expected from yo? It was found at the workshop that many Project

Directors believe that more is required by the funding agency than

actually is. For example, consider the following excerpt froth the

Evaluation Monitoring and Reporting Requirements of the DHEW/USOE General

Provisions:
.1

s

§ 100o376 Evaluation.
-each project shall include procedures

for effective evaluation' of the extent to
which project objectives are being 121e.
(20 VZ.C. 1221c(b) (1) .)

aubpart QMonitoring and Reporting of
Program Performance

1 100x430 Scope at subpart.
This tikPikrt sets forth the procedures

for monitoring and reporting program
performance. These procedures 'are de-

to place greater reliance ozi re-
ciPients to manage the dar-to-daY oper-

of their federally-supported so-' tivitTes. .

(0313 CIrculas Na A-102, attachment L)

k1008.431 Nkaiareiaabyeealpisaa.

shall constantly monitor
. the performance under federallY-sup-

ported.activities to assure that adequate
progress is being made towards achiev-
ing the goals of the project. This review
shall be made for each function or ac-
tivity of each project as set forth in the
approved grant application or contract
document.

I

I 100..434 %Milieu:it developments be.
tween scheduled reporting dates.

Between the uled performance
reporting dates, eVer,ts may. occur which
have signitcant Wiped upon the Seder-
ally-supported aotivity. In such cases, the
recipient shall iniform the Commissioner
as soon as the following types of condi-
tions become known:

(a) Problems, delays. or adversecOn-
ditions which will materially impair the
ability to attain the objectives of the
grant or contract. This 'disclosure shall
be accompanied by, a \statement of the
action taken, or, contemplated. and any
Federal $88111411)01 needed to 'resolve the
situittfon.

(b) Favorable developments or events
which enable meeting time schedules and
goals sooner or at less met than antici-
pated or producing more bmecial re-
sults than originally projected.

In addition to these general requirements, the USOE Arts Education

Staff have indicated the types of information which are useful .to them,

as in the following excerpt entitled "Final Reports" taken from a USOE.

Staff Memo to the 1977 projects:

The staff at t e national level responsible for
the program will not be able` to visit many, pf the 77
projects, ouch as we would like to. We }learn somethi
are doing by talking with you and your associates by
conferences, but we need to add to this informatfbn.
will help us answer the Many requests we receive for
grants.,

1

\./

I
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adMinistering.
State,and local
ng of what you
telephone and at
TVO' reports

details on the
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An informal narrative report will suffice. No specific form,
need be completed, nor are you required tosupply specific
statistical data. (However, if such data are available we would
apprecidte your including this information:)

We would like you,to include inyour report:

-
ir

/ a brief summary of specific activities the grant supported

the project's strengths and weaknesses

major problems and/or obstacles encountered during the year

-issues (those which emerged during the year as well as
"those present at the beginning of'the project)

project outcomes (progress, gains, compromises,
implications.for the future)

specific plans for the futke (for arts education in 4pur
school, `district, or State; for the projector its goIs)

We are interested ingwhat yoU feel the project accomplished
(whether or not these accomplishments relate to the drigin 1
proposal). We hope you will consider the report an opport ity to
record your own reflections, intuition, and,feelings...about the
project, as well as the experiences of students, teachers, and
administrators involiied.

In,addition, we would appreciate copies of the materials which
the grant he support; i.e., curriculum materials,,in-service
training ma r'als, -comprehensive plant, resourceisguides. Do not
send but let us know if you dev4loped slidet, films, videotapes,'or
other audio7visUal materials with grant funds.

It is obvious from the above that the types of information that

persons operating at the Federal level most'need include many of the

feelings and learnings that anot fit easily on checklists and one page

forms. This creates a problem for Federal programs because,ehey.are

`constrained from'creating "qpdue response burdens" on local programs. .

Earlier we defined' response bdrilens as the "difference bet'een a Federal

orState,decision-miker's desire., to have good information and the

practitioner's desire to'provide it." On the one hand, today,' the

awareness of response burden has led to shorter and less frequent report

forms in many programs. But on the other hand, it has also slowly cut.

off the flow, of learnings and other gxperiential information that can let

Federal personnel play roles more helpful and Supportive than just being

compliance monitors.

7-)I
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One-way to dell with this situatiokhasbeen suggested in the

proposed regulationi fork the USOE'Arts EducatiOn Program:A->.
).53

SubpertEWhatCondllions.
MetfriaGrantset

tricAl Ongoing simItoition
(a) Throughout a project period, a

grantemis relponsible for evaluation
,activitips that provide information for
)eftective management-of the project,
including- -

f
(1)Documentation oe all activities for

self-monitoring-purposes; and.
(2)Collection of statistics and' data

they many feel is needed to assess progress
and develop local support; for example--

J

students served, student and teacher achieve-
ments and attitudes, and relationships,
between other academic subjects altd,the
arts.

(b) The Commissioner may require that
some of the information in paragraph (a)
of this section be4included in 'project
reports.

(c) Not more that 10 percent o total
project costs may be used gor utside
evaluation of the pr

(20 U.S.C. 2962)

Here, in these new regulations, the program is articulating the

principle that all-reports are derived from information which, in the

first instance, must be gathered by thelocal project for its own

management purposes.

Dissemination

Dilsemination of information about a project"s accomplishments is a

requirement of most Federal demonstratiOn programs. provides a way to

maximize the investment that the government makes in thejdevelopment of

pew deas. In addition, most project directors want to share information

about what they are doing, especially with peers and others opera ting

similar programs. t

Why then hive the results of so many dissemination efforts been

unsatisfying?

The idea of experience-sharing among individuals art-projects in a

Federal program is a deceptively enticing concept that woyld work ...

If individuals could be aware of what is happening-while it is
happening.

If experience and infortation were synonymous- -that is, if the
actions and thoughts of indiyiduals, as they dealt with the
major tasks of operating a,successful project,Tould,be
translated into a useful arid, communicable form -of information.

If sharidg wei'en'tleft,to.the "good intentions" of parties
whose intentions soon get overridden by the daily problems of
running a project oeprogram.
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If the sharing could take Placewhile the pr lems were current.

If individuals felt it was as safe to share the critical
information about what did not work as about what did.

If the fear of evaluation and judgment could'be removed from the
process of providing information to others In a program,
especially thise in higher positions.

,,
f

'We have been and will be discussing ways to identify, and'document

this type of information. In this section; however, we will focus,on
r'Y

dissemination as the movement of information among those who have the

"questions" and those with the "answers."

Although this may' be of more_ interest fOr State projects,' or ()tilers

withthe responsibility for maintaining ;dissemination networks, the
.

. issues discussed also inflqence the way a specific local project can

package and share information about its ,work. -

There are three issues that,beed to be considered when planning

dissemination--Why disseminate? Whatoto disseminate? And how to do'it?

Why Disseminate?--The Adoption/Adaptation Isve

, Leaving aside for a moment the grant requirements to

may be important for you to clarify for yourself how you

dissemination is important.

True on Faze? -The reason to disseminate is so that

have to re-invent the.wheell

disseminate, it

feel about why

others do not_

Your answer will.put -you somewhere on a continuum between those who

believe that good.materials and ideas should be 'adopted without change,

and, those who believe that they-mustalways be adapted. Or; said another

way, between those who believe that the'"wheels", are more important than

'* the process of creating them, and those who believe that the satisfying

process of creative adaptation is an important element in teaching and
c--

the professional growth of all'educators.

What to Disseminate?--Tbe What We Did/How We did It Issue

Another consideration related to dissemination 'relates to the type of

information most helpful to others. Formal dissemination usually

28
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Actually there isona right position on the three issues dichotomized

encompasses what might be termed the "WHAT" inforffation--what happened,

to whom, with what effects? etc. On the other hand, the "HOW."
a.

information - -how you .did it, what worked, what didn't work--appears to be

the information most needed by local programs. This latter information

*is the ..type that is exchanged, usually infOrmally; through meetings and

phone calls. Yet most projects do not have ways to systematically

capture or document this "HOW" infoitation while it is still fresh. (If

you are interested in bne way to addrdss this problem, see the di'scussion

of the Growth RecOrd in the later section about documentation.)

IN How to Disseminate?--The Push/Pull Issue
11 ,

A final consideration addresses the issue of how information gets'io

people.. This might be envisioned as a "PUSH-PULL" continuum. On the one

end-are those who see the role of dissemination to be the "pushing out"

of information'to people who are perceived'as needing it.. On the other

end are those who believe that dissemination systems should allow people

to "pull" or get information only when they need it.

above. Sound' dissemin9tion practice requires that all.sfx of, the

'elements be taken into account in any'dissemination system.

0,

/fr

4

v
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A process Cannot-be` ilunderstood by

stopping it.
Understanding must move with the

flow of the process, must join
it, and flow with it.

23 2

(First Law of the Mentat)
Frank Herbed
Dune



Packaging

There are also some considerations to be taken into account when.

packaging information about your project:

Multiple audiences

The more different audiences you envision for your material the less-
.

,

the chance you will communicate effectively with any one of them. If

possible, develop separate materialsr-Oooklets, slide tapes, reports,

etc.--tailated specifically to the audience you desire. Sometimes this

only involves the re-ordering of information you alreidy Kaye developed.

Media

Using non-print media for ,y6ur reports conhave two effects. It can

make it possible to Communicate imaginative and experiential parts of

Your program. On the other hand, it can-limit the access to the

material. In choosing the media for. your commupication,'consider whether

or not your desired audience has access to the playback equipment that
.

will be needed.

Content'

The one thing you can be sure you have in common with anyone' who will

find yotir experiences` useful is that you both are responding to some

similar problem; e.g., integration of arts into the classroom.

,Therefore, aJuseful format many times can ,be one that focuses on problems

and how your project responds to them. Ask yourself, if someone were

visitinb the project what would interest them the most? Use this in your

report.

People have different abilities and different experiences which

influence the way they receive and use final reports. These-differences

must be-taken into account when interpreting findings and reporting

information. For example, reporting achievement tests scores may

meaningful to some audiences, while others may be alienated by the use of

such .information.

The primary determination that should be made in the development of a .

report is to understand the criteria that will be used to judge a progrim

or product.

30
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Be a summary of ideas about reporting that Project Directors
offered during the course'of the workshops. You may want to compare them
to yours.

r
What Information.Do Audiences Ask for About a Project?

*" an abstract

s who was the target group?

what was the objective?

what strategy or technique was used?

what featur s are different from other projects?

cost: star -up; special equipment or staffing needs?
continuatio ?

evidence of effectiveness:

How was it tested?

On whom?
Wow many were tested?
How wer they selected?
By what' measures were thdy tested ?

responses totesting:

What tyj5e of responses occurred?
At whatfrequency?
Within 'hat range of possible responses?,

crucial,elem nts;

Which d d you find essential?
When di you employ them?

possibilities for modification:

What alternatives were tested?
What alternatives are suggesgrd? C-

What-brolems might be encountered?

prepared-materials:

Clear,,d tailed instructions to primary user
Separate manuals/instructions for other users
Project Brochure

Self-con ained modles
Compatib lity with existing programs or schedules
Public i formation booklet(s)

401
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What are the various types of reports that can be considered for
different audiences?

written?

'0 oral?

general?

'8 specific?

technical?

. 8 nontechnical?

desceiptive only?

evaluative and judgmental?

makes recommendations?

What Modes of Display. Can You Consider?

4

case studied

portrayals -

graphs and charts ?

test score summaries

scenarios/anecdotes ?

questiohsianswers

'8 product displays

dialogues/testimonies

photographs/newspaper clippings

4
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IV. EVALUATION

What Evaluation Is

Evaluation clh-be defined as looking at what you did as it affects

clients, staff aid environment--and making a judgment as to its worth for

you and others. / A breakdown of this definition provides further

explanation: .1

'...looking at what you did..;"

The first feature of any evaluation is documentation of the process

in an on -going fashion (what has 'been called "form.ative evaluation.")

When documentation is'conducted in this way, a.pragram manager can make
.

.

assessments at any point it? a projeet's life. The more detailed this

documentation, the greater the understanding of the process fort both the

program staff and external observers.

"...as it affects clients, staff, and environment ...

An important feature of any 4aluation is the ability to sh w change

intehaviors or attitudes as a r sult of an innovation. The degree of

change or effect may be small, but noteworthy. Effects may be d e to

s; the intent here is not to "prove" that what you've one has

change, but rather provide evidence.of differences which.now

the environment since the program or innovation has been

ced--so-called "before and after" information.

am thin

created

exist i

introd

"...makirig a judgment..."_

Evaluation always implies judgment. Whether we like it or not\ people

will judge our projects. As one evaluator, Michael Scriven ('see Ws

evaluation model on page 48) has put it;

"...if the goal of evaluation is to determine worth, then, to
collect.data, focus inquiry and inspect causal relationshi s
without making a judgment of worth is not evaluation."

Thisdiridgment can be an informed one, based on documented informa-

tion, or the Judgment can be made without benefit of documentation, or of

0
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information. When a program is evaluated, we seek to influence these

judgments by providing evidence of success, change, and/or differences.

"...as to its worth for you and others..."
. .

Evaluation is always subjective. Evaluation is a necessary part of

the decision-making process, a process widen utilizes informatidn as well

as the values and attitudes of thedecision-maker: Another "evaluator,"

Laura Chapman, writes that

___!!...the purpose of evaluation is to discover the value or
significance of something. Measurement is not an integral part
of evaluation; it imposes on the Concept of "worth"an ordering

An evaluation of an, arts prograi should be empirical, valid,
and ranking system which leads, a denial of intrinsic value.

broadly reliable and responsiveito the qualitative character of
art. experience."

But, if it is important to "sell" a Togram to the "outside," one must&

acknowledge the criteria for success used by such external audiences and

provide information (evidence) as to hovh the program has achieved that

success.

Conducting an Evaluation .

How do you go about conducting in valuation? You can conduct an

evaluation as others have done, using stablished evaluation "models."

You can design your own evaluation tee pique which will satisfy the needs

of your program; or you can use a com inatign of your own model and those

of others. The important thing is to selectan evaluation strategy that

you are comfortable with and which s isfies your own decision-making

needs.

Evaluation can assist in the decision-making process for

s, program planning

Po program improvement

e program justification.

2E3
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When evaluation is used for program planning_ decisions it has several

features. First, evaluation can help to identify-needs within the

program that are contingent upon the ultimate success of a program. Many

times within the course of running a program, even'if a formal needs.

assesrent'has been conducted, issues or needs will .arise that must be

addressed in order to accomplish program objectives. By. establishing a

formative feedback evaluation systemgfor decision-making, these needs can

'be identified early in the program and steps_can generally be taken to

satisfythese needs.

Secondly, evaluation can help to identify the discrepancies between

intended and actual program elements (see the discussion of the

Discrepancy Evaluation Model, on page 46). When A project_is

conceptualized, we identify outcomes and the processei necessary to

achieve these outcomes: In the course of running a program, we implement

the processes in the anticipation of the desirtd results. Because

programs are made up of people as well as proceSses, often what we
4 '*

suppose will happen, does not, in fact, occur. Sometimes this

realization does not take place until late in the project cycle., or if

the realization occurs earlier in this cycle, we feel locked-in to our .

process and unable to make necessary changes. Evaluating the process can

assist here in two ways--it can provide early identification of

discrepancies and it can also provide evidence for the need for chamge to

both internal and external decision-making bodies..

Final.ly, evaluation is useful in the planning process; because it can

serve asia checklist to the decision -maker to assure that the steps are

being taken which will lead to project success (this, again, is what is

meant by "fOrmative evaluation").

Evaluation is also used in making decisions about program

improvement. Management is a constant state of trying to improve and 'i

attain greater levels of satisfaction among staff and constituency.

Evaluation can be used to devejop change strategies'and alter the course

of a program to this end.
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But evaluation, in the=end, is most often used for program

justification. Why should this progran3 continue? 'When we need to

justify a program we seek evaluation :information that speaks to consumer
1

utility and cost-efficiency.

Understanding why we conduct an evaluation for planning, .imprOvement,

or 'justification 411 help us in desigping evaluationtechniques and

reporting findings.

Steps in Evaluation

There are four basic steps in condOcting an evaluation:
3,4

I. Identification.of issues (what needs of the audience must
be addressed?)'. .

II. Identification of information sources (docUmentation)

III. Identification of a strategy (etthei' an "evaluation model"
or a design of your own) /`

IV Identification of resources,(staff and money available for'
conducting the evaluation)

'

These four steps will be discussed more fully in the sections which

follow.

Identification ofIssues
(Audience Needs)

Who is going to be judging your success?

USOE

Your institution
/

Your commUnity v ?

You ,

fOiir staff ,

. Your professional peers

Other's

4

In designing an evaluation, it is important to understand not only

why you are collecting information, but also fo/ whom you are collecting .

information. The audiences of your evaluation(are those persons and

organizations who will be making decisions aboatyour prOgram.

What will each.audience be looking at?

36
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o Processei--what was it you did?

o Cost--how much?

o Consequences--how did your project affect your community, or the
future of your students?

o Change Factors--what appears to be the reason for changes which
occurred?

o Client Satisfaction--didthe students like the program?

o Cognitive or Affective Change=-were there changes in what people
have learned, or in ways in which they. feel?

Whether or not you want certain groups or organizations to make -

judgments about your program will not prevept such judgments from being

made. When you undertake the process of evaluation, you, as a program

manager, have made a decision to "inform" these judgments. By providing

your audience with informdtion that is directed to their needs, you ve

them concrete evidence upon which to base a decision. ReMember that j t

as in a court of law, evidence here can be considered as inadmissible an

circumstantial to some, and as concrete proof to others (see the

discussion of the Jurisprudence Evaluation Model, following on page 54).

So another feature of an evaluation plan is the determination of what

evidence will be acceptable to your audience.

How will you know

o identify the

o identify the
operate.

and prove that your project has been successful?

criteria by which different people make judgments

"political atmosphere" in which the decision-makers.

v

While you and I have lips and voices which-are
kissing and to sing with

Who cares if some one-eyed son-of-a-bitch invents
an instrument to measure spring with.

--e.e. =amino



Identification of Information Sources:
(Documentati n)

Following is a series of questions w ich deal with the information

you will need to collect for your eval ation and where this information

can be found. The sections on docunetStation which follow 'give a more

complete description of how to collect and analyze information ;'

What information mechanisms do you use?

staff meetingsforgivin or getting information

ory meetings- -for giving or getting information ?'

Ar p ple filling out 'forms' far you? Do they know
why?

Who has the information you need to be successful

How often do you need this information from. these
people

Why would people want to share this information with
you

How can you get information:

discussions ?

observations

correspondence
written materials
meetings

411

It it important for the success of Arts Education prOgrams,'and the

evaluation efforts that parallel them, that documentation and evaluation

processes not be confused. Regardless of evaluation type or
. .

strategy--internal or external, project or program, process ur

product-7what is important is.that the information upon which those

judgments and decisidns will be based comes, in the first plaee, from the

experiences of the people'at local and State levels. Documentation- -the

translating of those experiences intocOmmunicable information--is a

prerequisite for both good management and good evaluation,.

It cannot be assumed that information and experience are

synonymous--that those who are in the middle of an experience are aware
4

of what is meaningful in it (and if they were, that they could -

communicate it to others in' helpful way). Therefore the responsibility

38
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for documenting what is, happening and what 'decisions are being made

should become a regular function of projectoperations, not something you

"assume" will be done by someone,else, or by yourself, only later

Documentation might be considered "process. observation, ", but it is

important to differentiate between the "process observer" role in

traditional research, where an individual, working independently, gathers

"objective" data on what is happping for later extel-nal analysis, and

the process observer role in management. In the latter situation, the

role involves the whole project team. Using variOus appropriate methods

the Project Director; or another individual, increases the awareness of
O

the staff to the, experiences which the program is undergoing, why and how

things are happening, and why various decisions are being made--and this

person helps the staff.to use the information thexgenerate for project

problem-solving and decision-making.

An additional and valuable use of this information, orcourse, is for

"evaluation." While it is critical that Project.Directors and staff have

access to current information in order to run a project, it is equally

. important that they be able to turn it into timely reports' for different

audientes of internal and external Acision-makers whose judgments can

influence the project's success and ultimate existence.

The task of gathering information about the occurrence of events is

relatively simple compared to that of getting the data about the,

relationships between and among events, and about the, processes that

precede them. It is not that the information/does not exist, only ylat

it is stored fn the "eXperiences" of those who were the participants'.

They are frequedtly not aware of all of its meanings nor of its value to

ose who might be looking at the event from another perspective.

The nature of this experiential information is what makes it so

valuable as a target,of the documenting process--it deals with.how and

h things happened. Since the pritry interest and emphasis ofithe Arts

ducatton Project Directors! Workshops dealt with the "communication of' -/
xperience," the Growth Record Process was presented as one way that

project Directors might find useful. to translate regularly the

experiences of the project participants into "useful and meaningful

information.
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, The Growth-Record Process: Planning Ahead is _a Looking Backward Process

a
As noted earlier, it has been our experience that. there needsqo be a

distinction made between the role of documentation in research and in

management. What makes this particularly important are -the perceptions .

held by many managers that evaluation is an external, process done by and

for someone else; a process that makes judgments which are often based

upoe sketchy or incorrect information about what really happened.

As evaluators in one federal program noted, A,

"Our pervasive impression is that evaluation is not a very well-liked
part of the program in many-sites ... it still has a slightly'
unnatural_ feel in the base of project operations. Itretains a,

\ flavor of an "add on"--of "something being done to us." It is

extremely difficplt to govern and conduct evaluation so that
participants share in its ownership.

For these reasons, Applied Management Sciences advocates

experimenting with an approach to documentation called the Growth Record

Process. The fundamental concepts in. this approach are:

understanding of an experienceOat happened, why and how--can
best Ile derived after it is over.

To do this requires a reference point to focus your awareness--
something to look back at'to create a structure for the review,.
"Planned" objectives serve this purptise well; for example, "What
did we intend to do? How? What actually happened? Why? What
were the influences that affected the outcomes?" , d?

The more points of view, or experiences of a situation that are
considered in the review process, the "better" the picture of
what happened. This also addresses the concern for a
documentor's objectivitythe problem of self-selection of
information. The more persons involved, the. more likely.that
one person's values won't hopelessly bias the evaluation. .

This process of identifying what was important is an experience,
analyzing 1t, making generalizations and documenting these
learnings so that they can be used in future actions lets a

,staff or board experience the "dh-ha's".of discoverxand
learning that external evaluators usually reserve for
themselves. This typof.review should follow each major
project activity or event, and be done at least once `a week,
e.g., at a staff or board meeting; to pick up other aspects of
project development.
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Participation in this review process provides a way for various
role groups, or agencies, involved in a project to cotlaborate
'on a meaningful task; that is, to contribute to the solution of
problems that relate to their mutual concern. The "meeting,"
therefore, as a problem-solving forum, serves as a.major soupce
of process data for the documentation.

The frequency (suggested as once a week) of the "process'
reviews may seem too high to one who is accustomed to a culture
which already seems to. have too many meetings already built -in.

An analogy for this type meeting, however, be drawn
from the proceis of navtgation,,disCussed earlier. Even though
the, original course (plan) is laid out as a. straight line,
'between two points, the navigator is accountable fon continuous
and frequent checking to determine where they actually are; what
unanticipated forces caused them to be there; and to suggest a
_new course'based upon .where they are now which takes into .

account the previously unanticipated'influences.

In this process, "'knowing where you.are" is more important .

for planning than knowing where you thought.you would be. ,

Checking frequently is essential because the longer the time
between check points, the larger the, possible "'error," and the
possibility of forgetting'some of the dynamics.of the events.

The strategies ,that support thii process' consist of a functional role

for a documentor and self-monitoring "forms" which permit-a project to,

document its own growth. A discussion of thesqtwo.elements follows.
..;

The Role of the Documentor ,
,.

1
, It is helpful to have one person. accept the'responsibifity for the

documenting process. Ibis might be the P jectDirector, or it can also
,

be a member of the Project support staff. The role of the documentor can
1°\\

be perceivedaS that of ap internal tacilita or for the flow of

information needed for project management.

Ip a.previous application of this strategy in a national program,

suchiPersons were called "infamation facilitators." As described in

that program,

his/her principal task -s to assure that adequate information is
.gOlerated and fed back into the decision-making prOcess within the .

project, to "miri.or",,Ohat-is.goingAoi,.and to facilitate the asking
of "better" questions. TO-do-this requires a recognition of this
role in the project; a sensitivity to the needs and strengths of
project personnel; and a tommitmdnt to, the project's approach.

041
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"Other important elemehts of this person's role include serving
as an interface between the project and external information

°requirements, i.e., primarilx OE through its quarterly reports; and
serving as a linkage agent to facilitate sharing of experiences among
projects.

Final Report on the Developmen of the NDEP
Information System; OEGr0-70-20 8, Sept. 1973.
s

The tole of the documentor responds to one Federal program's

recommendation "to make evaluation so much an-integral part of the .

project that it becomes most indistinguishable ... so that information

from particippts can'be gathered more easily and all project pereonnei

can become' accustomed to a regular feedback process and to the utiliza-

tion of data for continuous program imprOvement." This' documentor role

helps everyone to be a process evaluator and therefore can remove much of

the fear of evaluation as an external process.

The Project Growth Record: A Way to Translate Experience into Useful
Information

The pieces of paper that we. call the Project Growth Record are

designed to provide a project and a documentor ith a means for

generating and collecting experiential informa ion about how a project

accomplishes its tasks;,what it has to overcome in doing this; what it

learns in the ptwcess; and how it applies thplearning. It is both a
w...

planning and a self.- reporting system that surfaces problems before they

become unmanageable, and then challenges project staff to look for

altehlattve ways to deal with the problems. It i.s not an "information

system" but can interface with whatever formal or informal management

infOrmation systems. are used in a project.
. .

,,

The GrovIth Record Process is designed to document the outcomes of a

project's ongoing decision-making processes, as opposed to access

which requires thatprojdct staff produce and send data to others for

analysis before getting any value from it.

Copies of forms follow, with a flow, chart that illustrates how they

ar sell by project staff to ook back at their month's experience, to

lea n from it, and to re-apply the leariings.
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1
PROJECT:

TASK/OBJECTIVE:
EXPERIENCE

REPORT
For the period of:

Describe thelprincipal actions or events which took place:,
during this period.

-

40"

43

Ikmagement .Tool of WEEAP Coordination Project.,

What were the observable indicators that each action\
had the effects yQu anticipated?... or that it had
other effects? ,

e$
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PROJECT:

TASK/OBJECTIVE:

.
in Om paring your actual EXPERIENCES

this period with your plan what
things happened that you night not
have foreseen?

EINDSTGUT
What actions planned during this period did
not turn out as expected? What caused the
difference?

t"

a

LEARNINGS
For the Period of:

SERNDI.PITY
What unexpected favorable developments occurred
during this period?

l

OWH

4What learnings can you derive from these
experiences that can be applied to your
PLAN for the next period? ... or can be
shared with other WEEA grantees?

45 - 46

*A 9inagemcnt Tool of WFY.AP Coordination Project



3 PROJECT:

TASK/OBJECTIVE:

160SS!BLE PROBLEMS
& RESOURCES

For riod Of:

'WhatWhat special OBSTACLES do you anticipate encountering
during the next period?

O

What RESOURCES re there within your Project for
dealing with ?

What RESOURCES ar= there outside your Project for
dealing with them?

HOW do you plan to address the above OBSTACLES?

9

41

.

*A Nimastatent Tool of the MAP Coordination Project

a
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PROJECT:

TASK/OBJECTIVE:

What are the major tasks that you plan to undertake
this coming period?

0

19

ACTION PLAN
P9r the period of: -

'A Astagilanst Tool of ihu SWAP Coonfination Fropet

At the end of the neriocrwhat.differenCes'in

Conditions, or in the Actions of peoplemill
satisfy you that this activity had the effects
your desired?
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The structure of the forms and the wording of the questions asked can

vary from-the prototypes shown on the previoui pages, but the basic

principles are usually maintained. The formats provide a way for a

project-to document its decision processes for activities related to each

major objective. TheSe decisiohs are perceived as the outcomes of

problem-solving processes that require experiential information from more

than one person.

The decisions (or plans),are the last step in the process. The focus

is on looking back at a previous plan (expectation) and comparing it with

actual accomplishments in order to learn from the positive or negative

discrepancies. It should be noted that this differs from Management-by-

Objective-related discrepancy evaluation where discrepancies are

"judged", evaluated, and commonb, perceived as "bad." Here, instead,

a discrepancy is defined as an experience (what actually happened and

why). There is no such thing-as a good or-bad experience since it is

possible to learn from both; and so-called "bad" experiences frequently

provide more useful information than the "good" ones. It is also

possible to pick up information about "lucky," or "unexpected"

occurrences, which would be lost in a Management-by-Objective reporting,

because they were never planned for:

The project documentor, utilizing this type of strategy, serves to

fadilitate,his or her projects' ongoing evalUation and planning.

Moreover, time is a most important dimension of these reports. No single

report is significant except- in terms 'of its relationships to earlier or

later information. It is this "picture" of change or growth over

time--and the reasons for it--that provides a "process" picture

frequently impossible to capture through traditional research or

evaluation. A periodic (monthly or quarterly) review across a series of

weekly reports can permit a project to perceive patterns or trends that

t
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may be Significant. ,Further, it allows them to identify areas of concern

for additional probing and data collection by the documentor. This

analysis of activity at quarterly review points can serve.to generate a

-great deal of the proceis (how and why) data needed by Arts Education

project directors.

One more thing needs tXe said about this process. Sinceit is

based upon both common sense and evaluation-theory, projects may have

already implemebted many of the elements. One ofthe attractions for

project personnel is that'they really do dot have to learn something

new. Many Project Directors with'prior management experience already

will have informal mechanisms that they have used for their own process,

evaluation. It will be possible to use those as a starting point or to

modify these suggested methods and formatsto relate to their own pr-

existing procedures.

tt

4.

Richatd Leakey, "There have been 'thousands of
'living organisms", he says, "of which a very
high percent has became extinct. There is

4kt,
nothing, at the moth t to suggest that we are
not part of the same attern: He notes that
there is one point of difference man- is the
only organism faith power to reflect on its
-past and upon its future.: That power to
reflect, he says', "is what makes us able to
planour future in such a way as to avoid'
what seems inevitable."

(p. 76 Time, Nov. 7, 1977)
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Identification of Resources

(Staff and Money)
es

Who will conduct the evaluation?

Evaluation can be done by the'Project Director or staff member; or by

someone who is,external to the program. Whoever is selected to,do the

evaluation should have a clearly-defined role., When a memberof the

project team is acting as evaluator, that should be known to everyone. -\

If One chooses to use an'evaluator outside the project, as in the hiring

of any professional, standard procedures should be used. An examination

of:

practical background (What do they know about the content and
context of your program?)

educational background (What type of credentials are impennt
to the audience ?)

philosophit oriegation (How do they define evaluation? Does
this match your definition?)

methodology (Do they suggest a technique which As realistic
within the limits of your project? Do you understand all the
implications of this technique?)

It. is important in securing the services ofexternal evaluators to

examine their evaluations of other programs,.. to understand the technique

and philosophic approach of the evaluator. Calls to past clients are a

good idea.

Who will be responsible?

for the design of the evaluation ?

for the'collection of information

ior,the.development of instruments "k

for'theianalysis

Responsibilities should be clearly 'delineated and should be divided

among the persons involved, sing the above tasks as a guide:

What are the cost'factors involved in evaluation, in terms of money,
time, and resources? ,

.4
14V
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Evaluation should be considered a cost-efficient measure,' not a costly

.one. Things to be considered are:

What resources do you have available?

Do you have an evaluation budget? -(A good rilfe of thumb here is
not to exceed more than ten percent of the total project budget)`,

Nave you accounted for prograM time needed to.respond to
evaluation requpsts2 (Even if you,employ,an external evaluator,
staff time will be expended.)

Have you measured the potential impact of the evalUation against
the anticipated expenditure? (Sometimes expending money, at the
beginning of the project will result in greater savings later in
the project life.)

What are the "costly" considerations, such as invasion of
privacy, defensive attitudes of staff and clients, and
difficulties encountered in information tOlection.

t

<?

I

FIVE COMMANDMENTS FROM W.H. AUDEN*

Thou shaft not anscier questionnaires,

or quizies'upon world affairs, nor
with pliance take any'test. Thou

lt not sit with statisticians, nor
commit a social science.

*Fitom "Linden the L A Revautionany
Titact.601, the Tim 0°



Identification of a'Strategy
(Models)

An evaluation strategy is simply the wady in which one goes, about

analyzing evaluation information. All evaluation'strategies, or models,

An utilize almost any type of available data. They distinguish

themselves in terms of the questions they pose, how information is

arrayed, and how decisions will be formulated. What follows is an .

overview of seven of tnt major evaluation model's, their features, uses,

and procedures. It sold be noted that these evaluation models are only

presehted as sample techniquesi,they need not be used exactly is' -

described, nor are they "required" of Project Dit4ectors. Many successful

evaluations have been done merging one or two of the techniques, or using

features from several of them. TAe important point here is to select a v.

strategy which you feel comfortable with; and which will be most

satisfactory to your audience.

Discrepancy Evaluation:' The Model of Malco m Provus

To use this model% you compare the
.

mommynlumm-man

. TO IELAlt OUTCOMES TO OBJECTIVES

111111111WIEE DATA VS. OBJECTIVES -
SEMVIOW MUMS
ACHIEVE ENT TESTS

DISCOEPNICIES AM NOT pESSMILY
NEGATIVE Ross

FIENJIIES COMM GOAL CIANIFICATION
MT WELT A CIECINST

ma QUESTIONS: ME OBJECTIVES IEIM ACNIEVEP
NE PEOPLE BEIM PININCTIVE/

.

differences between standards you've set for

performance, and the 'actual levels of

performance: the outcomes of your project

are compared with your objectives within the
.

context of program operatioh.

In order to do this, you have to be able to

clarify your-goals, not just in terms of end

products, but the goals you set for the
.

. design, operation, and production of interim and final products, and far

costs.

At all of these stages, indicatorsof performance-are,compared with

standards which terve as criteriaof performance, and discrepancies'

between performance and standards are reported to program managers. A

discrepancy is defined as a simple difference and need not be negative -

i.e.,'it is a discrepancy to be operating under budget yet certainly not

negative.
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When you administer a program; you keep in mind your goals,or plans,
and your actual attainments, or results, but when ypu use the discrepancy
model, for.evaluating, you'concentrate on the difference, between goals and
results which is the "process" of.your program.

What's found by studying the differences between goals and results is
a'set of "TearningS"whicb7can

influence the'results of your program, if
you use them. I

Oftentimes, the Discrepancy Model is used like a checklist or report*

card, that is: this is whatyOu said you were going to do, now'let's see
whether or not you did it. But the 'model's ,intent is far-more than
this. can aid yourin,doing'what you said you Were going to-do and
-further'to help you determine whether or nor' this is stilla desirable
goal .

Provus advocated.continuous'cognuhicatjon
between project staff and

evaluation _staff, so that :discrepancy informationcan be used 'at the
earliest possible occasion to.modify the program whenever managers feel
modlfication is needed to attain the desired outcomes. In the'Provds
'model,- it's important to remember that for purposes of evaluatidn-,

discrepancies are not necessarily negative-- differences need not be
deficits, as they help you get a *sense of' whit you're doing. According. .

to this model, the place where you end, up is affeZted not only by wh4re
you are.; but also by what's, happened along the way, if you keep an,eye on ,

differences between where you are And where you thought you'd be.

The- key features ofthe.Discrepancy Model are:

the need for a close link between program planning and evaluation
-o evaluation is a continuous-prOcess

evaluAtion'criteria need to be linked to stages of -program
developmeniand implementation

. use of discrepancy information As the primary methOd of progfam.
evaluation

the need tp.maintain rapport between evaluators and program
managers.
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. '.Goal-Free or'Consumer-Oriented Evaluation: the model of Michael

Scriven'.

GOAL GEE EWEIRTION - SUM

MIME, TO BMW TIE 110111 OF A PROMS
111110111111E SEITAIIUTT OF ITS
GOO

UM MOAT
SIMON
commanummumEnumms
ESTAMISISIMMON

p TAMS ME eine 11 STNIINES
11711E1 POLE OF DAUM
MAN MOM PIGESS10111. AS

MARE

Mat 011137101Es MST ME MI OF TIE EFFECTS?
EMT 1S TIE CONNER UTILITY

(LEST 1107-

Goal-Free Evaluation, .though the title of-

this model conjures, up a variety.of imagesi

does. not imply that the evaluation, .project

or evalluator is without goals. Rather this

. model Is concerned with measuring all of the

effects of a project and Scriven contends '

t t this can only be done-jf the project-I3

vi ed holistically apart from its 9riginal

oals or intents.

The model is based on'the assumpt'on that

consumers don't usually care'about whether a program achieves 'ts

organizational goals--they care about what a program really d es, whether

or not it's a "good" program, and they expect an evaluation to deliver*

this information to them. Scriven feels that these consumer "values" are

embodied in standards which support the design, implementition and

evaluation of a program. If evaluators are in fact saddled with this

responsibility, they need to put a lot of-emphasis into understanding the

standards they-use for evaluation: are they subjective, biased,

appropriate? Scriven feels that the program professional (e.g., the arts
,

educator) is best suited to conduct the evaluation as these persOns are

most.familiar with the standards to be used.

One of the features of Scriven's model is that it can use comparison,

either between programs, or in the same prograM "before and after," or in

the field at large. A non-comparative technique also can be Used.

What's important is to determine whether or not the audiences of the

evaluation will be making comparisons and to gather information

,accordingly

In developing his evaluation model, Scriven distinguishes between

"formative evaluation" (used to improve a program while its being

implemented) and "summative evaluOion" (used to judge-the completed

program, process, or product). Formative evaluation should be done, by

someone-Rinhouse," while summative evaluation is done by an independent,

outside-evaluator.
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Scriven also distinguishes between "intrinsic evaluation" which

ekamines the i'means",4 and "pay-off" evaluation which examines the wends."
t ,

Scriven developed a taxonomy of criteria for education evaluation

studies which can be used as a'checklist in designing an evaluation. The

steps which Scriven developed for designing an evaluation methodology are:

(1) Defining the type of evaluation needed by intended use--forma-
tive, summative or both A

(2) Defining the role of the evaluator(s)

(3) Determining whether the goals of the program are adequate, and
worthwhile

,(4) Determining the instruments'to be evaluated (intrinsic evalua-
tion)

(5) Determining the effects of the instrument(s) (p.ay-off evaluation)

(6) Determining whether the evaluation is to,be comparative or non-
. comparative.

Scriven's methodology for evaluation is more appropriately thought of as

a set of dbnceptual distinctions (and thus related to evaluation design)

than a procedural model for conducting an evaluation.

Illuminative Evaluation: The model of Parlett andHamilton

IWOINVIVE EVALINTION - ?MITT *MN

PUPOSE* TO REV 11BE NO INTLIPPET RATTER PM
MORE

PIETIONI MOWN
RIRTIO IWO!

- COMMON

ORIENSI r ASSIZES MOOS ON Ammo
WOE OF ORIENSTNOING MM./

411J011 INESTIONSI VOI IS 111E PROGRAMS REUVIESSIIIP

TO ITS ENVIIIONIENT?

WAT DISCOVERIES MYE BEEN NW

The focus of this evaluation strategy is on

describing and interpreting, rather than on

measuring, and predicting. Your goal as

evaluator iv-to obtain the best picture of
2

what's going on with the project--you use

descriptive data obtained from observations,

interviews, questionnaires, and.archival

records. After you've'described the

project, you share this information with

your staff, clients, and others who are

interested and/or involved in the project, the purpose being to assure

that there is consensus on what the activities of the program were.

49
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The next step in this process is to interpret the program according

to the interests and needs of the staff, clients and other.interested

groups. This step is made in order to gain some understanding of the

project's diversity asperceived by external audiences. As evaluator,

using this model, you-wint to know what is, and why: describe and

interpret! The entire program should be studied in depth--its rationale,

evolution, operations, achievements, and roblems - -in other words, the

program in relationsHip to the environment in which it operates.

4,
This approach is intended to be unstructured. The assumption behind

it is that pre-defined hypotheses, which you want to test, end up

constraining your data gathering, and unduly influence the nature of the

findings.

The developers of this model specified three stages for the evalua-

tion:

observation

further inquiry

explanation

Eacfi of these stages is'conducted independently--the second and third

stage building on the first stage. ,Observation is directed towards

program activities. The second stage or further inquiry is used to

provide information:which will "illuminate" the program activities in

terms of goals and outcotes.' The final stage is'used.to explain or

analyze the program in terms of goals; activities and outcomes.

- Responsive Evaluation: the model of Robert Stake

RESPONSIVE EVALUATION - STARE

PUIPOSEt TO DESCRIK, UNDERSTAND AND ASSESS TIE MATH

OF A MEM !NORDEN TO DEM" CDADIE
STRATEGIES

ANTECEDENTS

TRANSACTIONS

OUTCOMES

COMMENCE

MOMS: MMERSTPMIM DIVERSITY
NBOTIATIUM
NECESSITY OF MTN DESCRIPTIM

MI JUDGEMENT

MAN MESTIONS: MAT *ISMS NMI TO DE
MITE AMR DIE PROGRAM

ION CM THESE DECISIONS BE
IRONED?

This Model focuses'on both description and

judgment:as being necessary parts of a

,,evaluation. In making a judgment, you are

assets ing,the worth of a particular aspect

of your program,, e.g., an educational

strategy, as it 'relates to imp-roving an

_aspect of learning. What you're trying to

do is make a judgment about your program,

and'share it with an external audience.
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An important aspect of Stake's Model is the distinction of data

sources by their relationship in(time to the practice being evaluated:

o Antecedents--those conditions existing prior to the teaching and
learning experiences which may relate to outcomes, such as the
students'' aptitu or pretiloUs experiences, previous
curriculum, etc:

.

o Transactions--inte actions of persoWg'in the learning
environment, your program.

o Outcomes--the results of antecedents and transactions.

In this model you look at things from two perspectives--the

antecedents, transactions and outcomes which you intended, and those

which you observe. In evaluation, you are looking for congruence between:

what you intended and what you observe. This also combines the use of

observe-Timis to obtain. descriptive information. But it is more

structured than other models in that the program intents, or goals, serve

as the framework for gathering information. And the emphases'- in this

model on the relationships (or contingencies, as Stake refers-to th

between the antecedents, transactions, and outcomes makes it more

environmentally - responsive than the Provus Discrepancy 'Model.

Inessence, using this model you are making judgments about your

program all along the way--are things good or bad- -and you're .

continuously checking out your assumptions.

In this model, the descriptive data that you obtain are based on

logic;, while the judgments are based on empirical comparisons between

results (outcomes) and standards. The model looks at logical

consistencies in order to understand diversity between program intents

and program operations.

The basic procedure of this model is to make-a determination, as to

what decisions need to be made and then to gather information to inform

these decisions and/or recommend change strategies.
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CIPP (Context, Input, Process', Product Evaluation, or
becision-Oriented Evaluation: the mode)l-of Daniel Stufflebean

CIPP 1C0111EXT, ;M. MESS, 13010) - S1 LIFF1.06111

11111103E3 TO WEN POWS 33110OiN EVAIMATION

ROW LOOK AT 11E TET.1310113 TO 3E lyllE
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C011101131 0OALITI MEWL
NVIVERUL
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4

The CIPP model, a combinatioil of other

evaluation models, was designed to remedy

problems in preVious models. it assumes

that there -wilt be a largeemutual influence

between evaluation and decision- making.

The three major steps in the evaluation

process are delineating, obtaining, and

providing information for judging decision

alternatives:

delineating information refers to identifying required
information

obtaining information includes collecting and analyzing the data

providing information refers to the organization of information
for reporting purposes.

Seen from the perspective of this model, there are three environ-

ments, or contexts, in which changes can occur, within which isions by

managers must be made:

those guided by technical standards, with a routine, cyclical
data collection system

those in which there is ongoing developmental activity aimed at
continuous improvement

those in which innovative activities are being used for
eventing, testing, and diffusing new,solutions to-Problems. ,

n this model,four types of decfsiont are delivated;and determine-

the type of evaluation to be,cohducted:

planning decisions: these are aimed at major program changes,
based cm discrepancy informatiOn: The evaluator performS a
"context evaluation" in which the relevant environment is
defined; intended and actual.outcomes and distrdOariCies between .

them are described; problems that prevent a high degree of
congruence are diagnosed.

structuring decisions: these specify the means to
were established through, planning decisions. The ki
variables studied include program organization, pers
schedules, etc. "Input evaluation" is used to provi
information on methods of resource utilization for m
program goals.
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o Implementing decisions: these involve carrying out the planned
actions. "Process evaluation" is directed towards these
decisions needs.in several ways--detecting or predicting
problems in the procedural design or its implementation;
providing information for programming decisions; and maintaining
a record of. implementation processes as they occur.

o Recycliiig,decisions:-those which determine the course of any
activity at any given point in the program. "Product
evaluation" serves these decision needs by measuring and
interpreting attainments, both during and after a project.:

Art-Criticism Evaluation: the model of Elliott Eisner

METI1011

MT CIIITICISIT MEL - EISMII

TO AK A PlIOMAIII MORIN IN
IIIIMIONSNIF TO ITS FIELD

-

KM-AIMON PMEL
IV:061112EO STN

COFMNISI SIBS TO IIIPMSt SIMMS
%FECTIVE lTNlollNna /
SU OF NM*

Mal COESTIONSI MU A UUTIC WIPE IS
TIMP/11?

IINT DISTIIIMISIES A
FAOtI 011106 OF TIC SPIE'
TR?

Tbis evaluation model is patterned after the

/ process of art criticism. It's also called 4

// "connoisseur-based evaluation."

Programs ape\evaluated either by expert,

so-called "blue-ribbon," panels; or they are

Compared to recognized standard's of

excellence. These standards ofexcellence

-need not be only those from the.field at

large, but more importantly, these standards

should be recognized by-the audiences'of the

specific project. 4tandards can be as measurement-oriented as incr6ses

in test scores or gualitat'vely-oriented such as artistic excellence. A
5

blue-ribbon panel can be composed of recognized experts in the field or

plefessionals in the field an assume the role of the panel by using

agreed-upon standards for judgment, e.g.; a group of music teachers

within a school arts'pro ram can be brought together and establish

criterialfoi- judging: their own pro ram.

The goal is to critically desc,lbe, appraise, or illuminate a program

element, ,and to determine-what meritts or demerits distinguish a progi-am'

from others that are at the same level of development.

Basically, the goal is to pJa e a "stamp of approval" on a program by

determining "would a critic appro e this program?".
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-. As a model, it is particularly ndent on the-gialuators. expertise

and sensitivities, and ontheir ability convey meaning and feelings.

This model assumes that judgment is baked on affective information or

"feelings" and so evaluations- should address the affective domain.

Another feature of this model is that by utilizing critical standards

or criteria is'a basis for judgment, You not onlT y,determine the project'S

status in relationship to these st ards, but youcan seek to improve or

"raise" the standards of the field.

Jurisprudence or Adversary Evaluati the model ofRobert Wolf,

The jurisprudence/adversarial evaluation

model is characterized by: information

management by courtroom procedures; use of

citizens for information review; and bipolar

epldration of key issues. Two evaluation

. are organized. One team serves as the

advocate team and seeks to gather

information and develop logical arguments in

support 'of the program being evaluated. A

second team serves as the adversary team and

attempts to present information highlighting

the inadequacies and weak-points of the program. Neither of these

evaluation teams is responsible for the ultimate evaluation of the

program;.rather, their respective responsibilities are to collect

relevant information andlo develop evidence and arguments in support of-

their position for or against the program.

JONIIPNOIENEE MEL - NWT

IWIFOSEs TO ESTAIUSN AN PIGMENT AS TO A
PIO6PRI'S

NETION: MERINO EVIDENCE
UTIUZINONIVERSANT

ESTAIUSNINGPIXEDWES
AMBUTMAESOUTION

MUM IEEE TOWNIE AIMIEVENENT
OFIENNEBIERUM

inux OPPONENTS SO AS Td
COMM

MAR OIESTIONt IMIT ANE TIE MEM FON AM
ACAMST THIS MAN?

A jury of "citizen evaluators" hears the evidence andarguments of

40 evaluation team. The evidence is presented in court room style with

various witnesses giving testimony (a review' of test scores, explanation

of decisions, de'scriptions'-,of the effects of certainsdecision4,etc.).
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Each team is allowed the opportunity to "cross-examine" witnesses.

This permits the development and exploration of alternative hypotheses.

Th4 jury of citizen evaluators may direct questions (funneled through the

jury foreman) to any witness for the purposes of clarication or to

examine other hypotheses.

After both evaluation teams have completed their presentation of,

evidence and arguments and after each team has presented summary

statements, the jury of citizen evaluators retires to deliberate on the

evidence that has been presented. It is then the responsibility of this

citizen jury to make judgments concerning the program being evaluated

point7by-point for each of the-prespecified key issues. The jury may

report favorably or unfavorably, in part or whole, and may also identify

areas where the evidence is too. contradictory, too minimal, or too.

one-sided and thus withhold judgment on,certain issues.

The jurisOudence model has three advantages not offered by any other

evaluation strategy: 1) it insures the full exploration of key issues

through the presentation of evidence and arguments reflecting' both sides

of the issue; 2) it enhances the oppovtunity..to develop alternative
o

inferences from data; and 3) it removes from the evaluator, the

responsibility for summary judgments and places this responsibility with

a panel of citizen jurists..

The most obvious disadvantage's are increased cost (by funding two

'evaluation teams rather than one) and the administrative complexity of
6

agreeing on evidentiary rules, specifying the'scope of key issues to be

addressed, and selecting instrumentation common to both evaluation

teams. Some of these "disadvantages" can be countered by utilizing

advisory panel members-as the ,evaluation team.

6 E,
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V. SUMMARY

The documentation, evaluation,and dissemination strategies in this

guidebook have been presented within a larger context which views the

management of information as a process as important to the success of a

program as that of managing resources and personnel.

Moreover, these ideas have been bated upon our particular view of.t.h!)

needs and uses for information in Federal demonstration programs such as

the USOE Arts dusa;pn Program. Within.this perspective national,

state, local, and individual infor'mation needs are considered

intgrdependent. Thus, effective information management starts with the

experiences of the local program staff and clients and, to the extent it
e '

1

provides useful information at each\level of program support, it

eventually produces the quality of information needed for national

management and dissemination needs. \

.

.

Finally, we'view information as fiTre than experience-derived data.

It also can be used as part of experiences, and 'especially to influence'

others. An Arts Education project doe have a complex task: as a

"temporary system" it must have a positive influence on individuals and

permanentsbcial institutions over whic it has little ono direct

control.' Each of these has its own goals, objectives and primary.

responsibilities. It is for this reason that documentation, evaluation

and dissemination can be major management strategies. Many of the

purpOses of an Arts Education program are determined and shared by the

individuals and institutions with which it works. To the extent, that

these individualS and institutions are pro ided with'information'to

perceive the achievement of their purposes hrough the project, to that, ,

extent the Arts Education project may succes fuly influence changes in
.

.e-

the-pertanent institutions with which it int racts. In other words, when

individuals perceive the:it purposes and growt enhanced by an, Arts

Education project's activitiest the probabilit of achieving-project

objectives increases and persons both within t e project and 'representing

cooperating institutions feel ownership in the roject and its strategies.
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Effective management of information in Arts Education project

management, to us; therefore, Oovides:

a unif in process which links the needs of the individuals and
-insti u ions;

40,

.a learning process which enables a project to stay on top of the
comp ex and changing conditions it faces by accurately
perceiving its environment, drawing information from situations
while still in process,,learniny from these situations, and
applyihg,the learning to its advantage;

an involving.process which,recognizes that while management"
decisions may be made by one person, no single individual has
the experience or information to support the ,decision. When all'
prOject members share'information, share in decision-making; and
understand clearly the Yules,,yegulations, and operating limits,
the project runs well and pa0Sons gain psychic rewards from
participation;

a controllable process Aich acknowledges'that, while the
functioning of many of the project's components are only
indirectly controlled by the project, management Of information
is one major function which is totally under the project's
control. Too often a project will relinquish what is actually
its "power" to affect its own outcomes because it feels that
documentation, evaluation or dissemination are functions that
have to be done for Washington, or that have to be Separate
components distinct'from other"object ves. In these'cases,
management of information often becom s-a purpose in itself for
which only a few people are responsib e, and in whoSe successful
accomplishment there is =little invest ent by others.

.1 and finally, information management i

ongoing problem-solving process that
need to have some influence on surrou
individuals to be.involved in the pro
parents, support personnel -- already

"management" system in place Oemitti
to select appropriate actions and to
again. The major management task for
director is ong of providing.these i
the information and opportunittes to

problem-solvinvabilities and nteres
project objectives.

4
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TwO final thOughts . .

'about infornatioh that goes in, and comes out,

of our programs
t

e

The government are very kcc.n on

amassing statistics. They collect them,

add them, raise them to the nth power,

take die cube ropt and prepare wonder-
,

ful diagrams. But you . kilUSt never

forget that every one of these figuies

comes in the first instance from the

village watchman, who just puts

down what he damn pleasei.

Sirjisiah Sop*
INLAND ItEVENUE DEPARTMENT (Esiland) seektgo

4

THE,GOVONMENT IS VERY KEEN ON PRODUCING

EXEMPLARY PRODUCTS AND PROGRAM MOBEtg. THEY RESEARCU
in

THE NEED FOR THEM, DEVELOP, IMPLEMENT AND EVALUATE

THEM; DISSEMINATE AND DIFFUSE THEM; AND PRODUCE

WONDERFUL REPORTS ABOUT THEM, BUT YOU'MUST NEVER

FORGET, THAT EVERYONE OF THESE.PROGRAMS OR PRODUCTS

WILL, IN THINAL INSTANCE, BE USED BY A HUMAN

BEING WHO WILL DO WHATEVER HE DAMN,PLEASES TO MEET

-HIS NEEDS FOR SATISFACTION I HIS:WORK,

LEWIS A, RHopEs

(USA) 1976

ti
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WHERE WE STARTED

t
This current effort of 'the USOE Arts and Humanities staff to pro-

vide assistance in evaluation, documentation and dissemination is

limited to a 2-day workshop. However, it is-built upon an understand-

ing that has been developilg over the past few years concerning the

unique needs of the art educator who often functions as a program

aanager'in a local or state educational system.

there have been several state and national meetings and con-

ferences to explore the parqcular eval.,Vidn concerns of the arf edu-

cator. We have attempted to utilize the finidings,of these meetings as

indicators of the directions this workshop should go. For example,

Jr. March 1977 the Depart ment of .public In ruction of North Carolina

11J1d a symposium on "Measurement in the Arts: The Search for X."

svi-Ipc:.ium was held to give participgnts a view of the many efforts

beIng,made to assess arts programs and their effects on'students.

There were several conclusions that were felt,to be of major import-

arse. a

"1. We need to give much more thought to the reasons we
collect data.,

2. We need to give much more thought to the use we plan
to make of data.

3. We need to make f r greater use of the immense amount
,of data nowAt ha d.

4. We need t. .k more carefully at the consequences. of
'.data collection as those consequences relate to our
best defined ,ksires fof children...since-the simple
a of' co ing data lets looSe implications over
which the collectors have no control.'

In March 1978, the American. Theatre Association and USOE con-
,

ducted a seminar entitled "The Analysis and Dissemination 'of Arts

Education Evaluation -Techniques." The concept of the seminar cen-

'tered on the fact that

. the demand for evaluation of arts_projects has grown in
the past ten years. Since.arts evaluation is still in its

-e
infancy, few state and regional arts practitioners-and )

1
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le4deTs know very much about its function and methods.
_nib is appropriate, useful, manageable and cost.-effective
for arts-in-education projects is criticallyimportant to
the growth and development-of riew programs. Therefore,
there is a need for: 1) knowledge of methods available
for evaluation_of arts projects, and 2) dissemination of
the information to project administrators and directors in
the field.

One of the seminar participants, Dr. Jerome Hausman, presented

several Comments and recommendations at the conclusiOn of the seminar.
He felt that

4

...within each of the arts fields, there are'problems and
ambiguities pertaining to evaluation.' This is "built-in"
by virtue of the dyna10.cs of the arts themselves--changing
conceptions for form, content; and context. All of this
is further compounded by thinking that links the arts and
environment. Na wonder we are loathe to develop simplis-
tic approaches to evaluating "state-wide" arts in educa,
tion efforts. No wonder there is a turning toward more
generali'zed.data sources and more open-ended and flexible
evaluation strategies. We have.found that overall evalua-
tion strategies need to ,be-responsive to multiple and pey-
haps diverse criteria. But, we need to be clearer and more
structured in the strategies we develop.

My own tendency toward self,-study and anecdotal review
procedures based upon, the assumption that critical
issues must be reviewed-in context. We also need to
develop means to' distill ,critical elements for analysis
and assessment. Bob.take's use of terms like portrayal
and depiction are very useful and exciting to me. The
real challenge rests in telling the story with attention
to critical details and then assessing the meaning an4
significance of data. Of course, measurement approaches
and techniques may be applicable along with assessment
of performance or:outcomes.

Hautman,gaes on' to point out that

....evaluatioh strategies need to_address themselves to
processes and outcomes accountable to the arts! -Once we
have developed our general picture, specific criteria
pertaining twbehaviors, skillt, and outcomes should be
distilled from this general picture. Responsibilities
for persuasion should only be assumed :_after the data are
reconciled with values and purposes consistent with the
program's objectives.
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In addition to these meetings, the writings of both arts educa-

, tion and evaluation theorists reflect the concerns for evaluation,

Robert Stake finds that

...accredition reports rarely show the real worth of an
educational program.

MiChael Scriven says that

...if the goal of evaluation is to detqrmine worth-,.then;
to collect data, focus inquiry and inspect causal rela-
tionships.without making a judgment.of worth is not
evaluation.

o

Stake elaborates on this idea by stating that,controls, tests, regres-

sion equations and behavioral language May all be essential for test-
.

construction but may not facilitate the conduct of an evaluation proj-

ect at all. These theorists have responded to people who are con-
.

rrled with documentation, evaluation and dissemination in the field

a:. i's education. Laura Chapman writes that'

...the purpose of evaluation is to discover the value or
significance of something. Measurement is not an integral
part of evaluation; it imposes on the concept of "worth"
an ordering and ranking system which leads to a denial of
intrinsic value. An evaluation of an arts program should
be empirical, valid, broadly reliable and responsive to
the qualitative character of art experience.

Stake takes this theme even further when he says

.:.We need a reporting procedure ±r facilitating
vicarious ,experience. We need to portray co xity,
holistic impression, mood and even the mystery of-exp
ence.

,Finally, we have also based this workshop on the comments which

were expressed by current Arts and Humanities grantoproject directors:
k

"Evaluation and research are essentially .the same thing."

"Documentation and dissemipation are deviceS to show
others whit we did that was good.'

. "Sophistication in evaluation means a strong preordinate
design usually done by someone else."

/
3
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"If we do deal with the relationship between what is
actually done and what is evaluated, might not Arts
Education lose out."

"Evaluation means numbers to_s4bw administrators."

"Evaluation is never simple, if it is, it is not good
enough. Our teacher-made tests are just good, for us
but they are not what a real evaluator would b."

"Good evaluations are expensive and take a lot of money
and time to do."
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SELECTED TESTS IN THE

.
Creativity

Torrance, E.P.
ASK AND GUESS TEST

Neutral farms, age, originality, fluency, flexibility, elaborat
production (written)

-Personnel Press, Inc.

Item: Consist of three activities:
I. Asking - subject required to list as many questions as he can
about a drawing presented to him. f
II. Guessing Causes - subject required to list as many as 'possible
causes of the action in the given drawing.
III. Guessing Consequences - subject required to list as many
possibilities as he can of what might happen as a result of what'
is taking:place in the picture.

Scoring: Based on Fluency (no. of relevant responses), Flexibility
(1 point given for utilization of each of several categories given
in the scoring manual), and originality of responses.

Validity: The author presents considerab- le detailed information
on content validity, construcedvalidity, concurrent validity,
scoring reMbilityr and test-retest reliability in the technical
manual of the test series.

Eisner, E.W..

BUILDING TEST

Art, unspecified, originality, production (building, drawitrg)
Typology of creativityc,in.the Visual Arts. Eisner, E.W.
Studies in Art Ed., 1962,, 4(1), 11-22

Item: Subject must construct an object out of 1/4 p of
clay and .colored 'tooth picks.

Scoring: Based on opinions
1
of 3 trained jUdges. Ev luation

proceeaed on,a nine'point scale and objects scoredon e ral
criteria: Boundary Pushing (subject and form), Boundary ing
(subject and form) aesthetic organizing.

S

Torrance, E.P. .

CIRCLES TEST

Neutral forms/ age, originality, fluericy,

production (building, drawing)
Personnel Press, Inc., Princeton, N.J.

Item: Subject presented, with a series of
2 pages and is instructed to' draw as many
he'.can inccrporate In the circles. .

.--
s

flexibility, elaboration,

36 circles printed on
different objects as



$

-Creativity -3-

Item: Four Items-Forms; Subject lists different things each of 5
ambiguogs silhouettes could possibly be.
Functions: Subject lists different uses for each of 4 common
objects.

Concepts: Given an attribute of a class of objects, e.g. "things
round", subject must list appropriate objects.

Scoring: Scoring for 'each test (based on frequency (no. of responses)
variety (no. of different classes of responses)
and uniqueness (im frequency,of occOrence).

Validity: The authog(presents detailed information regarding
validity and reliability in the article.

Torrance, E.P.
PICTURE COMPLETION EST

t

.

Neutral forms, age,miginality, fluency, fleXibility,
elaboration, production (building, drawing)
Personnel Press, Inc. Princeton, N.J.

,hem: SObject given a series of 10 drawings of incomplete
lrfigures'and' is instructed to complete a drawing using the
linet ,given. I

Scoringl Bdsed.on fluency (No. of pictures completed),
flexibility (No.of different categories of responses),

ioriginality (Ima nation), and elaboration (Amount of detail).

Validity: The author presents considerable detailed information.
an content validity, construct validity, concurrent validity,

"scoring, and test-retest reliability in the technical manual
b the test series.

Torrance, E.P: /

PICTURE ,CONSTRpCTION (CURVED SHAPg) TEST

!
. .

Neutral forms ge, originality, elaboration, reproduction
. (building, dr. ng _i

,

' Personnel Pre Inc., Princeton, N.J. .

\.., 'Item: Subject given a piece of colored p er.in the form of
a-curved isha e and-must draw a picture utilizing it.

Scoring; B sed on originality (on a. scale from zero to five),
. and elabora ion (amount of'detail).

Validity:. he author presents considerable detailed information
on conttnt/validity, construct validity, concurrent validity,
scoring, a d test-retest reliability in the technical manual
of, the ser es.
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Art. -4-

Likert, R. Quasha, W. H.
MINNESOTA PAPER FORM BOARD TEST

Form, age perceptual -grouping, successive categories
Psychological Corporation, 304 E. 45th Street
New York', New York 10017

Item: 64 multiple choite items each consisting of a geometric
figure'diiided into 2 or.more parts. The subject must choose
one of five figures presented that would represent the
original should the parts be fitted together.

Scoring: The authors present considerable data on norms,
validity, and reliability in the manual accompanying the
test.

Irwt; L.

PRUERENCE AND AESTHETIC SENSITIVITY TEST

Painting, age, preference, rank order
Pxsonel preferences as an expression ofaesthetic sensitivity

:rwIn L. Child, Journal of Personality, 1962 vol..30 pp 496-
512

Test consists of 12 sets of pictures each set containing 60
pictures. Subject must rate reproductions of paintings
according to his preferences by dividing each set of pictures
into 10 piles of ,6 pictures each and rating each group of 6
individually.

Scoring: Norms derived by ,the scaling of reproductions by
'13-art gradUate students according to aesthetic quality.

Reliability: Determined by test-retest method yielding a
correlation of approx. .90 for 44 undergraduates.

Benner, G. Seashore, H. Wesmin, A.G.
SPACE RELATIONS - DIFFERENTIAL APTITUDE TEST BATTERY

Form;.age, perteptual grouping, successive categories
Psychological Corporation 304 E. 45th Street
New York,'N.Y..

Grades 8 thru 12

. .

Item: .Test consists of 40patterns which can be folded into
figures. For each pattern, five figures are shown. The
subjects must decide which of the figures can be made from
the pattern.

Scoring: Extensive information on scoring and norms is
.presented in the manual of the test series.

A

Lewerenz., Alfred-S.

TESTS IN FUNDAMENTAL ABILITIES OF VISUAL ARTS°

California Test Bureau De4onte Research Park
MOnterey, Calif.

7
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Art

Eisner, Elliot W.

EISNER ART INFORMATtON INVENTORY

-2-

Questionnaire, age, background knowledge, understanding,
standard objective , -

Arts Curricula for the gifted.

Eisner, Elliot W. Teachers College Record, 1966, 67(7)
492-501 ° .

Consists of 60 multiple choice items equally divided.into"
subtests dealing with art terms, art media and processes,
artists and their works, and art history.

Scoring: No norms given'. .

Reliability: Application o f'the Kuder-Richardson Formula
20 to the tests results.of 1488 subjects yielded a coefficient
of..934.

Graves, Maitland
GRAVES DESIGN JUDGEMENT TEST

Figure, age, sculpture; preference, pair comparisons
Psychological Corporation, 304 East 45th Street
New York 17, N.Y.

Item: Ninety items each consisting of 2 or 3 plate's from'
which the subject must select the one he considers best.

ScoAng: Scoring key furnished. Nora's given in percentiles
,for high school and college art and, non -art students.

Norms-derived from test results of '826 art students and 480
non -art students,

Reliability: Coefficients range from .81 to .93 with a
median of .86 based on retests of 14 groups, of students
from 2 high schools anil 3 post high school, institutions.

Horn, Charles,'C.-'. ,

HORN ART APTITUDE INVENTORY

Task, age, drawing, production
. C.H. Stoelting Co. .

'424 North Homan Avenue ''.

Chicago 24, Iii.

fa

-Item: Part One (scribbling and doodling) Subject must sketch
-twenty', amiliar objects.

Part Two (imagery)', subject must manipulate twelve rectangles
cOntaining"key" linei to arrive at a picture.

Scoring: Items rated as either excellent, average, or poor
based on examples of the 3 le els of work illustrated in the
manual: -No method given for, btaining quantitative scores.

Validity: Determined by Corr 1;atfons betweeq two scores and
teacher ratings of 36 high schppl seniors, the product-moment -

correlation coefficient eqpled



Dance

PI-

cELECTED TESTS IN THE ARTS

McCulloch, Margaret L.
TEST OF RHYTHMIC RESPONSE

Aural (music), age, rhythmic performance, motor performance.
The development of a test of rhythmic responsethrough
movement of first grade children. McCullpch, Margaret L.
Thesis (Ed.D.) Univ. of Oreton.

Item: Test consists of 14 items requiring, the subject to
step, clap, walk, and bend in time to given rhythmic patterns.
Test purports to measure response to pulse beat, response to
accent, response to rhythmic patterns, and response to musical
phrasing.

Scoring: Based on a rating scale' from 1 to 3 indicating
whether the subject was always, sometimes,, or never in time
with the music.

Validity: Test items selected by a dance and a music "specialist".

'Reliability: Test-retest reliability coef is ent'reported to
be .90 based on test results of 27 fir 'rade children.

Coppock,,D.E.

TEST OF RHYTHMIC MOTOR RESPONSE

Aural (music), rhythmicOerformance, motor performance:
Development of an objective measure of rhythmic motor response.
Copppck, D.E. Doctoral Dissertation,Univ. of Iowa, 1964.

Item: Subject is presented-with .23 rhythmic patterns (drum)
of increasing complexityband is required to step in time to
each pattern.

Scoring: Based on a 5 point, rating scale (from 0 to 4).
Subjects rated on meter, tempo, and total for each item.

Validity: Determined bx correlations between test results 'and,
teacher ratings of 92 subjects. Coefficient found to be .267
(p.01)::

Reliability: Based on test results of 92 subjects. Spearman-
Brown Prophecy Formula yielded a coefficient of .91.

Withers;'Maida Rutt
CREATIVITY OF MODERN DANCERS

Action, dance training, dance performance, motor pirfbrmance.
"Measuring the Creativity of Modern Dancers," by,M#1da Rust
Withers. Masters Thesis University of Utah, 1960

9
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Music

SELECTED TESTS IN T

. .;

0

iE ARTS

Aliferis, James Stecklein, John E,

ALIFERIS-STECKLEIN MUSIC ACHIEVEMENT TESTS

Rhythm, melody, harmony, age, aural identification, visual note.
reading, standard objective
University of Minnesota Pres% Minneapolis 14, Minn.

Item: Consists of 79 items at a piano music (played) to be
compared with printed notations of melody, rhythm, or harmony.
Multiple choice of 4 alternatives per played item.

Scoring: Norms given are based on the testing of 2500 music
students. .Separate norms,for geographical location, type of
instrumenttudied, and type of school.

Beach,.rrank A. Schrammel, H.E.
BEACH MUSIC-TEST

Music, pitch, musical training, age; aural
composer identification, visual nate read
standaki objective
Bureau'of Educational MeasureMents Kansas
Emporia, Kansas

Item: 70 items divided into-eliiien sub-t

knowledgeofmuOcal symbols, recagnition
direction andsimilarity, pitch discrimin
syllables, time value, musicai terms and
of notation, syllables-and pitch names, r

`4 pitches, composers and artists.

Scoring: Norms given in percentiles for

Validity: Based on test scores and teiche
thousand students. CorrelatiOns with musi
knowledge of musical fundamentals = .74.

identification,'
ng,,pair comparisons,

State Teachers College

sts consisting of
of measure, tone
tion, application of
ymbols, correction
presentation of

,Drake, Raleigh M.

DRAKE MUSICAL APTITUDE TESTS

radel-7 thrbugh college.

rankings of several
ianship_= .65, with

Rhythm,'melody, verbalization, age, percussion playing, visual
.-note reading, pair comparisons,:
Science Research Associates, Inc.

,.. 259 East Erie Street, Chicago 11, Ill.

.z.

Item: 2 Parts, musical memory, rhythm. Mu ical Memory:

i

Subject listens 'to a number of pairs of 2 b r melodies played, ,

on the piano and compares them as to samine s, o:change.
in notation, key, or:tempo.

.

f

1



Music

McAleavey, Grace Anne
GROUP TEST OF MUSICAL ACHIEVEMENT FOR THE THIRD GRADE e

L k
. \,_

1Pitch, "rhythm, age, aural identification, visual note reading,
standard objective
"Formulation of a Group Test of Musical Achievement for
the Third Grade" by Grace A. McAleavey, Masters Thesis
Northwestern Univ., Evanston, Ill. . m

. ,., ow

Item: Group test of 4 parts. Tester reads questions aloud and
S's raise hand to answer. I. Knowledge of musical terms - 28
mutiple choice items, II. Knowledge of syllable names - 20 fill-
in blank items, III. Tonal recognition - 6 forced choice items,.
IV. Rhythmic recognition 0 16 fill-in blank items.

. Scoring: 'Tentative n rms established by percentile rankings
of 300 children.

Validity:. Determine
40 courses of musi

y judgeTents of experts, and analyzing

Y. 1

I
I

.

Rel bility: De mined by coltelating two forms of test
yie correla ion pf '.76 for 300 pupils,

Drake, Raleigh M.

INTERVAL DISCRIMINAT ON TEST

Timbre, age, aural discrimination, pair comparisons
Drake, R.M., !Tour New Tests. of Musical Talent", J. Applied
Psych. XVII, T933; pp. 136 -147

Item: Test requires comparison of two musical intervals
played on the piano to determine if the last interval is
longer or shorter than the first. 80 pairs of intervals to
be compared.

Validity: Validity coefficient measured by teachers' estimates
.77 with N=46.

.

1

Reliability: Self-reflability'coefficient - .83 with N=46.

Taylor, Corwin H.
MEASURES OF MUSICAL' BACKGROUND FORM A

Rhythm, melody, harmony,"age, aural identification, background
knowledge, understanding, successive categories, production
"The Construction and Validation Of certain Expdrimental
Measures of Musical Potentiality by Corwin H. Taylor.
Doctoral Thesis Univ. of Cincinnati, 1941

'Item: Consists of 4 tests: TestII. Recognition of Tonality -
a)' 32 melodies are presented and\must judge whethereach is
minor .,or major key. b) 52 chords are presente and S'must
choose major Or minor. Test II. \Rhythmic Discrimination -

a) 32 selections are'presented a1d S must indicate meter of each.

73 82
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Music
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Realiability: Kuder-Richardson formula-20 yielded a coefficient

of .78 based on the test results of 2314 subjects from various

size schools in Colorado.

Hooper, Sharon'
MUSIC READINESS TEST.

4

Questionnaire, age, background kalwledge, understanding, visual

note reading, standard objective

Item: Test consists of 14items divided into five sub-ttsts

dealing with interpretation of terminology used in notation,

ability to determine titles o familiar songs from a few measures

of,notation,conceptsand ski concerning rhythm:.

coring:' Norms given in means and standard deviations based

n test results of 200 students in grades 3 and 4.

Reliability: Coeffidents derived frdm testAesults,of 200

subjects in grades 3 and 4. Split-half.= .991 Kuder-Richardson

Formula 20 = .937.

Seaihore, Car . Lewis, Saeve t, J.G

SEASHORE URES OF MUSICAL. TALENTS, REVISED EDITION
.

I

Pitch, rhythm, volume, melody, muslcol,training, age, aural

discrimination, pair comparisons NI ,

psythological Corporation, 304 East 45th Street, New York 17, N.Y.

,Item: Test consists Of six sub-tests requiring the subjects

. discrimination of pitch, intensity,Wime, consonance, tonal

memory, and rhythm. .

ir %
a.

S iScoring; Scoring key furnished. Norms gi vem in percentile. . s,

,
. ,,,

410-. Validity: Theauthors present considerable information regarding-

.,

validity and reliability inthe manual accompanying the test. . N
.

Watkins, John G. Farnum, Stephen E.

WATKINS-FARNIK PERFORMANCE SCALE: haSTANDARDIZEo ACHIEVEMENT

- 'TEST FORALL BAND INSTRUMENTS

.Music score, musical training, brass playing, striog playing,

woodwind playing, percussion playing, instrument playing

Hal Leonard Music, Inc. 64 E.,, 2nd Sty., Winona, .Mich.

Item Consists of a series of musical exercises of increasing

difficulty presented to the student for sight.reading and

44 ,individual.playing.,
. .

. , : . ...

Scoring:. "Any and each error in pitch, tempo,. rhythm; etc.

incurred while the subject plays each piece,counts as m4nus

1 towards, the total score,'Norms given based on the number
A. of years the instrument has been studied..

. *

,--
, /3

-I.
.

.
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.Probleme of Survey Design

Sampling Methods,

1. A.'Stua*t. Basic, idue Scientific Samplink (London: Griffin,
1962).

An excellent, nonmathematical account.

2. Isidor Chain, "An Introduction to Sampling," Appendix B in
Claire Selitis, Marie Jandda, Morton Deutsch, and Stuart W.''
Cook, eds.,Researchrethods laSocial,Relations ow., York:Ns
Holt, 1959).

3. F. Yates, SamplinALMethods for'Consuses and Surveys, (London:
Griffin, 1949).

4. Morris A. Hansen,Villiam N. Hurwitz, and William G. Mordon,
Sample Prveh Methods and Theory (New York: Wiley, 1953),
Vol. I'.

Practical sampling methods applied ,ta surveys.
s

. ,
',.,

Experimental Design
.

. ,

5. Ronald A. Fisher, The Design of Experiments (Edinburgh: Oliver
and Boyd,:447).

, . 6

A classical textbook on experimental design.

6. W. G. Cochran and G.,M.'Cox,E)Ipatimental Desizruk (New York: '

Wiley, 1950).

A. E. Maxwell, Experimental Des3:'zn'in Pshcholoah and steMedical
Sciences (London: Methuen, 19580,1. .

. ,

8. Edwards, "Experiments: Their Planni and Execution,"
in Gardder Lindzsy, ed., Handboo of Sot al ?shandom?
/Cambridge, Mass.: Addison-Wesle 1954 .

9. D. R.' Cox, P in of Experiments (New : Wiley, 1961)%

. k
"S Survey Design *

,.

.

10. Claus A. Moier, Survey: Methods in Social_Investization (London:
.- "Heinemanne 1958).

. A good general, text on survey me . Ste especially
. .

. ;:,.c.hirptare on sampling awl= int
...

.
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-11. Herbert H. Hyman, Lumix psalm) 7Tinbiplas ELM,
a. procedures (Glencoe, Ill.; Free Press, 1955).

For the advanced student

12. Robert L. Zahn and Charles F.
(New York: Wiley, 1957).

A useful textbook on surveys, questionnaire- design,

and interviewing:

Matchiaa Probless

11, The cji Intervievinsk

13. Belson, "Matching and Prediction on the Principle of

Biological Classification," Applied Ste.tistics, VIII (1;959),

65-75.,
. ,

On the uses of the stable-correlates method of matching.

14. W. Z. Billemicz, "Matched Samples in Medical Investigations,"
British Journal of Preventive and Social Medicine, XVIII

(1964), 167-173.

jnterviever Errors

15. Herbert. H. Hyman ot la., InterviewinglaSocial Research (Chicago;
University of Chicago Press, 1954).

Experimental studies of interviewer bias and-the effects

of imerview,rs. on respondents.,

16. Robert L. Zahn and Charles-F. Cenne11,4-The Dynamics of Interview-

Ina (Hew York: Wiley, 1957),

See especially the section dealing with interviewer bias.

o

goideniolotv and 'Social Medicine, ,

17. Moiris, Raj of Epidemiology (Edinburgh: Livingstone, 1957)%.
A short basic textbook.

21111Lirdigal.
. .

18. Wert. Rosonbeig; Wagner Thieleus, and Paul Iaxarslfeld, "The Panel

Study,"%inMarie Jahoda, Morton Deutsch, and Stuart W. Cook,
eds., Rasmereh Methods in Social Relations (New. York:
Dryden Press, 1951), Part II. .

..,

85
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A

19. James W.B. Douglas and J. M. Blomfield, "The Reliability of
Longitudinal Surveys," The Milbank Memorial Fund Quarterly,
XXXIV (1956), 227-252.

Problems-of Questionnaire Design

interviewirut

A

1 Robe;t L. Kahn and Charles F. Cannell,..The Dynamics of Intervi win
(Nei York: Wiley, 1957).

Chapter 6 is a useful introgIction- to questionnaire design;
chapters 7, 8 And 9 deal fully with interviewing skills,
sources of bias, and so on.

2. lierbert H. Hyman et al., Interviewing in Social Research (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1954).

Experimental studies of interviewer bias and the effects
of interviewers on respondents.

3. Robert K. Merton, Marjorie Fiske, and Patricia L. Kendall, The
. Focusedanterview,(Glencoe, Ill.: The Free Press, 1956).

A careful and clear analysis with many examples of inter-.

_'viewing problems and procedures.

4. PaUl B. Sheatsley, "The Art of Inte rviewing and a Guide to Inter-
viewerSelection and Training," in Marie Jahoda, Norton
Deutsdh, and Stuart Cook, eds., Research Methods in Social
Relations (New York: Dryden Press, 1951); Part II.

An introduction to the conductof interviews and the
problems of interviewer training.

5. Eleanor E. Macatyand Nathan Maccoby, "The. Interview: A Tool of
Social Science," in Gardner Lindzey, ed., HalidboOkof Social
Psychology (Cambridge, Mass.: Addison-Wesley, 1954).

Basic textbook,reference on.problemi of research in
interviewing.

Mail Questionnaires

6. Christopher Scott, "Research on Mail Surveyd," Jot:t onal of &21e1
Statistical Society, XXIV, Series A (1961), 143 -193.

4

An excellent contribution to research into*mail question-
naires, together with a full review of the literature.

1- Question Sequencer-
..

-*:1 -" .

-0 7. George
/4

Gallup, Qualitative Measurement of Public Opinion: Tim
Quintamensional Plan of Question Design (Princeton, N. J.:

,AmmriCan Institute of Public Opinion, 1947).4
*. k ,



7. William A. Belson, Studies injleadership (London: Business Publi-
cations Ltd., 1962).

. .

k carefully conducted follow-up inquiry into the causes{ of
unreliability in a national readership survey.

Qscuoational Grading

8. Hilda T. Himmalweit, A. N. Oppenheim, and P. Vince, Television,
the Mid (London: Oxford,Universiey Press, 1958).

. 77
Sep. 82-84 for limb/ems of obtaining father'sjob
Iinformation from school children.

9. Fortune Surveys, DAP1001,1,21.11LIVoited,Statifis7-e. Self-Portrait
PebruarY, 1950, Vol. 21).

10. Richard,
Pri

Embarrassing Questions

era, The Psychology a Social Classes (Princeton:
ton University Press, 1949).

11. Alfred C. Kinsey, W. B. Pomeroy, and C. E. Martin, Emig pehavior,
in lidg. (Philadelphia and London: W. B. Saunders,
1948). ,

See especially pp. 35-82 on intervtving techniques.

12. Allen J. Barton, "Asking the Embarrassing Question," Public Opinion
Quarterly, XXII (1958), 67-68.

A humorous set of suggestions foi wording embarrassing
questions.

Reliability and Validii4

13. Lee J. Cronbach, Essentials, of Psychological Testing Mew York:
Harper, 1960).

A useful textbook on tests and'their uses. See especlolly
chapter 5 on validity, and pp. 126-142 on reliability.

..14. T. W. Adorno, Else Printal-Brunswik, D. J. Levinson, and R. N.
Sanford, IblAmthotitarian hirmellft(`!ivr York: ,Harper,
1950).

Checklists, Rating Scales, and Inventories

Psychological Measurement

Oulliksen, Theory glIMIentaj Tests (New York: .Wiley, 19505.

A basic textbook on test-construction theory..,,)
v.14

.) .87
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13. Anne Anastasi, Psychological Testing (New York:' Macmillan, 1963).

Attitude Statements

Attitude Theory

1. David Krech, Riihard S. Crutchfield, and Egerton L. Ballachey,
Individual in Society (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1962).

See Chapter 5, "The Nature and Measurement of Attitudes,"
for the characteristics of attitudes and attitude systems,
as exposition of scaling methods and types of survey
questions.

2. D. Katz and E. Stotland,'"A Preliminary Statement

Attitude Structure and Change," in'S. Koch,
a Science, Vol. 3: Formulations

the 'Social (New Yofk:

A wide7ranging essay on attitude theory.

3.: Bans J. Eysenck, The Psychology of Politics (London: Routledge
Kagan Paul, 1954).

See especially Chapter 4 onthe organization of social
attitudes.

to a: Theory of

ed., ?svcholosv:4

2.1. lit Person, ate"
1959).

4. Edward A. Suchman; "The Intensity Component in Attitude and Opinion
Research," in Samuel A. Stouffer, ed.,,Measuremenm4. Predic-:
tion (Princeton, N. J.: Princeton University Press, 1950).

5. T.* Adorn, Else nke 1-Brunewik, D. J. Levinson, and R% N.
Sanford, 314L Au itar Personality (New York: Harper,
1950).

A classic study of prejudice, showing the relationships
beNeen different kinds of prejudice and the development
of the concepts of ethnocentrism and Authoritarianism.

6. E. Wellin, "Water Boiling'in g Peruvian Town," in B.D. Paul; ed.,
Health, Culture and Community (Newlork: Russell Sage'
Foundation, 1955).

7. Bernard M. Kramer, "Dimensions of Prejudice," Journal, of psvOhologv,
xxvii (1949), 389-451.1

tr

Writing Attitude Statements

8." Allen L. Wards, Technioues'of Attitude Seale COnstructron New--1-
Uri!: .Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1957).

*Ses,in particUlar p. 13 showing how to edit attitude
statements.

,88A



4. S. S.Stevens, thematic., Measurement, and Psychophysics,"
in S. S. St ape, ed., Handbook IL Znerimints/ ?svcholosy
(Nev York: iley, 1951).

On meal measurement abory.

5. A. L. &hoards, Tech4ouse ;21, Attitude -feels Constristion
(11ev York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 195?).

6. Matilda W. Riley, J. V. Riley Jr. and J. Toby, Sociologicalawn. la calm C;em Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers
University Press, 1954).

7. W. S. Torgerson, Theory, and Methods of.Scalink (Nei/York': Wiley;
'1958).

For the advInted student.

8. Leonard W. Ferguson, Personality Measuramint (New York: McGraw-
Hill, 1952).

Sae chapter 4 on attitude measurement.

9. J. P. Guilford, Psychometric Methods, (Nem:York:
1954), t

See especially chipter 16 on factor-analysis, chapter
4-7 on psych6phystea1 methods, and chapter 15 on item-
analysis.

10: i.e J. Cronbach, Essentials o1 Pey olosical piths (Nev York:.
Harper, 1960).

A dseful textbook on tests their uses. See especially
chapter.5 on validity and Ater 9 on factoranalysis.
Percentiles are discussed a pp. 75-78; standard scores
on pp. 78 -87; calculating correlations on pp. 110-125;
problems of reliability on pp. 126 -142.

Pocial7Distance feel**

11. R. S. llogerdus,'"Measuring Social Distance,"`JournalplAnolied,,
Sociology, IX (1925), 299 -3d8.

12. Z. S. Bogardus, "A Social-Distance Scale," Sociololical,SoCial
44, oh, XVII (1933), 265-271.

13. Hfrry C. Triandis and Leigh M. Triandis, "Race, Social'Class,
Religion, and Nat*onality as Determinants of Social Distance,"&Mg sti. &aka. 7vichttosv, larr (1960)P
110 -118.

Use of a revised 'version of social-distSnce scale,
developed Vith the aidof the Thurstode successive,
interval procedure and chocked for linearity, unidtpen-
atonality, reliability, and reproducibility.

89'#
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aitoriel Scales - . ... .

.% - - .::.-
.. . .. -.

22. Riiebnd.B; eattell, Factor MalYlia:(14wyork;Hirpeir':1952)::.
...r .. .

; .

23. Hans g. Eysenck, 'The Psychtilbgf okPolitice (iiidon: Routledge. w.
4 'Is Kegah Paul, ,1954).Nos

....

.See especially chapter 3 on scaling procedures and valida-
4iop and chapters 4 end 5 on factor-analysis applied to
attitudes and their clustering.

24. Hans J. Eysinck, "Primary Social Attitudes:, A Comparison of
Attitude Patterns in.England, Germany, and Sweden,"
Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology; XLV1II (1953),
'563-568.

A cross-national comparison of attitude structures with
the aid of factor-analysis. 1r

.

25. Earl S. Schaefer, "Converging Conceptual Models foi Maternal
Behavior and for Child Behavior," in John C. Glidewell, ed.,
Parehtal Attitudes and Child Behavior (Springfield, Ill.:
Charles C. Thomas, 1961).

A presentation of the two main
attitudes, in terms q" factor

ScaloscramAnalysis

omponents of maiernal
lysis.

. 9'26. Louis Guttman, "The Basis for ScalOgram Analysis," in Samuel A.
Stouffer, ed., Measurement and Prediction (Princeton, N.J.:
Princeton University Press, 1950).

.

The main source book for theGahtman scaling technique
and its theoretical background.

Czer.

27. L. Podell and J. C. Perkins, Guttman Scale for Sexual Experience
-Ji Methodological Note," Journal, of Abnormal Psvcholoav,
LID (1957), 420-422:

28. Paul Wallin, "A (ttman Scale for Measuring Wdlin's Neighborliness,"
The American Journal-of Sociology, LIX (1953), 243-246.

29. Joseph Trenaman, "Guttman's Scalogram Analysis of Attitudes'," in '
Attitude Scalinq (London: The Market Research Society, 1960).

A useful and critical exposition of the scalogrem-board
technique. r.

0
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i

39. Kurt Lewin, Principles of TOologiCs1 Psychology (New York: McGraw-
. . Hill, 1936).

Lrwin's definition A behavior as B f (P,E) and its

1

implications.

140:, George G. Stimn, "B = F (P,E)," Journal of Pro active Techniques
EA Personality Assessment, XXVIII (1964), 161-168.

An attempt at studyidg environmental influences on
perception, attitudes, and' behavior.

9

-41. Gardner Murphy, Lois B. Murphy, and Theodore M. Newcomb,
Experimental Social Psychology (New York: Harper, 1937).

See especially their comments on the relationship between
attitudes and behavioi on pp. 898-900.

/

Projective Techniques in Attitude Study

A

GOn*T*1 kteferences-10 Pro iective Techniques

1...-.Doiald T. Campbell, "The Indirect Asiessmentlof Social Attitudes,"'.4.
-Psychological Bulletin, XLVII (1950), 15-38.

. .

A very useful review of projactiv methods in attitude
. research; particularly thorough. n "information" tests,
guessidg tasks, tests of crigi 1 thinking, and pictorial
devices.

2. -IL H. Anderson and Gladys L. Anderson, eds., WIntroductian
..: proiective, Techniques -(New York: Prentice -gall, 1951).

. .

- basic textbooks

J. E. 114111,.Proiecti*e lechnioues (New York: Loigmans, Green,
4- 1948). ,

Gineral textbook.
. .

ai*Selltiz,-Marielihoilas.Mortod Deutsch and
,

Stuait W. Cook,
'>-..-- 1

lumj1145thods in Social Relations (New York: Holt, 1959).

_Isa"Ctpier-8onAprojeClive and other indirect methods. -.

.0,

5. H. Henrys liotivatioR Krearrcl(ILondon: (Crosby-Lockwood & Spn, 1958).

-

Chapter.40eils with: the use og projecave techniques in. .

surveysv= lt
-. .

6. G. H. Smith, tiotivationRe.stacdkia AdveriiiinOnst Mat.Wial
(New,York: McGraw -Hill, 1954).

.

.

, 1,. ,. . ;,...- ,-----

4

Includeira rev iaw 6f-projective.techniquas
research.

t
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4
15. Sohn W. Atkinson, ed., Motives in Fantasy, Action, Id Society,

(New York: VanNostrand, 1958).

A series of 'studies usingdTAT measures of thi needs for

achievement, affliatan, and power, complete with scoring

systems. . t,

16. W. Caudill, The IlsychiatricHosoital,as a Small Societv:(Cambridge,

Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1958).

:i7.
+4 of Marketingi XIV (1950), 649-656. .,

Shows the use shopping lists as a projective device,
/

. !to obtain the "image" of the housewife who buys instant

coffee. %1.4

,

See especially the use of drawings of hospitalscenes as
projective devices (Figures 7-3 to 7-6).

M. Haire, "Projective 'Techniques in Marketing Research," ;amnia-

18. R. 2roshansky, "A Projective Method-for:the Study- of Attitudes."*'

*Jciurnal, of Abnormal and Social Psycholosv,'XXXVIII (1943),

383-395.

A pictorial method for studying attitude to abor.

19. M. Shepherd, A. A. Cooper, A. C. Brown, andG.'W. Dalton,
Psychiatric. Illness in General Xractice (gew York: Oxford

University Press, 1966).

.
e

lseudoractual Questions" - i ,

..," -- ' 20. E. L. Hartley, iroblems in Prelludica (New York: Kings Crown

Press, 19Teg))77 .

. .

..

.

,
4

:

"
SAmespecially &awl. of "none-such" groups in attitude
research, e.g.,:WalfoniKnes Danireans, and Piredeini.

21. *Theodore M. NewcOmb, Personality angSocial ditanie (New York:

Dryden Press, 1943).
V per "

Arreirly use of ihecuess-Who" technique.

71av Technio69,
/

-,.: .

.
.

.

0 ,
.

22.. HuiliIiiiihorite apd MSrla A. May, tudiee in Deceit (New torki

...
.,

Macmillan, 928). ,

...
, '.

.
i

. .

ExperimentatAtucgasof childrents.attitudes.,

, 4 o r
' r. ,

. 23. L. X. Wu) and Terence Moore"Paiental Roles'a, Seen ty Young,
,

Childrem.in Doll Play," Vitt ftumana, yi (1963)', 213-242.

4 . eVi
Q2

.
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A

4. Ga Lindiey and Edgar F. Borgatta, "SoCiometric Measurement,"
n,Gardner Lipdzey, ed-., Handbook of-Social psychology

4,-
,(Cambridge, Mass:' Addison-Wesley, 1954).

. _.
A . .t ..

An excellent tattbook reference on the_whole field of
loCiometi.Y., -

..e

Robert J. Wherry and Douglas IFryer, "Buddy Ratings: Popularity.
Contest or teadership Criteria?" in J. L. Moreno, ed.,
IlaSociometry Reader(Glencoe, Ill: The Free Press', 1960).

Semantic. Differential
. t

4 'Charles f.A4064.George J. Stiti,4T51. Percy H. Tannenbaum,
', Trig; Measurement of Meaning, (14,bana(t1140 University of

-Illinois Press,'957).. .

8-

Introduces the technique ofthe semantic Offerential.
See especially chepterl "The Semantic Differential as a
Measuring Instrument,"end.chapier 6 "Semantic Measure-
ment in Personality and Psychotherapy Research."

-

7. J. J.-Jenkins, W. A. Russell, and Jg Suci,'"An Atlas of Semantic
Profiles for '360 Wordi," American Journal of Psychology,-
LXXI (1958), 688-699.

Repertory Grid

8. George A. Kelly, The Psychology of Personal Constructs (New York:

V. W. Norton, 1955).

1

s Volume I co ins the basic theoryi and 'the devtlopment
of the repertory test (see especially 2;Chapters 3 9 'and-P

5)..)

9. D. Bannister, "Personal Codstruct Theory: A Summary. and Experi-
mental Paradigm," Acta PsyCholoeics, XX (1962), 104-120.

r A clear, expository paper.

10. D.' Bannister,, "The Nature and Measurement of SchizOihrenic Thought
Disord r," Journal, of Mental Science, C VIII (1962),
825-84 .

11. L. Mk.Levy nd R. D. Dugan, ,!`A Factorial Study of Personal Con-
stru ts," Journal of Consulting Psychology, XX (1,9561,'
53 -57. -

Stereotimed' .
A.

12. W. BuchaniU and H.'Cantril, Haw Nationaket pia th irbanal
( , Illinois: Univeriity of Illinois Preee,'1953).

Studies of the roledof stereotypes in international
attitudes.

. 93 .
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7.' J. P. Guilford; PsychomaEic

S. Palmer 0. Johnson, St tiaticat
Prentice-Hal , 49).

9. s.

rk: "Houghton Mifflin,

.MzCya0-121i110954).

(New York:

Anti^Elai Research (New

10. Celeste NcCollough and Loche vas attl, ,Staristical Copcoots (Nev
York: McGraw-Hill, 1963).

A useful programmed learning, text.
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A BitiiPAINT FO
PROGRAM EVALU TON
Kathleen Brophy
Arden Grotelueschen
Dennis Gooier */

A E3LUEPR1NT FOR
PROGRAM EVALUATION

&

by KatNeei Brophy, Arden Gmteluesdxn, arad Dennis-Soar

0

0.411

Why an evaluation plan?
A plan for evaluation may be viewed as a blueprint

\,which provides information about the intended
\activities (and implicit. philosophy) of an evaluation
\endeavor. A plan allows the evalator to explain his
Conception of the evaluation task to the client be-

rum impleMentatioimplementation. The client then has an opoor-nity to see if he apprgkes of the evaluator s
intended actions and may 4state his cohcenisif he
feet& this *necessary.

Certain elemehts should be taken into.accountin
designing any evaluation plan. but eacn plan must
necessarily reflect .uniqueness of me particular
program being evaluated. The comniehtary and
checklist featured-in the following paget suggest
some design considerations

Kathleen Brophy is a graduate anistant in the College of Educa-
tion,* the Universrtyof minas at tir% n. Arcan
Grotelueecnan is anodes dean for hisser= aria si,v at in one
College of Education. Gann* Gooier is an al anus of ire Cot-
tem or Education and it ciltrentry CninierlOn of the Area Orin.is-.Occasional Paper Number Orie bruary 1974 , saucterial Trichnoiogy at Syracuse Universty.
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Why evaluate?
h general, evacuation la conducted in response to a need
expressed by people within a program, or individuals
or agencies iqterested in a program but external to

. it. Evaluation *may focus on what has been done,
what is being done. and/or whit might be done.

Evaluation can assist in:

Planning procedures, programs, and/or produdts;

Improving existing prOcedures, programs, -arid/or.
products;

Justifying (or not juts:flying) existing or planned pro-
m:fume, programs, and/or products;

,

Evaluation may yield: .
Descriptions of procedures, programs, and/or pro- ,

ducts;

Judgments of the value of procedures. programs.
and/or product.

e

1

\

Evaluiting for pro'gram planning
What progrem preferences and needs lre held by
various people and institutions!

What disSrepancies exist between desired and actual'
status of various program elements?

What means are feasible for attaining desired goals?

What will happen if proposed goals are,ittained?

Who are theadvocatesand adversaries oftheproposed
program?

Evaluating for program imFrOvement

Are strategies woricing,ad planned? ,

What unanticipated results are affictipg program
operation? ,

Are program ,issues being dealt with satisfactorily?

'Is there sufficient program flexibility to meet new
preferentes or concerns?

Is the program content appropriate and effective?

Are Intemalleclernal relations hindering or enhancing
program strategies?

ii the program as affective as similar programs?

Evaluating for program justification
Are the goal; the°prOgram justifiable as viewed by var-
ious people? '

What was not attempted because of the existence of this
Program?

pWhat exactly was done alld what were. the results?

Should the program be altered,expanded, or diSbanded?

What do advocates andtadveraaries want to know about
the program?

917
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Vho is ttceitaluation for?
The people who typically most interested in ap.
evaluation are the individuals or groups comma-
cloning the evalua on. the persons involved in
conducting' the pr ram being, evaluated, fhe

_prOgram participants. and the supporters or de-
tractors of the program. Special attention should
be given to' all these audiences. especially the audi,

adds that actually commissions this evaluation.
The evaluator must be responsive to :each audience
and recognize that different kinds of informatti
may be desired by or useful to different groups.'

Op

.

r

2

Potential audiences or cdnsumers
I I.- cipantir

'Teachers/ ratpersonsfacilitators

Prociram rs, implementers. and sponsors

o Policy makers and pu lic officials

Community interestactlon' groups

- Academic discipline specialists
)

TeChnical and methodological specialists

General public / .

ih

Other
(Specify).

98
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What focus should its
i evaluation-have?

path evalusior and client should beable to define-thcee
1/trilbies-which they beiieve havean important influence
"aq the specific situation being evaluated. The delimit-

. till of the wsarfabfas wiN aapendgreatly upcitthecon,
oil* client the orientation of the "Orator, and

Zs.
used by both to obtain this tnitial informs.
. the relative importance of variables may

shift *tittle- crograni and/or the evaluation- proceeds.
Nee tobletmay be delineated. The focusof themetv uation iiiiireffectlheraggregated viewpoints of the vs&

atiiliencec (evaluator. client. and others)
Might, bleallfScted, by-the processes and results ofeveluridon. most initetcst them will be many:potentially variables than can be
rixernineck plan represents a statement
violable Although priorities will :lifter sabot
programs. all\ivaidadva 'efforts should seek to liki-
minate- the wirier social. econortfict, and/or political
coreart within **It the program operates.

99
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htfomiadon desired by intoritsted audiences
Program dynamics and processes

Program outcomes

Program context and setting

Program issues

Information needed to make decisions
Conant

kletructiorteadministrative strategies

SUN:lent participant capabilities

Personnel and ihstitutional resources

General categories nformadon
Program intents

Behaviors
.01

Interactions

infarniaticoships

Causes/effects Wing side or unintended effects)

Successes)fai
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What should you know
about the evaluator?

My process used to determine the-meriter worth of a
-program necessarily involves evaluator judgments.
Judgments am reflected in the selection of variables re-
quiring attention, the sources from which data are ob-
tained. the techniques used to gather Information, and
the masers tkielly conveyed to an audience. Because d -
so many ludgr may be made the client may wish tp
inquire into the philosophical and methodological orien-
tation pf the evaluator, his motivation for wishing toven.° .
duct an evaluation. his knowledge of the problem under
study, his his capacity to work with people
and his to ripen information. Such information
about the (similar questions might be 'raised
about the ci prpvides insight into hew a particular
evaluator may melts judgments. The client is then better
prepared to select the appropriate evaluator for the
specific program. procedure, or product to be evai-
uated.

lop

0

100

'S.

Educational quallfiCations
Academic background

EXperience in education

'1.Prefassional interests

Orientation.'
Perapective on purpose of evaluation

Service/practitioner

Resserch/theoratIcian

Outcomes/processes

Prespecified/responsive

Methodology /
Acad emic discipline related (e.g., historical)

Informal techniqulis

Behavior anilYs4

Judgmental

OescriOtiva

.111ter4n ana4,
Past standards .

Knowledge of other evaluations

Reputation

Delivery on whet was asked. when needed

TrustWorthiness
N

Practical, background
Experience in evaluation

Professional experience

- General work experience

:

Style

Responsiveness to client

Personable

Ability to-work mil others

32.
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What are the moral, ethical,
and legal responsibilities

,of the evaluator?
An evaluation may examine many critical and seniltive
aspects of a program. Consequently. a number of
conlicts can arise among clients, erp.ustors, and au. 3

&now evaluation plan shodld reflect an aware-
ness of potential problems. and should specify to
which existing inforrnation (e.g.. student records) the
evaluator may have access. and wrist he may do with
such information. Agreement should, be readied as to
anonymity of sources of information when such
anonymity is 'deemed appropriate. The plan should
stipulate as clearly as possible contingencies on deliver,
ing the promised information, by a predetermined
date. There should be egrets:nerd as to who will have
access to the evaluation report and who will not All of
these elements affect the way in which an evaluation

-may be 'conducted and reported. 'and the obligations
incurred by both evaluator and client .

.10

4,7

estiblish guidelines
Penalties for not meeting ctations (especially
deadlines)

Extent of report -fr reportir2 only what is asked for. or
. giving information beyond 'anginal request. .

Reporting detrimental information

. Access to evaluation inforthation who will, hive ac
\-NU ;.,

Authority,Of the evaluator or client to determine
what to report .

General ability of results and implications

Specify the client's parameters of power to ter-
minate the evaluation process

COniFluct of the evaluation

Use confidential Information appropriately

Avoid invasion of Privacy

Obtain permission for use of certain Information

CMaintaial open exchange of ideal 13etwiriitiont and
evaluator concerning each other's jnter7ets

Tell participants in the program what lie evaluation will

5

inVolve an mulcts 0
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In an attempt to focus the evaluation, the client and
evaluator typidally define critical audiences for the
evaluation, and the issues or variables to be ex-
amined. A next step ierraluation is an identification
Of the information relevant to each issue or variable.
and the likely sources of that information (e.g.,
learners, citizen committees, class activities). Next,
the evaluator must determine how much infoithittion
should be collected. and from what proportion of :
the data sources (which sampling proceddres to
use). Once these estimates have been Made, ap-
propriate instrumehts and procedures should be .

selected or constructed and data gathered', finally,
the comparison of data (including ,judgmatits) with
appropriate standards is also essential.

Questions about timing of information colkodon,
eplanadons as to why certain infoPmation is being col-

lected, and means of coding and storing r,thfomiation
must also be considered. The conduct an evaluation
will interact with or intervene in the 'conduct of iwt
grant Therefore, it is important that consideriF
tion be given to the process of phasing/ uation into
program operations.

How do you conduct 1
an evaluation?

r

Identifying priniary audiences
Program fenders

Program managers or administrators

Program participants

Program or product consumers

6

Others who may exert an influence on the program
(e.g., contentspecialists, legislators)

identifying ,critical Issues
Outcomes

Processes

Cost
*Oznseduances

Justifications

data sources
People

Exist}ng d ts or records

Related research in evaluation

Techniques for collecting data
Questionnaires and opinionnaires

Interviews

Observation schedules

Active participation in program

Historical inquiry

Standardized tests

Rating scales.

Behavior analyses

Ctreciclists

Attitude scales

Interaction analyses

Utilization of biographic data

Anecdotal records

a.

ti

Techniques for gathering standards
Statements by program personnel

Statements by content experts

Reports/recommendations by boards, commissions. etc.

Statements by regulatory agencies

102
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How do you report
the evaluation?

,People have.different abilities and different experiences
which influence the way they receive and use evalua-
tion reports. Both evaluator a(ld client should take
these differences into account when interpreting and
reporting evaluation 'information. Reporting standard
scores from an achievement test, for example. may be
meaningful information to some audiences. For other
audiences. information may need to be presented in a
differentlorm. Similarly, the inferences drawn from cer-
tain information may be useful and defensible when
presented to one group, but may be inadequate (or
even have a negative effect)- when presented to another
group. It is important to underitand what criteria var-
ious people use to judge programs, what standards are -
relevant and meaningful, what indicators '4:eople ac-
cept as legitimate, and in what form and in what
language all of these things are to be meaningfully dis
cussed. Finally, the evaluation report, must betimely
Ahem is often too little information too late.

Types of reports
Mitten

Oral .

Progressliports

Final reports

General

Specific

Technical-a"

Nontechnical-

Descriptive. only

6

'Evaluative and judgmental

Makes recommendations

Does not make recommendations

MOdei of display
Case studies

Portrayals

Graphs and charts

Test score summerizations

Scenarios

Questions/answers

Product displays

Multimedia presentations

Simulations

Dialogues/testimonies

sb

7
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How do you encourage people.
to use evaluation?

The process of evaluation, well the utilization of
evaluation results, requires a clear u derstanding of
the social, personal, and iff I ics surround- /

.ing any educational activity. An evalua on plan should/
show how; the results of an evaluation will "fir/
into these dynamics, it any satisfactory use is to .be
made of the evaluation information.

People will be more likely to use evaluatifin infdrma-
tion if they perceive the process and/or resulting' infor-
mation as rele4ant to their needs, if t hey see the
potential benefits deriving from the evaluation. and if
they find the evaluation result; to be available when
needed. People who have been involved in/the original
planning and implementation of an evaluation are more.
likely to use evaluation results than those who were not.

104
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Ways to encourage use
To develop commitment. involve people from inside and

outside the program in the evaluation process

Report results when desired by project stiff

Indicate alternative courses of action

Indicate implications of the findings

Make presentation.clear and attractive.

Provide assistance for additional analyses of results as
needed

Provide technical assistance for implementation of ell-
uation suggestions

Provide time for the study and use of evaluation findings

Results should be valid

Reporting of results should take into consideration the
background and onentation of audience

Reporting must show Sensitivity to political/social factions
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What does
r

it cost to do
an evItuation?

Conducting an evaluation necessanly Lards expendi-
tura of resources: money. time. and personnel. An everuadon

plan should include estimates of cost in terms
of dollar outlay. time expenditures of stiff and others
(such as those from whom data are sought). particular
upsets* needed, etc. Evaluation may be more critical
to some kinds of programs than to others tius making
greater allocations of resources legitimate in some
cue& Hoivever. some form of evaluiton can fit into any..
budget Reasonable cost can be determined by an esti-
mate of the significance of the issties and the likely
impact of the evaluatiqn. The value of conducting an
evaluation may also belinfluenced by the.thiallability of
information about similar -programs, procedures. and
products. and the availability of existing information on
the program to be evaluated.

r-

9
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lis Money

Evaluator fees

Travel and accommodations

Supplies and communication

A. Dissemination anq implementatibn of findings

Costa. to program -personnel
Time of personnel in gathering informadonabout various
amps of the program -N*
Time and effort in facilitating evaluator requests

Explaining and defending evaluation to prc;Oani con-
stituents 'e,

Considenng, rejecting. or modifying evaluation sugges-
dons

Potential costs of acquiring information
Invasion of prrracyl , *,

Interpersonal relationships affected negatively

Psychological influences on specific triorncualS

Other difficulties

Formation of defensive attitudes in people involved in
the program

Negative reactions of audiences not considered,
Controversy generated because certain Issues not con-
sidered

..
.
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IX. 'COMMON EVALUATION HAZARDS AND HOW TO AVOID THMI

Each of the folloWing subsections provides a brief do-
scription of a common evalpation hazard and what should he

'done to avoid It. The hazards are presented in thy, approxi
mate order of their judged frequency of occurrence and sever-

ity. Not all hazards, however, are relevAnt to all evalua- .

tion designs. An attempt has therefore been made to describe,
at early as possible in each presentation the situations
where each hazard is likeiy'td arise. Unfortunately, because
many of the hazards are relevant to two or more designs, it
was not feasible, to organize this chapter accordipg to evalu-

ation:desigri. -t

hazard 1: Claiming Much, Providing Evidence of Little
4

The goals of an innovation maybe multiple and grand;,
the widence may be modest and limited, as in one instance
where preventing school failure through increased parent in-,

volvement, home / school; cooperation, building positive atti-
tudest and academic -gains were claimed mhile.the only data

were pre-post measures of spelling.). ,

In anotherSubrissIon, itwat,claimed that participanti
would get in less trouble with,the law. Evidence for this,

claim was not included'in the submission; in i'discussion;
the claim turned out to be based on the fact that "The 011*-

,dren are being watched from 8:30 to 3:30 every day. This

would help keep them out of trouble." In the same submis-
sion, the claim that regular progress during the fall-spring

,
year resulted from the hummer program turned out to mean "If

our children gained three months in six weeks, they'd,be

gaining the 'equivalent of one year in eight' months."

The panel -can only reach judgments based on the evi-

dence; where evidence matches the claims, a favorable deci:-

'sion is far more likely than'wheie evidence falls far short
of-goals, objectives, and claims:

61
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Hazard 2:. Selecting Measures Not Logically Related to
the Intervention

Valuable as standardized achieVement tests may be for
assessing many interyentions, in many instances there are 4
,other', none ,sensitive, more appropriate sources of data.
Measures should be selected because they will assess the cen-
tral consequence of the intervention, be it improved career
decision making, adequate knowledge of human reproduction or
contraception, improved consumer skills, minimum competencies
ter self care in diessing and toiletting, increased pride.and.
self confidence as a member of one's ethnic or racial group,
improved teacher classroom control, or a better school plan-
'ning and budgeting system.

For almost all educational outcomes, reliable sensitive
measurement is possible, usingteChniques as varied as analy=
sis of basic. school records, interviews, questionnaires, case
studies, Observations, and tests.

,

Hazard 3: The Use-of Grade-Equivalent Scores

Grade-equivalent. scores'present'aaeVere Methodological
problem when used in norm-referenced evaluations. No norm
referenced evaluation based's= grade-equivalent gains can
be accepted. When used with control-group or regression-
elialuation models, the methodological.ptoblems'are far less
severe although noblems of interpolation 'remain.

Grade-equivalent scores proVide an insensitive, and,
in somefinstances., a'systematically distotced, assessment
'of cognitive growth. The concept of a grade-equivalent score
is misleading--or example, a grade-equival6nt score of five
attained by a third grader on a math test does not meantbet..
he knows fifth-graderlath. Possibly he can do third-grade
'math as well as theaverage fifth grader, but it is likely
that no fifth-grade students have ever taken thethirdrgrade
level of the test.

'

The use orgrade equivalentafOr-evaluation pUrposes
createsa second problemin that they do(not form an equal-
interval-scale and should never be averaged. Finally, grade
equivalents are constructed based onthe assumption that
_growth occurs at the same rate throughout the school year.

S
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Research has shown; however, that learning typically'desnot follow this regular pattern and, consequently, gainsmeasured in grade equivalents will be artificially inflatedor reduced.

To avoid this hazard, it is recommended that normalizedstandard scores (Often proiiided by test publishers) be usedfor computations and that gains be interpreted through refer-ence .t.0 pre- and posttest percentile standings with respectto a norm group.

.hazard 4: The Use of a Sine Set of Test Scores for --Both Selecting and Pretesting Participants

When "students are selected for participation in a spe-cial group because they obtained relatively high or relative-ly. low scores on some test, useof these scores as pretestmeasures invalidates any kind of norm- referenced evaluation., It can also invalidate control-group evaluations when thetreatment and control groups are drawn from different popula-tions (see Hazard.8). This problem stems from what is knownas "statistical regression, "regressidn toward the mean,"or simply; the
regressiohieffect. .

, -

If students. are selected from a group because of theirlow test scores and ate retested on the same or a comparabletest, they will tend-to score higher on the second testing,while an initially
high-scoring group will score lower. Theresult is that lots- scoring groups appear to learn more froma special program than they actually do, while gains in spe-cial programs for

high-scoring students may be obscured.

,T6 avoid t'h'is hazard,` students should be selected forparticipation ici a special treatment based on one set of test 4'Scores and then be pretested using an alternate form of thesame test or a different test. Another alternative is to /'base student selection someform of needs assessment otherthan ,test scores.

C

'Hazard 5:iThe,Use of Comparisons with Inappropriate-:Test Dates for Obtaining Information

In norm-referenced evaluations, tests should be adminis-tered, at nearly the same time as the ter publisher tested

J
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the norm group. When control groups are available, few eval-
uators would consider testing the treatment-and control
gr ups more than a few days apart.' When nords are used as

a bstitute contrql group, this same consideration needs

to e given to'tes0 dates.

To; avoid this hazard,,treatment group students should
!be tested within two weeks ofthe midpoint of the interval
Iduring/which the normative data were collected.' Particularly,
;where the evaluation spaps a summer, both prer. and posttest ,

should deviate from the'norming date in the same direction
-add by the same amount of time. Testing within six weeks

of empirical normative data points is permissible if linear

interpolations or'extrapolations of the ,normay.ve data are
ma*. 'Tests that.providemormative data 'for only one point

in the year should -'not be used in fall-to-spring norm-refer-

enced evaluations. The principles of comparability in time r

of data collection also apply to other outcomes, such as job,

placement' rates that'will show systematic seasopal variation. '

ifiatard 6: the Use of Inarronriate Levels-of Tests -

If most f the pupils achieve very high or very low test

scores, the vel of the test may be inappropriate for'as-

sessing r performance. If pupils encounter the test iloo

at pretest time or the ceiling at posttest timg, treatment

effects will be underestimated. Conversely, if,rhe ceiling

is encountered on the pretest or the floor on the posttest,

gains will*be overestimated. Ideally, students should. score'

'.in the middle of the range of ppssible raw scores: Average

performance for groups of students should generally fall be-
tween 30 and 75 percent if the total number of items answered.

correctly.

To avoid this hazard, test 'levels should be selected

on the basis of the achievement levels, of the students, not.

on the basis of '.their grade in school. Inmost cases, the
nomin411Y recommended test level or one level above or below

will be suitable for testing'most.groups of students.

Using a test level other than -that nominally revinmended

for a particular. grade is likely to mean that norms tables

for the tested students are not included'in the test manual

for that-level. However, it is not meaningful to assess

64
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either status or gains by coparisons.with.studdsts at a dif-
ferent grade level. The status of a sixth graderjshould be
:araessed.using sixth-gradenorms even if he is tested with
e.fourth-grade test. Host major test'publishers, fortunatellyd,
have interlocked.their test levels by providing an expanded

. N
standaid'score scale which enables the determinption of Score

* equivalencies between adjacent test levels. These scopes,
*Ce.- it possible to predict from a pupil's score ontone test
level hosi he would have scored.On the, next highe*:Or lower
level,, thus providing access to the in-level norms. Another
possibility (although rare) is that the manuaimay provide

- normative data for pupils tested out of level.

.,1
a Hazard 7: Missing Datafi

Y. Regardless of the evaluation model used, data analysis
shduld be based only on those. students with both pre-.

'treatment and post-treatmenT 1coret4 Interpretation of these
data, however, shoultake into account the characteristics
of the students who dropped out, entered late, or graduated
from the project. 'For example, if all of the lowest scoring
students on a prerestOropped out before pRsttest tine, the'
average posttest score would increase with respect to the
pretest scores simply because of the missing stIlents. This
increase could be*.sinterpreted as'a gain. Likewj.se, if ,

the.high-scoring'students graduated from the group, the mean
posttest score would te artificially deflated:,

:

To avoid 'this haz rd,every effort must be made to/ob-,
tain'pre-treatment and post-treatment data for each project

. participant? and to base comparisons on those'students-for
whom both data elements pre available. Data from students
,having orkly pretest or Only posttest stores must be carefully
examined.to see if they differ in some systematic way from,
the data of students having both pre- and posttest scores:
A deicription of,any of these differen4es should' be included
In tkie,eyaluation report.

Hazard 8": The Use of Noncomparable Treatment and
,,4 Control Groups

-t In "trtie" experimental deilans, treatment. and COntrol,
groups should be similar in all educationally relevant

65
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respects before the eatment begins. Groups that differ in,
.terms -of pretest scores present an obviods source of bias.
Other more subtle factors such.as differences inage, sex,
race; or socioeconomic status can also exert Strong biasing'
influences and should be avoided. Nonvolunteers should 'never
be used as controls forpupils who volunteered (or were vol-
unteered by their parents) for a particular instructional
treatment.

Whenever possible, students should be assigned4to'treat-
went and control groups on a random basis. For example, with
a,semeSter-long reading program, pupils could be *andomAy
assiigned to first- or second - semester. groups: For the fir5i.
half of the year, one group would serve,as the control group
for the other, but both groups would ultimately receive equal
amounts of the treatment.

In some cases, pre-existing groups 4111 be enough alike
id that they can appropriately be'considered equivalent to
random samples from a single population. In other cases.
a contrcil group 144.11 be knowh to differ systematically from

1 ' the treatment group. Where the difference is small, the
control roup model .*may still provide the best metho4.of

evaluating thp project, and statistical adjustments can be
made to compihsate for betWeen-group differences. Where the
differences are large,` however, there is, no way in which a
noncomparable control group can provide an accura..e estimate
Of how well the treatment group would have done without the

-treatment.

Hazard 9: The Use of inappropriate Statistical Adjustments
with Nonequivalent Control Groups

.

There are several statistical itocedured that are vii.delirs>.---

used id an attempt b compensate for.initial difference" be-
tween treatment and control groups., Some are legitimate
while others'are nom. Making betweeh-group comparisons using .

either "raw" gain scores or "residual" gain scores fall* into.,
the latter category. Both procedures should be scrupuloUsly
avoided. eTh

A raw gain score is simply the difference between a pre-
and a posttest score and reflect" the gain made between test-
ing'. It is segued that, although two groups may have been
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somewhat different in terms of initial achievement levels,
their expected gains would be roughly comparable after the
sameeducatiOnal treatmest. This would 'be true, however,

only When each group's posttest standard is the
same as its pretest standard deviation. 1 ere the posttest
standard deviations ate l tger than those of the pretest

--Scidres, a raw gain score nalysis will systematically under-
estimate treatment effects Conversely, the procedure will
systematically overestimaty treatment effects where the sten-
aard deviations of pretest cores exceed those of posttest
scores.

A residual gain score is the difference between an
actual posttest score and a p4sttest score estimate derived
from the combined.treatment and control group regression
line. Presumably the mean residual gain score for a group
that received an effective treatment wouldbe podgive While

\ethat. for the control group would negative.' Alsok the sum

IT
cf the absolute values of the two differences would provide
30Lndex of the size of the treat pent effect. Unfortunately,
;.i'./-aa ;;z_ shown alegbraically th4 a residual gain score

auraysis always underestimates the size of the treatment
effect, except where the groups' pretest scores are equal.
Furthermore, the amount of underestimation is directly pro-
portiOnalsta the'size of the irii ial difference between
groups.

There are other factors, su
control groups were formed, whi
adjustment procedure to compens
ences. The issues involved,.ho
pert advice should be sought.

N.. .

as how the treatment and
h determ iie the appropriate

(i....
to for heir initial differ-
ever, are very complex. Ex-

Hazard 10:" Constructin a Mat hed Co trol Grou
after the Treatment Grou H s Been Selected

Finding "matches" for tr atment participants in some
other group is a fundamental y unsound practice. Unless they
and the treatment pupils ar= equally representa ive of the
groups from which they are ram, statistical regression will
act differentially on the o groups and artificially inflate
the apparent gains of one .roup with- respect to the other.
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/0 the most common situation, the group(s) Loom Which
the matching control pupilS Are drawn will be higherbachar.

Ling than those froi which, the treatment group pupils are
lecte4. Contequently, the control group pupils will be far-

, ther ,below the mean of thi,group(s) to which they belong
than he treatment group/Children. On retesting they will
thus `show greater statistical regression and their posttest

"''.scores will be too high.to serve as a nb-treatment expection
for the treatment group participants. ,

'; The correct ocedure for establishing matched control
groe0s Is to do th matching first and,then assign members
oteach `pair random tohe tfeatment'or the control groUp.
Thit4 is4 a large group of students, all eligible to be in
the project, must be available. The first step is to divide
't14' group into matched pairs based on test scores, ethnic
backgroUnd, sex, etc., so that the two memloers of each pair
are as similar as possible. Then, after the matching proCess
is?oomplete, some random procedure such as flipping a coin
should be used to decide which member of each pair goes Into
the treatment Ind which into die control group.

I
Since this procedure will rarely, if ever,' be possible

in:real-world si tions, the only way to avoid this hazard
is' to avoid mai l.; A better practice is to 'work with'un-
matched'and there re. slightly different groups and to cor-
rect for between-group differences with ap:.ropriate statis-
tical adjustments, such as some form of covariance analysis.

.Again, practitioners should seek the help of experts.

a

Hazard 11: The Careless Collection of Data

Testing and other types of data collection must be ic-
complished.with scrupulous attention to detail. .For most
evaluation models, the primary requirement is that treatment
and control or comparison groups be treated in exactly the
same way. _Minor variations from the procedures described
by the;,test publisher, are permissible in control group models
and in Certaih'quasi-experimental designs. It is essential,-
however", that- treatment and comparison groups be tested -in
exactly the same'manner. In norm-referenced evaluations,'
treatment group Students should be tested in the same way as
the students in the norm group. This requirement means that
procedures outlined bar the test publisheridust-be followed
precisily.

68
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Problems arise if tests are administered or acored.in
anA.nconsistent and careless manner. If there are differ-
ences in the ways in which the test takers and the norm4group
students are tested or if there are differences in the proce-
dures, conditions, and scoring at pretest and postteit,tibes,
then it is itliPossible for the resultinkdata to be accurately
interpreted. There are no statisiical manipulations that can
compensate for mistakes made in administering or scoring a
test.

To avoid this heard, the following steps should be
taken:

1. Test procedures mustebe orderly and accurate
if scores are to' be meaningful.

/ 4
.

2. 'Test Administration and scoring procedures must
be exactly the same for ,thetreatment group as for
the control, comparison, or norm group used to
generate the no-treatment expectation. -Testing
treatment group pupils in exactly the same way as
p\ipils in the norming sample means following the
test publisher's directions in every detail.

1!

3. The procedures conditions, and scoring methods
used during posttestingimust be exactly the same
as those used during pr testing.

.

Hazard 12: The Use of Different instruments for
Pretesting and PostteitinK _

,
.

In the norm-referencedApi n, it is not advisable to
change tests between pre- and po ttesting because there is
'no adequate way to compare pret t scores on one test with
posttest scores on a completely 'different teat. Since each
test'publisher follows slightly lifferent normj.ng practices,

it is likely that one test's no s will be slightly '=easier"

than another's. These different: s do not matter if the same
test is used both prel;andpost tit could, magnify or obscure
real gains if changes were made.) While it is not essential

. to use the same form anL level Of an achievement test pre
and'post, this practice is also recommended. ,

, I
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Some tests have been developed'so that the lower levels
are intended for use at the end of one grade and the begin-
ning of the next. -. In these instances, to use the same form
and level of test for fall pretesting and s60.ng posttesting,
it will be necessary either to pretest or posttest out of
level. In some grades where spring-to-spring or fail-to-fall
evaluations. are conducted, it may be necessary to change test
levels in order to avoid ceiling or floor effects; unfortun-
ately, this practice will introduce an unknown amount of error
into the miasure of gain.

'

-'Hazard 13: The Use
3

of Inappropriate Formeas"to Generate .
No-Treatment Expectations

Many projects. use an unrealistic theoretical ma
formula to.calculate "expected" posttest scoreS from
other pretest scores. If students do better than the cal-
culated expectation, the project is considered a success.

(--

Many methods have been devised fog calculadIng per-.
.formance-level expectations that rest on untenable assump-
tions. Neither IQ scores nor grade-equivalent scores should
be used to generate no-treatment expectations.. For example,
a ltudent whd has gained. :7 year per year, on the average;
.since beginning school, is presumed to continue at the same
rate,unless a special program increases his rate. Unfortun-
-itely, grade-equivalent.gains measured from fall to'spring

11

will usually exceed this ra e--even for typical Title I chil-
dren--and 'treatments will a pear to be more effletive than
they really are. . , 1

f
%.

. In norm7referencedmodels, this hazard may be avoided
by generating.the no-treatment expectations solely from em-
pirical percentile norms tables. When. control groups are .

.used, the actual posttest, scores of these groups provideAhe,
6 proper, iesis for evaluating treatment effects.

A

HaZard'14: Mistaken Attribution of Causality
.

Observed gains may have resulted from the Title I.treat -
went, but'there are always plausible alternative explanations.

\'\
.

* 'plausibility of these alternative explanations should be
*refully examinedbefore evaluation results are attributed

70
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Introduction

This paper is in two parts. The first section will deal with the,use of

photography in an actual evaluation study.
, It will be a loosely stated case-

study of how one evaluator was able to utilize the camera in,several related

but distinct ways. This section is written after the fact - with the evaluator

reflecting r-uponhis use of the camera during a' series of on-site evaluation

visits.. Many of the thoughts in this reflection tav6 been,influenced by Susan

Sontag's book On Photography and the author owes a great debt to Sontag for

1

articulating some of'the questions and issues that are related to this paper

and which should have an impact on the use of the camera as an evaluation

research tool.

The secon&section of this paper will discuss some okf the broader

that are raised with regard to the use of the camera as a-research tool. .These

issues will focus on some ,of the possible limitations and advantages that should

f

be considered when using the camera as an evaluation tool and a reporting medium.w4

Overview

In 1976, a team of evaluators from Syracuse Universit 's Center for Instruc-
.

.

ional Development'attempted to meaningfully describe and portray the workings

and characteristics, of a National Science Foundation funded curriculum known as

ESSENCE .or Environmental Studir. This curriculUm presented a unique challenge

to the evaluation effort because it'claimed to be free of specified behavioral
.

""9 objectives and even went so far as to state that "Evaluation raises hell with

trust." This challenge was heightened because ESSENCE also claimed to be con-

tent-free. Its goal, if we can says that it had one, was to introduce children

to the proCess of inquiry; content.was,viewed,as a vehicle for this. process.
1

After-reviewing the ESSENCE materials-, it was felt chat the best%ay_to

,)

approach ESSENCE would be portrayal - the telling of the story of ESSENCE:
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hoped this would provide the client - pe Director of the Environmental Studies

Institute at Syracuse Unibersity - with a meaningful understanding' of the cur-
.

ricutum as it was:actually used in the schools. Therefore, the aim ofour in-

quiry was. primarily description. "We.attempted to make 40 obaims of merit pe?

se. Rather we hope to capture'tbe
0
Various characteristics and activities of

ESSENCE as we discovered them so that those who were not present when these actions
,..,

4. a.

were taking p'l'ace might still be able to share our appreciation of some of theiro
- , 4

,

meanings. This would ente the dlient to come to his'own conclusions and maket

his own jpdgments.

We decided early in ourplankng that we would use a camera as one of several

-.ts folthe site-visits irforder to capture and portray what ESSENCE. was

_ in real classroords,-with reel teachers and real students. The study cdnsisted

"If three maj components:t site-visits to ;chobls where ESSENCE was or had been
,

used; a separate review of the literature on a4fectiVeedUCation that we hoped

would link our observations with the research literature; an extensive ques-

tionnaire sent to'participating teachers and administrators to be responde

in writing or on an enclosed cassette `cartridge. The aamera was'used 'in he site

visits.

The 'notion of usin atcamera as one of our research tools was reinforced

by some of the ESSENCE activities.whidh she were probing. One of the more-highly-

touted activities of the ESSENCE curriculum was the use Of a Polaroid camera by

the students as a tool of inquiry. The students were, given Polaroid cameras

with the assignment.of "take picture'-of something invisible," or "take a pic-

ture that is some positive evidence that something natural happened," or "go

outside and take a picture of power," or "take a d uble exposure'that portrays

some change." ESSENCE purported to he a process of inquiry, and thmer? was

5)
C.
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viewed,as instrumental in this proOess. It focused student attention on a

specific problem or issue.. It framed specific actions to the exclusion of

others. It recorded how things change and/or remain the same.

Because the evaluation team was'uncertain as to what to expect while con-
.

ducting our study of ESSENCE we adopted a.certain ESSENCE point of view. This
.point of view stressed process rather than specified outcome, openness to what-

.

ever. or wherever the study'lead, and a.willingness to deal with a certain amount

- of uncertainty. as our inquiry 'unfolded. Therefore, we docided to use the camera as
4

an instrument for focusing on specific issues, and asba means

leCting some of those myriad events and activities that were

a hectic three weeks of site-visits. And, most importantiN

of visually recol-

witnessed during

we hoped that what

was Captured on film would be useful to the client in better understanding some

of the very complex and unique characteristics of ESSENCE and the people who

utilized it.

Three-Uses of Photography in the Portrayal of a Science Curriculum'

Because our knowledge of what ESSEN E comprised was very vague, the camera

initially A.?functioned as-a mans of framing and isolating certain actions and events.

The use ofothe camera as a means of focusing upon one specific event or activity

during the site-visits was a value-laden act in itself. Implied in'the photo-

graphs of the site-visits is the assumption that. what was photographed was some-
.

ortion of our portrayal study.* The
how worth considering as a small but isola

camera forced the site-visitor to, at least momentarily, focus his attention on

a spefific activity. In what could loosely be described as a goal-free evaluation

the camera became an instrument of goal-seekpg, helping the site -visor search

Stephen Kemmis speaks to this issue briefly in "Telling it Like it is: The.
Problem of Making a Portrayal of an Educational Program, Januaryj974, University
of Illinois, Champaign- Urbana, (mimeograph).

.
'
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out -patterns and look for order in the seemingly unordei.ed activities going,

on continuai1 4 around him. From the veq beginning, the site-visitor was com-

piling a series of individual ,images - both mentally and photographically which

would, much later in the study, be pieced together,to tell the tory of ESSENCE.

JUst as.the Polaroid,cameras were used by the students to focus their queitions,

their inquiry, the site-visitor utilized his camera (Olyflpus 35PC) to bring order

and clarity of value to hi:; study. This,was especially ,important in th4 early

s, stages of the study when we were newer certain what to expect from ESSENCE or

even what questions to ask about it.

This ordering was vital to our'study becauiewe understood from the he-

t,,at ESSENCE, because it concerned itself more with prOcess than product,

could mean many things to different people. Our objective was to portray, in the
t

most meaningful way possible, "A Story,of-ESSENCE." The emphasis in this title

must be put on tKe article "A" - because we were convinced that what we were

portraAng was but one of a number of stories that could be written about this

Rational Science Foundation curriculum project. The camera was one way events

and activities were, singled out and isolated and then pieced together to re-

create one of many possible stories that would accurately and adequately/portray

ESSENCE.

-The camera was also used as a primary mnemonic device, along with a portable,

tape-recorder; to aid in the site - visitor'; later recollections-of what he ob-
AV

6-erved during hit visits. This took some ofthe burden off the evaluator in tears

of trying to keep track of the many happenings that he experienced 'during his

visits. The camera and the tape-recorder almost completely replaced note-taking

in the site-visits, thus .leaving the site-visitor free to more readily "grsp

the insider!s view of..the program" (Kemmis, 1974) : askIng'pro'cing -.1%lestions of
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teachers and learners; watching for subtle interactions letween teachers and

children as well as between childrelf and children; and trying to understand the

total curriculum without fear of missing some of its more Specific components.

There is a sense of professional well-being in knowing that one is collecting

as much usable *Bence as possible in any valuation study. This was particularly

true in the site sitor's'observations of ESSENCE in action. Not knowing before-.

hand what,to,expedt, it was comforting to know that data (in the -form of taped,.

conversations and photographs) were being accumulated, and that these data would

k

be helpful, in fact necessary, in piecing together a story, an adequate portrayal

of this curriculuM. Like the atomic physicist trying to capture'images° of sub-
.

st.

atomic particles, we could only speculate ,about what we would find - but were

/-
confident that if there were something to capture on film, we would discover it.

And like the physicist, we were very awarethat wemight-not.fully understand

whet it was we were observing until well after the study's on-site observations

were Completed. The photographs taken during the visits to the schools were a

foriq of insurance that gdatanteed that the site-visitor would have something to

say about what he "saw" during his travels. The camera was his guarantee that

he would not forget the obvious - thit those small details that give meaning

to the total piCture would not he omitted.

Although the, camera was utilized both as a means of focusing on:specifiC ac-

Aion and as a memory back-up device, we felt from the biginning of the study that

good photpgraphs of the curriculum in practice would enhance,hur 'study of ESSENCE.

We hoped to make our report as descriptive as possible and we did not want to rely'

solely on words. to pqraphrase the photographer Lewis Hine if we felt we could
.

-tell the story in words alonewe wouldn't have Deeded to lug a camera around (Son-

tag, 1977). The ESSENCE study is a story of "words'. It is a story about people,

1.21:
. .
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. young and old, together engaging in the activity Of teaching and learning.
.---

=
.

"'The Story of ESSENCE" relies
0.1,. heavily on 'the real words of real people - but

where' it
t

was possible, photographs were used to illustrate the objects of

conversation and to heighten the worded'story. Thus, the camera was a most.

.
. N .

.
. . ''t .,,

h 1pful tool in helping us repont our findings to the cpent in a way that
iwit.

both factually informative and meadingful. Although the photographs by them.-

selves are only i images, mere bits and pieces of evidence, when they

were paired with certain conversations or d to illustrate particular cirdumsan-

ces, we believe they added depth,and human feelingstO the reports. Thee. were

Lira *.n.,tances when it was felt that the photographs led to a better understand,

J: conversation thatWas taking place or a unique activity that was happening.

When i-h-elaped conversations and photographs are used together they take /'

on a reality themselves, a reality that may'be greater than the sum of each taken\
,.\

separately. This reality is basiClly independent of the recorder even though

it is his point of view that informs kthif questions are to be asked and what 'seg-

ments of visial reality are to be captured on film. This gmarriage of photography

and taped conversation gives the client a .sense Of autonomy in ills judgments and

decisions. He becomes a vicarious, participant in the events that have taken place

and.is freed from his reliance on the verbal interpretation o(the event through

a mediating voice. The use of photographs especially in portrayal -type evaluations
dr

allows the client to come to. more informed conclusions, to make'his own decisions

about the worth of a program, curriculum,, or other activity. ,Without dealing _

with the question of,the subjectivity or objectivity of the photography in evaluation

1.=

research, the camera can help the clientin better verifying his own opinions about

the findings and recommendations of an evaluation report. Photographs are ad-

Iditional types ofevaluatiOn evidence, and if they are riot used surreptitiously

and deemed admissable Within the particular context,of the evaluation study they

1
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can add a sense of visual validity to more traditional modes of evaluation.

Issues and Problems*Sur unding the Use of Photography es an Evaluatiod Instrument

In theprevious section the psefUlness of the Camera:11K evaluation tool
-Ty

was briefly, but positively discussed. Thisraises some questions as to how dif- '

ferent the camera is from other evaluation tools - for example stagdical analysis.

Infact, statistical analysis and the use of photographs in evaluai7i n research

may be analogous - 6oth focus upon one event or activi tothi ectision of others;

ani both hatie a quasi-mystical fascination-for some people who see both as some

sr-.)bolic representation of "Truth" or reality.

T fact that photography is but a tool in the evaluation process can not be

1Lderplayed. It is instrumental in aohievingdther ends (description, determine-
-.

Lion of worth, reasonable decisions) and is not an .end in itself. On uses a

.shovel to dig a holei,and iihless.one is a craftsman or tool designer, the type

and design of the shovel are relevant only in so far as, they fit the needs of the
4

job -to be done. The camera will sometimes fit the needsof the job to be done,

sometimes it won't. We have been warned by Robert Stake that evaluators "should
..

'choose methods to fit the issues,
t

even if forcedrthen to employ weaker and less

r espectable methods" (Stake, 1977). The evaluation team who compiled the data

for "A Story of ESSENCE" and the client for whom it was done, feli'that.in this

case the use..of the camera was a "respectable method." However, in another situa%-,

'
.

tion, at another time, :another method, a different tool might.be more appropriate.-

The fa,.i That sam,:ra sszts oefiers

isnot a positive or negative aspect in itself. Rather, it is how we'deol with
.

.
. . .,,, ,

this limitation that makes'it relevancto evaluation researciltftle site-vi ito
,. .

.1 .

of the ESSENCE study believelthat ihe'act of focusing on some evens and e cluding .

others was a valtiable hdeavor in bringing an initial sense of' order to: a seemingly.
,

disordered, array of events: The benefit of focused' specificity in this ase.was.
-

, sr123
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seen as a necessary beginning-to the formulation of an aLltiate overviewrof

the curriculUm. The problem at issue here is hoW much specific focus is enough

to pick out" he important components of a program and how much is too much r so

that the total overview is/ lost in obscure detail. Again it is RobertStake

V
who best articulates this question "What is more important: to tell of some very

special things about the program or to provide the most veridical portrayal of

the program?" (Stake, 1972). Stake advocates the latter. Is it possible that

the prudent use of photography,as an ,evaluatiop tool might enable evaluators to. "

both - tell some special things about a program without detracting from the

verail portrayal of that program? It is not so much that "special things about

-.1-,:ogl,m" necessarily detract from its,"most veridical portrayal" rather

.4\

perseveration of the evaluator with these 'special things" that dloud

and distort meaningful program portrayal. This can be said about any 'evaluation

method of tool that is seen as an end in itself rather than an instrument to

another more informative, value-based end.

It is this infatuation with the tools of the evaluation trade rather than

with process of valuing itself, that must be avoided. T era does not seem,

to offer any great panacea to the problems of evaluation resear It does offer

a novel point of view to thd field. t just as the limitations o a complex

statistical analysis or research desi timust be kept up7fron't in evaluation

research so too the limitations of the camera must be fully explored dealt

,with.

.

Because* the number'of photographs that can be td4e-gps- is virtually unlimited,

photography.spinforces a segmented view of reality s consisting of small, separate

units of an apparently infinite number. This makes the world more manageable be-

cause the photographer or the viewer deals with only one aspect of reality - one

separate photograph -'atsa time (Sontag, 1977). It was this manageable nature

124
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of photography which aided the ESSENCE site-visitor - bringing order to the

. "v.- initial stages of the study.

The individual photographs only showed how separate and distinct parts of

the curriculuelooked. They did not showthow it functioned (Sontag, .1977). How

.
something functions implies action and time is a necessary condition of action.

Indili4uai photographs of 'ESSENCE did not, by themselves, have the power to mean-
(

iiigfully convey the workings of the curriculum over time, even when .the photo-

graphs. were viewed as a group. It was the'narrative quality of the 'taped conver-.

sations which placed the' activities Of ESSENCE (and the photographs) within the

context of time. Narrative deals with time and action over time: It is only

within the context of time that we can talk meaningfully of_process. An evaluation
te

study'that stresses process muse-Teal with action . Narrative, therefore,
.

bAomes a necessary condition of any process-oriented evaluation.

Photography and the discriminate<use of the camera have a great potential as

1 useful and informative evaluation. odls. The evaluation profession must make

taro that these tools are not elevatedto ends in themselves - but rather that

t1 4.'t
,

they be seen, and remain to be seem as only tools in the growing repertoire of

5, the evaluator. Photography can aid the evaluator in focusing inquiry and collecting

data. But the ends of evaluation, determination Ot merit or worth, the making

of rational decisions, and the descfibing of events and activities must not be

prempted by the tools which serve those ends.

I.

a.
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1 .
.

This article will describe an evmluative-Oftesa derived from the
,

adthors' experiences in seating the Mandated evaluation/documentation

requirements of.a #ederal project ,4 signed to foster educational change

and improvement. This article conceptualizes evaluation as obtaining

t

information utilisable at two la els. Evaluation is seen as a means for

empowering project staff to hal ble to monitor progress towards meeting

project goals, yielding inforstation useful in the process of designing

and redesigning techniques for advancing to these goals. In addition,

evaluation is seen as yielding enabling information for the drawing of

generalizable conclusions abchlt the change proceis.

The federal mandate for documentation led to a number of issues that

,needed resolution. In order to acqUire wide- ranging information about

. issues bearing. on project outcomes, such as differing perceptions of the

politicai forcefield, strategies used by project staff to cope with the

forcefield, and the interim al* uitimite goals of the project. staff, the

activ cooperation of ail staff members in the keeping of records was

necess ty. This mesnetfiat staff sembers'needed expertise in record

keeping and motivation to keep these records. Realistically, many people

arm not,trained to keep accurate' records and need support in developing

their own evaluative skills. The problem of motivating harrassed staff

, to keep records is even more difficult. It is partially solved by con-
.

earned support from the evaluator and by making information kept for

documentation purposes a vital component of individual and overall pro-
'

ject management.
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Evaluation is seen as a reciprocal process between the evaluator

and the people he deals with. The model assumes that staff must be

empowered with a proactive role in which they have an impact both on

the instruments that they use to collect data and the techniques used
""

to analyze that data. The evaluator is obligated to portray to the

people he collects information from the emergent themes he finds in the

data. They, in turn, have the right both for instruction in interpreting

these themes and an, opportunity for affirmation or denial of them based
. -

on their personal perceptual framework of the validity of the evaluator's

findings.

Beyond the issues of accurate, comprehensive documentation lies the

problem of theoretical context, an issue not customarily dealt With in

\\/e valuation. The authors feel that the generalizable information aVail-

alle from a multi-faceted, multi-data source, case study has been under--

rated. /There are some-theoreticardodels which provide insights into

the d ineation of the change process. The current federal mandate for

doc ntation/evaluation can p rtvide information of a scope that can

test a theoretical, explanatory framework so that generalizable informa-

tion about the fl process dan be obtained.

This paper will describe foUlaspects-of the facilitative eValuaiiOn

process. The first section will discuss how the evaluator goes about pro-

(7 ducing the evaluation design while'establishing a good working relation-
.

ship with practitioners. Next, a description of the steps taken by the

evaluatOr and practitioner for implementing the evaluation design are

described. Then, some examples of theoretical contexts in which to con-
11

sider the change process will be discussed. Finally, somesuggestions will

be sketched as t technique s for analyzing the data.
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Designing the Evaluation

The following seven events describe how the evaluator initiates '

and continues his work:

Event 1: Interview between Evaluator and Practitioner to:

(a) establish trust level

(b) discuss practitioner's role
(c) assess level of evaluative sophistication

of practitioner
(d) determine practitioner's perceived needs-

for information

(e) determine practitioner's ideas for collecting
information

Event 2: Compare results of total' interviews with the overall
project design, analyzingdiscrepancies and exploring

I causality.

went 3: Evaluator derives overall project design, given con-
siderations of:
(a) project goals and objectives
(b) practitioner's roles
(c) practitioper's ideas for collecting information

and-

((d) level of evaldative sophistication of practitioners

Event 4: Handcraft an individualized instiument(s) for each prac-
titioner based on overall evaluation design and practi-
tioner's level of sophistication.

Event 5: Check instrument(s) th practitioner to determine if it

fits his needs and usable. Instruct the practitioner

in utilizing the inst t. Redesign instrument(s) if

necessary.

Event 6: Implement work process using individualized instruments
to collect needed information.

Event 7: Conduct follow-up interviews to:
(i) monitor progress -

(b) update instruments
(c) describe emergent themes and check with

practit ner's perceptions.

The purpose for using the seven event model is to make it possible

to collect data that is "accurate information" which will be utilized

cooperatively by staff and evaluator in planning project development.
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The Facilitative Evaluation model is intended-to encourage growth both

in the competencies of individual staff members and in the achieveMents

of the project as a whole. In this model, the evaluator's role involves
/

gaini4 the trust of the staff, involving staff in the design ofinstru-

ments to obtain' information and keep records, educating staff in evalu-,

ation techniques as they participate in the evaluation/planning process,

and participating with staff members in utilizing instruments. These

events empower staff with evaluative techniques so that they can,dse

rata for their own needs as well as the general project needs.
4

This model uses an interview technique,_ Event One, to gather infor-

tod to facilitate staff cooperation. Primarily, one-to-ope in-.

t!,erviews with staff and other'appropriate people are scheduled. The

interview process, when done well, closely parallels a'helping-counseling

process. There are many factors that contribute to successful usetof

this technique. The evaluator must assume that the person being inter-

viewed is doing important work and is worthy of consideration as apro-

fessional. Bath parties should be seen as equals, discussing a situation

of

.,

mutual interest and concern. This attitude will convey itself in atten7

likening, positive non-verbal encouragement and apptopriate responses,

with.the evaluator putting him'self into a relaxed state with focused atten-

tion upon.the person. A casual environment such as a informal lunch or disc

cussion over a cup of coffee provides the low-key unaggressive, non-judg-

mental atmosphere that is most productive. If the process is going we'll,

a synergistic phenomenon should take place with two minds becoming more

a,
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productive and energizing than'one. Work is important and people ar

usually eager to discuss and reflect on it. This synergism is so re-
.

warding and productive that experience has shown that staff,members

\J often strive to duplicate these conditions with other colleagues,

increasing the creative power of the total project.

.
It is important in the 'interview prqcess to determine the.pracg-

tioner's current capabilityto evaluatelnformation and his ideas on

how to collect it. Of necessity, when documentation is important,

staff must keep records. However, it is futile to expect them to keep

acords they -are unable or unwilling to"maintain.

Event Two describes the process of comparing what*people actually

do based on interviews and observations with the overall written project

design. It is well known thsi. rolis specified in proposals or planning,

documents often radically change both because of the people filling them

and because of the evolving needs of a project. The evalOator needs to

make sure that staff realize that thiS4is a common occurrence that does

not imply blame. What is important is that some sort of record be kept

concerning the contetin which the change happened so that knowledge

can be derived, from [his phenomenon. Event Three, the creation of the

overall evaluation design, is self-explanatory, Albeit the difficult L.,

crux of the matter. Event Four describes the selection or building of

.
individualized-instruments and documentation 'systems based on a realistic

assessment of the practitioner.'s interests and capabilities in conjunction

,

with the overall evaluation design.

4
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Eient Five describes a critical step in the evaluation /documen-

tation process. It is important to check back with the practitioner

to'see if he can utilize the instruments designed for his use. The

Practitioner's capabilities as well as pragmatic considerations of

available time and resources may have been over or underestimated.

It. is often necessary to work through an instrument With
1

the practi-

tioner using a real life situation as asexa&ple so that\the practi-,
'r nes.

,

.o'er may get realistic practice in using it. Finally, instruments

%aye to be redesigned. It is better to redesign an instrument so

t_ctIcioner will'record data than to lose the information by

.sing an instrument that is too complex to be accurately filled out

by the evaluator.

Event Six sees theopractitioner using the newly designed instruments

to collect information. His role in this capacity is that of a partici-_

sent observer. EventleSeven describes the conduction of follow-up inter-
.

viewsto monitor progress and update the individually designed instruments.

It'is important that the evaluator show sustained interest in the data

the practitioner gathers. It is not always convenient or agreeable to
.`

, record information. The evaluator's personal concern with the dataAd

the practitioner as well as the practical utilization of the data in the

project will help to.alleviatethis natural phenomenon. In addition,

the evaluator needs to monitor changing project goals and practitioner

roles and update'his instruments accordingly. Then, too, it is hoped

that the practitioner will become more sophisticated in utilizing evalu-

ation as he gaii practice in the evaluation process and adjustments in

instrumentation should be made accordingly. These encounters also offer
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the evaluator the opportunity to portray to the practitioner the in-

sights and repetitive themes that he has_discovered from his overall'

perusal of the evaluative data and to discover whether or nqt these
to

themes are validated by the perceptions of the -practitioner.

A
In summary, these seven events describe what.the evaluator does to

procure practitioner participation, in the collection of information. The

events are conceptualized as a means to train practitioners so that they

can serve as participant-observers in the field. They will then have the

capacity to validate the emergent themes presented by the evaluator.and

to derive their own emergent themes for presentation to the evaluator.

Prom overall project goals and, where available, emergent themes, the

practitioner,develops work goals. The planning-replanning cycle to im-

Cc plement these work goals will be described in the next section.

Implementation and Utilization of Data by Practitioner ,

In this section, facilitative evaluation will be discussed primarily

in terms of steps that practitioners take to bring project goals into

reality. These steps are designed to roughly replicate, in a pragmatic

manner, the steps of.goal setting, implementation and reassessment that

are so useful in an innovative project.

The steps in implementation and utilization of data by practitiOners

are:

I. Select a work goal
The practitipner defines clearly a goal and
discusses the setting where it will occur.
The evaluator should offer clarification and
help in this process.

II. Discuss the present reality andidentify the problem
The practitioner takes an objective look at the
'situation. The evaluator should encourage this
rocess by responsive 'listening and questioning.
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III. Conceptualize, the most effective solualon .

The practitioner conceptualizes tha&most effec-
tive solution(s) to the problem. TheAevaluator.

can be,especially helpful by offering epcourage- .

ment conducive to inventive, yet feasible con-
ceptualizing of the future.

IV. Plot steps to the solution
The practitioner plots the steps needed to brink
the goal from where it is presently 'to where the
practitioner would.11ke it to be in the allotted'
time.

V. Establish checkpoints
The practitioner establishes completion times of
steps as,tentative checkpoints. These checkpoints

serve to motivate the practitioner t move forward.

VI. Design evaluative indicators for each work step
These indicators are miles'tones which indicate
readiness to move to the next step. (Or a failure

-which indicates teed for re-appraiial of (a) the
steps to achieve the Eslor (b) the appropriate-
ness of.the goal).

VII. Implement initial steps, of the plan
As each step is implemented and the evaluative in-
dicator has ox hasn't become reality, the practi-

.
tioner should log warning signs, that indicate the
steps to compile the "al may need revising due to
new.information. Conversely, data may indicate .

success.'

VIII. Assess progress at checkpoints
'This,is done to determine whether the next steps are t,

feasible considering the cues that the practitioner
has collected.

IX. Continue progress
Continue to the next step or replot steps. If useful,

devise a new, more effective solution to better accom-
-modate the new reality.

X. Complete all steps AOiscontinue goal t

Data indicates whether practitioner should continue on
present courseor discontinue the work goal.'

In actuality, steps one to, three, the selection of a work goal, de-

lineation.of-present reality and conceptualization of an effectille solution

to * problem, are not necessarily done in linear sequence. Instead, suc-
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. .

cessive apptoximations of one step reverberate on ttie findings of

another step whichin turn initiate new thinking of an earlier step.

The selection of a work goal, step_one, is dependedt on a number,

of factors. Among them are overall project goals, identified emergent,'

themes, staff interests and competencies and the time span of the pro-
.

ject with the ramifications for what is feasible. Step two, an assess-

-anent of the present realtity has a heavy impact on the selection of a work

goal. The factors to be considered in such an assessment are numerous.

Czteica1 among these factors is an unblinking,. realistic assessment of

political realities both in the actual iystem being worked on and the

ca.:er environment. Aside from the political realities, the socio-cul-

:Altai-physical climate Of a system needs careful consideration. In the
, . . .

end, the number of factors considered is an assessment of current reality

is determined by the perspicacity of the staff as well as the reflective .'

probing of the evaluator.

,

A' Step three involves the conceptualization-of the most effective so-

lution(s) to the problem. Given the context of an overall work goal and

the present reality as perceived by the people in the environment, practi-

tioners decide what thi most affective solution(s) to the problem are.
.,

, . ,

, $ Practitioners, aided by informed questioning by the evaluator, need. to. -

imagine whit abetter reality would look like. A discussion of the context

within which the problem will occur and feasible alternative solutions-will

help the practitionei aink,through the direction to take. If the problem

is particularly complex, a brainstoiming of helping and hindering factors

may be of assistance. During the process of:the Practitioner working through

these three steps, the evaluator can also be sdrting out the project's per-

ceived underlying problems, its underlying philosophical assumorcons,
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checking their veracity against the per p'tiond of practitioners.. These

'sessions offer the evaluator the chance for reflective portrayal to prac-

titiofiers of emergent themes that he has seen from his w

Once a consensus on',the future objectives is reached, the actions

necessary to bridge the gap between present reality arid a Aire objective

need.ta be derived. This is a careful meticulous process which relies

heavily on step two, i.e., a forthright unblinking assessment of present
-.-

reality, both political, and social., Step four requires the practitioner
:41.c- -

to estimate a realistic time line for the ompletion of each action of the
. . .

-.Irk goal. caving established the actions for the work goal and affixing

d.l.th action with a. completion date, step five continues:the procesi by

establishing indicators to help the practitioner know that he has achieved

or failed' to achieve the necessary actions. .

The sixth slop is to implement the plan;recording whether or not the

evaluative indicators have been met. 'Different indicators signifying that

/
an action is completed may indicate a need to readjust subsequent'/actions.

S$eps seven, eight and nine are to assess Progress at checkpoints, 'continue

to next step or replot steps and finally, complete, all steps or discontinue

'goals as data indicates. The steps are conceptualized as a circular process

,

ofi4a1:aetting, implementation, checking and re-appraisal. The choice of

\
. 1

abandonment of an untenable position is built into the process. It'is

assumed that a position May become untenable because of an inability to

. *

achieve the intermediary steps.necelisary for attainment of the goal or be-.

cause the goal itself.:'begins to he seen as a mistake. ,It is important to

document the events leading up to failures iq'th#t-app apriate analysia may

be.imade of. the causes of such failures. This whole series of atep is de-

signed to_lield written records .E.Illau(are of systematic use in deci4 making

/
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by practitioners as well as proyping participant observation field

records for the evalutor.

Theoretical Framework

Asethe authors, stated in the introduction, this evaluation model

nerves two purposes. The first purpose, discussed in the previous sec-

tions, is to provide. data for better project management. Tie second

purpose is to gather generalizable data.aboutthechange process.(
In

this section a discussion of the theoretical frameworks dealing with

the change process will reveal possible themes that may assist the

evaluator in a better understanding of the proceedings that are being

assessed.

"industrial managers arefond of noting that change is the only

thing that rema n in their lives. Yet despite the common

occurrence of organizational change, its dynamics and underlying pro-

ceases are'understood in only rough, ill-defined ways. Managers and

social scientists who create and study change situations find that or-

genizational changes involve multiple sets of complex variables whose

'.identify, interaction and impact vary from situation to situation."

(Barnes, 1967.)

,

Because of the varied and rich data at his disposal, the project

evaluator is in an excellent position to identify emerging theses and

to portray themes in a larger theoretical framework. The authOis'

intend to briefly describe three sociological theories that provide con-.
/7

till
Itual contexts by whicb to consider the change process. The three

.

theories are: conflicttheory# exchange theory and interaction theory.

Although there are certainly other theoriesNhat would be -appropriate to
.
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consider in gaining a larger theoretical framework in which to consider

process 'of change, it is not the authors' intention to present an

. exhaustive study of theoretical models related to change but merely.to

spark interest in'the notion of incorporating theoretical' thinking into

the evaluation process.

C9nflict is a theme that recurs frequently in the change process.
a

,is Coser (1956),.in his study of conflict, cites a number:of scholars
e.

,s Sorel. and Marx who maintain.that conflietsis a binding

. ,

well as a disruptive' one. He goes on to state that interest

groups will form-and reform around issues that are conflict laden.

"...when a social structure is no longer considered legitimate, in-

'dividuals'with similar objective positions will come, through conflict,

to constitute themselves into self- conscious groups with common interests."

(Coser, 1956.). Most theorists in'talking about conflict tend to agree

that conflict cannot be repressed. gtw it is expressed, however, is re-

flected in the chaiicteristics of the individuals or groups dealin with

. it. Coser states that there is a difference 3n group behavior when con-

flirt exists within a group and .when it is directed at a group from an
o

external source. Groups who have very close internal. relationships tend

to repress internal conflict longer, making, the conflict much more intense

when it fina lly occurs. Groupe that are being attacked from without tend

to demand more commitment, from their members with fewer conflict issues

allowed to surface from within.:

A final element in conflict theory that the authors will consider is

, Coser's definition of, realistic end non-realistic conflict. He states that
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while realistic conflict involves resolving conflict focusing on the

actual issues, non-realistic conflicts are based on real issues, but

deal with them in an indirect manner, resulting in a.conflict resolu-

tion dealing with false issues. Therefore; there is not a true reso-

lution of the actual issues. Noting that conflict theory concerns it-

self with tbe behaviors of individuals and groups engaged in con-

flict situations, the authors feel that a look at exchange theory would

eypand the reader's theoretical peispective of human behavior, around

issues of change by examining and analyzing other factors that affect

-11qr people do. In this theory, Thibault & Kelley (1967)'are concerned

with interpersonal relations and group functioning or put another way, how-

people's behaviors are influenced by the costs or rewards that they per

ceive they will experience as a result of their actions. During the pro-

cess of deciding what action to take, a person is continually weighing the

consequences of his behavior, -often with opposing notions ,about what his

actions.should be. Thibault & Kelley (1967) define a variety'of explanatory

terms that help dedide what action a person will take. Norms, or those

agreements aboUt what behaviors are and aren't,acceptable that carry with

them a social process to enforce compliance, afford a certain degree of

predictability to the actions people may take. Status is also important

when deciding who Will do What. The positive status of aperson influences

others to mote frequently behave as he does, giving him more power. Power,

and dependence are interrelated phenome'non. An individual obtains power

by otherR being dependent on,him. His power is greatest when he'can operate

as he wishes without being concerned with others actions interfering'. /

7,2
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Exchange theory takes into account all the possible behaviors a

person may exhibit in any one instance and analyzes the consequences

each of the behaviors will have for him. While exchange theory deals
0

largely-with people's behaviors, interaction theory deals with the

perceptual events in people's minds. As change in an organization in-

volyes constant human interaction, it is useful,to look at some concep-
t

tualizations of how and why humans interact with each other as they-do.

Interaction theory looks at human conductkay hot; people function with

other individuals or groups.

George Herbert Mead and Herbert Blumer (1969) identify two kinds

of interaction in human society. Blumer calls them "non-symbolic"-and

"symbolic" interaction. Non-symbolic interaction takes place when a

person resPondsindirectlytothe actions of another without interpreting

them. Symbolic interaction assumes that a person takes meaning from .

others' actions and responds by behaving in accordance to the meaning

he has affixed to the others' aitiondr. (Blumer, 1969). Blumer also

usei,the term "joint action." This is characterized by actions ranging

roe the interaction between two people to the complex social workings

f an organization. These "joint actions" makeup society, acording

to interactionist thought. "Each partiCipint necessarily occupies a

different position, acts'from that position, and engages in a separate

and distinctiVe act. It is the fitting together of these acts that

constitutes joint action.4 (Blumer, 1969). People perform tasks by

assessing the job to be done, looking at their own actions and the actions

of others and fitting these a cons together to accomplish the task. In-

teractionists believe that people's actions are determined by the waythat

they perceive reality; A person's perception of reality and the'role that

141
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he plays in that picture orrealitx, therefore, effect the alliances

he dgvelops and the actions that he takes to maintain or change these

alliances.
,

In summary, the authors have briefly described parts of three

so ological theories thahave implications for the change process.

-description of conflict theory looked at how conflict affects

people in their dealings wit} others. ;The distinction between realis-

tic and non-realistic conflict was also described.

Exchange theory deals Stith people's behavior and how these be-

.

haviors are influenced by the, costs and rewards thatpeople perceive

they will experience as a result of their actions. Norms,.stat

power and dependence were all discussed in relation to this eory.

Finally interaction theory was.discussed. 'Interaction theory states

,that people's actions are determined by theit perception of.reality'and

the role that they play in that reality. Symbolic and non-symbolic inter-,

action and joint action were defined.

EaCh theory gives the evaluator a different but not unrelated perspec-

I:)

dm. of the change process. A conceptualization ofIthe..evaluators role in

ir

portraying this knowledge for the practitioner might be4
.

seen as Minks et

al: have portrayed the change pr9cess in their theory of social reform

(1977). First, an identification of the actors in the process-is made

and then an identification of the variables which describe, the process

in which the actors are involied isdetermined. An analysis of the inter-

relationships that exist between the actors and the prodess that they are

involved in ,characterize.-the change process. With this conceptual model

as a base, the usefulness of a theoretical framework becomes evident. '

h
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Evaluation'has been customarily conceived of as formative and

summative in terms of success and failure. Given the time and money

limitations of much evaluation, this is indeea,.all that can be hoped

for in many cases. However, given the scope of information that can be

collected using techniques of evaluation/documentation, the authors

would like to briefly sketch some techniques of synthesizing this in-

s

formation into a comprehensive whole. ,

As the evaluator follows the techniques outlined in previous sec-

he is faced with reams of data collected both from his vantage

puiat and from the vantage point of the participant-observers he has

trained. He is confronted.with the task of placing differing world

views into a portrayal of the whole. The authors concur with the

techniques suggested by Cariai, Engel & Hein (1978) for the application

of qualitative methods to program evaluation. ,As information is col-

lected, the evaluator should immerse himself in the contemplation of

it. Themes should eventually emerge from the contemplation of this

collection of iata. The evaluator should then begin combining this

data:into aloose weave of meaning. Once thie is ddhe, he can commence

(-1 cross-matrixing thede amergent themes preliminary,to an analysis of the

data to determine the relative influence of various actors and their ao-
.

tions'on the process. The data can then be cross-checked with theoretical

premises.'The evaluator, because he has access to all the rich array of

information is in an excellent position to portray data in a broader,

theoretical framework.

The authbra'fiel that'-the interaction OdPiactitioners with-the
*1+

evaluator is crucial thbughout this process. People's perceptions of

143
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their experiences trigger theoretical understandings which when

revealed to the practitioner empower him with new insight.. Besides

utilizing the perceptions of a number of participant-observerslwith

differing world.views in hisimmersion in the data, the evaluator is

ated to continuously check and cross-check with participants both

the emergent themes that he perceives_ as well as the ones that they per-.

ceive. The evaluator needs to make fragmented claim whble and mirror

ti

it back to practitioners making it a comprehensible entity for them.

Emerging themes are portrayed to managers so that they can change

their procedures, if nenssary. Data is thought of as representing a

phenomenologically rich world in the process of.becoming.

The authora feel that,while human beings are amazingly complex

organisms, there is still much that is universal from human situation

Uto human situation. They suggest consideration of this'model to gain

information that will be useful in the "practical art of getting things

done" (Stake, 1978, paraphrase) while allowing for the chance of relating

case .study data to a larger theoretical' framework.

a

o
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Highlights In This,Issue
What to' consider when you choose an information collection
method (see beloW)

a Should you use ability tests? (see p. 2) .Haw abinit ques-
tionnaires? (see p. 2) Ate interviews felasible2:-.4)
A quick guide to'pros-and cons of each. me 5.) jr
News about evaulation activities (see p. -1/4N.

How.To Collect Evaluation Information."
You can collet evakuation information in many different ways. If'you need informa-

tion to find out whether an innovative elementari school reading center has
actually improved student, reading ability'rbrtexample, you would probably ask
this question: How much have students' reading skills improved?

erg
,; ,z:w

To provide a credible answerc'taothe question; you sozId use any of the following
Auformation colle6tion techniques: `,

II Give parents a rating scale to assess their children's radi-g.g performance.
Send questionnaires to teiChors to. get their opinion about student reading
performance. '4

Interview students to itatc,iti opinion about student reading performance.
is Observe students as tfiey,read and rate their reading ability.

Have students keepss d±arg.41f their progress.
le Give students a natpkially7narmed achievement test -that assesses reading

performances t -7711*'
',77W.

I Have students tAft.a.:tescher -developed test.
11 Review student recor for achievement test scores, report card grades,..and

teachers' comments .'-

"This list illustrates:,elm;alteirative techniques an evaluator might use to answer
the questimabout improved reading skills. They are interviews, questionnaries,rating scalesvostandard observations, record reviews:/and achievement tests:

To citanseihe best te9inique for answering a particular question, you
should consider four factors. First,* the method should be agreeable to your
client and colleagues. If you want'to use questionnaires, but the district's
staff prefers interviews, you must decide just how serious the consequences
of imposing your own choice. might be.

(more),
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How To Collect Evaluation Information (Cont.)'%.

Second, the information collection techniques should be technically
sound and the data collected from them should be reliable, valid, and target-
ed to the evaluation questions. Third, the information collection techniques
should provide the best data the evaluation budget can afford, which means
that you will have to decide such things ad whether to buy or develop your
own measures, and whether to use more than one technique for each evaluation
question. Fourth, you must be sure that the metHods you choose will allow
enough time for gathering and analyzing the data.

8hoUld You Use Paper and Pencil Tests.Of Ability?

Paper and pencil tests are among the most commonly used measurement techniques in
education.

X:hievement tests measure competency in a given subject. They can be developed by
t.11p program or evaluation staff or you can buy them from publishers. Achieve.-

t.ests can be used to measure a student's knowledge of basic English usage
a ..lass's ability to solve quadratic equations--

The advantages of achievement tests are that they can be administered
tolarge groups at relatively row cost and that carefully developed and vali-
dated'tests are available in many subject areas.

One disadvantage is that achievement tests must be properly validated to
provide accurate information, and this can be a costly procedure. Another is
that having high scores on a test of factual knowledge doesn't always mean
that the studenttcan apply that knowledge.

Aptitude tests are measures of potentlal. The most common measure of aptitude is
an IQ test. Aptitude-tests'have the same advantages and disadvantages as
achievement tests.

SCE

What About Paper and Pencil Self-Report Measures?

Faper and pencil self-report ,measures ask people to tell about their attitudes,
beliefs, feelings, and perceptions. Questionnaires, rating and ranking scales,
the Semantic Differential, the Q-sort, and diaries are among the techniques
most frequently used in..evaluating education prograts.

Questionnaires are self-administered survey forms that_consist of a set of questions.
Answers. to questionnaire items can require free responses (Short answers) or
they can be struct ed into "forced" choices (multiple choice items). Ques-
tionnaires are frequently used in large scale evaluations to obtain partici-
pants' reactions and opinions. They are less expensive to construct than most
measures, but -the ,kind. of information you can get from them is limited, and

people don't always answer the questions truthfully. Don't forget tha't you

will have to follow up on those who don't respond, and that's an expensive
undertaking.

Rating scales can be used for self assessment or'for appraisals of other people,
groups, events, or products. Student attentiveness, for example, can bed rated
on a five-point scale from 1 for not very attentive to 5 for very attentive.
Rating scales are particularly useful when you need to-reduce judgmental data

_ .
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What About Paper and Pencil Self-Report Measures (Cant.)Measures?

a manageable form. They are relatively easy to complete and they produce
objectified data.

Onfortunat4y.,, they are subject to many types of bias--some raters are
Lenient and-others are not, and sometimes raters let their personal feelings
influence their ratings (a halo effect). Further, the amount of information
you can obtain from rating scales is limited because the rating categories
are never perflpi.

Ranking scales involve putting a set of items into a hierarchy according to some
value or preference. Asking a teacher to rank four textbooks from one to

.four according to their reading difficulty is an example. Like rating scales,
ranking scales are easy to complete and, produce objectified data. But remem-
ber that rank ordering a long list of items is no fun and it takes a lot of
time. Ranking scales sometimes ask peop to make distinctions among things
where they can't really see any differedce.

-IntiC Differential is used to measure attitudes by relying on the indirect mean-
-Lig:8 of words.

_ _

For example, students might be asked to rate their country using a series
seNen point scales like the following:

GOOD

PASSIVE 1* ----

SMALL .----

DEMOCRATIC

RICH,

UNITED STATES

.1110 BAD

ACTIVE

LARGE

UNDEMOCRATIC

POOR

The Semantic Differential is relatively easy to c`om e. tel'it produces objecti-
fied data, and respondents usually find it harder to choose "socially acceptable"
answers than when they use an ordinary rating scale,. However, the Differential
can be difficult to score.

The Q-sort requires individuals to place a series of items or statements into ruing
categoriei so that some minimum number of items is assigned to each category.
For example, teachers could be asked to rate ten textbooks as "above average"

( or "below average" so that at least two texts are assigned to 'each category
(the remaining texts can be rated.either way).

Q-sorts produce objectified data and they force respondents to,establish
priorities among items that are being compared in an evaluation. But the Q-sort

-requires people"to make very difficult distinctions, the directf.ana are often
hard to follow, and the resulting data can require complex analysis methods.

Diary techniques ask people to keep daily or weekly accounts of specificbehaviors,
attitudes, thoughts, or events. The critical incident tec 'hnique asks people
to record only those things that are particularly important, unique,,, useful,, ,

or revelatory For example, you could ask-arndauta-to-keep a-daily diary or
, -

the amount of time spent in free reading, or-to record the names of any books

.148. .. ,

(more) ev
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What About'Paper and PencilSelf-Report Measures? (Cont.)

they liked or disliked.

Diaries and critical incidents permit people to describe unique situa-
tion's in their own words, but people sometimes forget to maintain, them and
they are often difficult to score and interpret.

Why Not Try Observations?

Another information collection tec4nique frequently used in evaluations is an eye
witness account of individual behavior or program activities. .You could use
observations, for exempla, to find out Which vi' ual aids teacheri are using.
The information collected by observers can be reported b chedklists, rating
scales, field notes, and summary reports.

StAte2:d observations require careful planning so',-that the information obtained is
atnzate. Observations can give information collectors first-hand information

.-at:aut a program, and "they are often the only feasible and economical Way to
lather certain kinds of information. But it is costly to train observers,
and several may be needed to get reltle results. Another drawback is that
people who know they are being obsery may not behave normally.

4Time las,p1111 observatiens involve repeated observations of a given situation. For
example, observers may note how many students and which ones ask direct and
indirect questions during.ten consecutive five-minute intervals.

TimArsispling allows first hand observations of a program, and the many
observations make it possible to identify unusual events that you might other-
wise think were:routine occurrences. 'When all the observations are made one
after the other, however, they are likely to depict only one particuller situa-,
tion_and not the program as a whole.

AreJntervievvs Feasible?

Ap interview is an information collection technique in which one. person talks to
,mother or to a group. Interviews can be completely unstructured and spoil-

. taneous, or you can decide ahead of time the kinds of questionErto ask. If
you use multiple choice questions, even the response categories are predeter-
mined.

Face-to-face interviews might be used, for example, to lind out_why pa cipanti
dropped out of a program, and might consist of three'basic questions with a

-series of two or more in-depth questions for each basic question asked. The
best thing about the face-to-face interview is that it permits you to probe
sensitive subjects like attitudes or values. But these interviews are usually
eimg'consUiing'and expensive, and you will have to Igive interviewers spedial

, training.
r.

Telephone, interviews also permit in-depth probing.'8f.sensitiaie iss1101 and are less
costly than face-to-face interviews. They are still expensive when compared
to questionnaires, however. You Should alatoremember'thai not everyone has
a telephone, and some people are reluctant t reveal their feelings or give fru.
;mammal information over the phone. 149 . , timnral

''
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Are Performance Tests the ifnswer?

ry 1978

Performance tests require people to complete a task.or make something, and then
/ you assiWrihe-quality of the performance or product. 'One example of a per-

formance test is whenYou have someone type a letter and then you count the
number of.yords typed correctly in a set amount of time. Another examp;e is
when a situp of experts obeerve a teacher instructing a class and then use
&rating scale to indicate their appraisal of the teacher's' ability.

The major advantage of performance testing is that it relies on tasks
that are close to "real world" activities. It is often very time'consuming
and expensive, howevet, because performance tests generally have to be adminr
istered individually add-they sometimes require the use of special aquipment,

riu;d Record Re Views Be Enough?

re-iewe mean that you .collect evaluation informati& by going through pro-
.

rar !.tclated documents. In a program-where older pupils tutor younger ones,
eqmplet you might review attendance records to see if either the tutors
he children they - taught came to school more regularly after the_program.._____

began-.--7
Record reviews are-"unobtrusive in the sense that they do not intetfere

with'-the activities of the program being evaluated. They can also be relatively
inexpensive because no new data collection is required. Ole problem is that
program documents may be disorganized or unavailable.

.

.

INFORMATION COLLECTION
ALTERNATIVES --J--/-

%

ADVANTAGES

......_ _____

DISADVANTAGES-

c

Paper and Pencil
Tests of Ability

.

'Adhievement Tests

Aptitude Tests

.

-

Can be administered
to large grodifiria-"--
relatively low costs

Many published, stan-
daidized tests are
available

-

,-}

Expensive to develop-
-and-validate

. .

High scores do_not
necessarily imply.
that the tested
knowledge can
be applied

. .

Paper and Pencil

Self-Report Mea-
sures

..f.'

. /1:---

_ ...4

Questionnaires

.

,

.

Can be administered
to large groups at

:relatively low costs
-4

. , _

1 m --*

1 t: t) .

0

'Can be difficult to.
obtain sensitive
information .

.

spondents may not
always be tirhful

..

Must follow7up:to
-obtain ,adequate '.

nuMberi.of respon-
dents

(Cont.),
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INFORMATION COLLECTION
ALTERNATIVES

ADVANTAGES

Paper and Pencil-
Self,-Report Mea-

sures <cont.)

DISADVANTAGES ,

ting Scales Easy to complete

Produtes objeCti-.

fled flata

Reduces judgmental
data into a-manage
able form
`vi .

Responses may be
biased because some
raters are lehient
sand others are strict

Alpount of information
obtainable is ciroum-
scribed by the rat-
ing categories

Halo effect

Ranking Scales Easy to complete

Produces object' -

"'tied data

Difficult to rank a
..loitg list of items'

Distinctions are
called for that are-
not perceived

(
Semantic Differ- Y EASY to complete

eniiaLs /
Produces objecti-
fied data

More difficult to
give "socially
acceptable" re-
sponses

to'SCore

Q-Sorts Pys °duces objecti-

fied data

Forces respondents
to establish. prior,
itres among items

Distinctions' are
called for that are
not perceived

Directions can.be
too elaborate,

Can re'quir complex
data analys methods

Diaries and
Critical
InCidents

Permits people to
discribe unique
situations in
their own wordS

Pe-ople don't

them
n ain

Dif icult to sco
an .interpret

(Co t.
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INFORMATION COLLECT/ON
ALTERNATIVES

'Observations Standard
Observations

How To Evaluate
.

ADVANTAGES '...

Can observe events
.at first hand

Time -Sampling

Observations.
Can observe events
at first hand
. t

More opportunities

to observe

Interviews

b

Performance'Tests
i

Face -to -face

Interviews

Tel4phone
Interviews.

Permits indept1
probing

Sensitive issues,
canbe discussed

Permits indepth
probing,

QL.

C

January 1978

DISADVANTAGES .

Observers can chingh
the environment

Inter- and intre-
observer reliability
can be difficult to
obtain..

'ObServers'can change
,the-envirOnment

Inter- and intra-,
observer reliability -

cancan be difficult to
obtain ,

Costly

I ter-and intre-
ater reliability
e difficUlt to obt

Costly

Sensit4ve issues
can be 'discussed

Less costly than.
face-to- ace in-
terviews

Some people may not
have telephones

thmrAilltrult-to
probe or discuss
sensitive issues

Close to real
world situations

accord Review

,

Unobtrusive

n be inexpensive

No new data collec-
tion required

gostly,

Generally Must be
admfrostered indi-
vidually

Can require special
equipment Cr apparatus

.Documents May be
disorgani#ed or un-
available
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=== News Briefs
The essentials Of an adequate evaluation are spelled out in no nnr.artain terms

G. Kasten tallmadge of RMC Research Corporation in a new "Ideabook"-fo

.
the-National Institute of Education.'.Did'a change occur? Was 'the effec

consistent enough to be statistically significant? Was the effect educa-

tiopilly significant? Will it work just as well in other-. places? Are you

sure it was the 'program that made the difference? Is the evidence under-

standable and believaable?. To top it off, you'll find,a lucid chapter on

common evaluation hazards'and how to avoid them.

A limited number of copies'of Ideabook are available from the National Institute

of- dnEation, Education and Work'Group, Washington, D.C.. 20208.

HO, To Evaluate Jaduary 108

c.

Yearly 200 programs that measured up to Tallmadge's stringent criteria are described

!na200-aeerbaclpgica'tioA''alProrcaamsThatWork." Exemplary

projects that have been approved.by the Office of Education/Nation4 Institute

or,Education review panel include early childhood education, readim.math,

ed, career id, enviropamntal ed, alternative schools, and more.

. oder by sending prepayment Of $4.95 per copy to Far West Laboratory for Educational

Research and Development, 1855 Folsom St., San Francisco, CA 94103, attention

Order Department,

The Evaluation Network offers up-tahthe-Minute information on esaurces,training

programs and Materials, new developments in evaluation t chnology and theory,

and practical applications. Membership includes subscription to Evaluation

News, a quarterly publicatiftedited by Michiel Scriven.

Foi further information write EN' c/o Phi Delta Kappa, Eighth St. and Union Ave.,

, PO Box 789, Bloomington, Indians 47401. Annual dues: $5.50.

The Evaluation Improvement Program is a nontechnical inservice effort to train teachers,

principals and agencimanagersin the techniques of education -program evalua-

tion. \It.offers self-instrucipnal materialrincluding a Program Evaluator's

Guide, an evaluator's workbook and a trainer's guide, and,a catalog of evalua-

tion traininwmaterials frat the National Institute of Education._

'Contact _.L_W.W.twaltonEnatonmentPro-.POBox2845,Educational
esting Service, Princeton, NJ 08540.

Dr. Arlene Fink and Dr. Jacqueline Kosecoff, editors of this newsletter,. will -con -

,duct two workshops this sprin& on How To Evaluate Education Frograts,._The

dates are AtIri124-25 in Washington and Max 11-12 in San Francisco. Mark your

calendar now and write or call John Ekberg, ADD, Capitol Publications, Inc.,

2430 Penixiylvania Ave., NW, Washington, D.C. 20037. Phone (2021_452 -1600.
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Evaluating an. AGE Program

Wayne, . Dvorak and Donald P. Lang

Any evaluation plan designed to evalnater\
arts in general education programs, if it is to
be effective, must reflect a re(onsideration of

. the whole process . of education evaluation.
AGE programs represent a critical philosophi-,
cal shift regarding the place of the arts in gen-
eral education and the values and special con-.
tributions the arts can make to a school pro-
gram. The approach is significant because it is
globalthe arts are used as oife means. to
teach everything The evaluation plan, there-
fore, must be designed fo reflect that univer-
salitythe philosophy, the aims, the out-
comes, and the complexity of the program it
purports to evaluate. It must be compre-
hensible and flexible, yet retain validity.

Education programs, particularly those that
,,,are characterized by new approaches, will ul-

timately be evaluated by everyoneproject di--

rectors, participants, teachers, students, par-
ents, and administrators. What is not needed
is an evaluation plan that reducii complex
and unique education programs to esoteric jar-
gon and statistical "simplifiers" and descrip-
tors like "x," ''y," population scores, and stan-
dard deviations.

The evaluation plan proposed here results
in an understanding of the program and its ef-
fect upon the participants. It can be and has
been, used effectively to evaluate either arts
education or music education programs. De-,
veloped by Robert E. Stake, director of the
Center for Instructional Research and Curricu-
lum Evaluation at the University of Illinois,'
Urbana, the plan is called "Responsive Evalu-
ation." It establishes some important alterna-
tives to the whole process of education evalua-
tion research, particularly of arts in gderal
education programs.

Responsive evaluation
The two major activities of a Responsive

Dvorak is assistant professorof music education at Hartt
College of Music, University of Hartford, West Hartford,
Connecticut. Lang is assistant professor of music educe
tion, University of Delaware, Newark.,

noolits re '71e

Evaluation are the descriptio and the judg-
ment of the program under don. The
difference between Pdescrip on" of the pro-
gram and the use-of "descrip ors" is an impor-
tant distinction. Descript are simplifiers.
Descriptors only tell, far ple, that certain
"individuals are obserired, ound to differ, and
the distribution of the ores is cribed.
Covariations of various binds are report and.
interpreted."1 Desertionpi don 'portrays: Descrip-
tion tells us-what the program is really like.
Responsive Evaluation portrays the ,prograni
in all its scope and complpdty. It, is based
upon ". . . what people' do naturally to eval-
uate things. They observe and react. "2 The ap-
proach is not new. What is new is the begin-

, ning of a technology developed,:aroimd this
natural -behavior, in part to overcome its. de-
fects. The accompanying figure is a graphic
representation of that technology:

Description
3

;
Initially, statements, concerning the in-

tended antecedents (from where the program
is starting), intended transactions (what class-
room procedures will be used), and the in -'
tended .outcomes (who will benefit, and how
they will are gathered by the evaluator
from program personnel. Next, he or she ar- .

ranges for observations of the program by yari-
°ifs people, including himself and individuals
with vested interest in the program. He
gathers their perceptions and impressions of
the 'observed antecedents, observed proce-
dures, and observed outcomes, remembering
to take into consideration the differing value
perspectives of each observer.

The diversitrof an AGE program delitnds
redundancy in the evaluation process. R peel,
ed encounters by the same observer, by many
different observers of the same experience,
and a widening perception by all can "discov-
er" significant happenings,:either favorable or

%ben E. Stake. "Responsive Evaluation" (Urbane. Illinoin
Gear for Instructional Reesera and Curriculum Evaluation.
1972), p. 4.

'Stake, p. 1.
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works, -as well as contribute directly and sig-
nificantly to the' evaluative phases of the re-
search project.

If the description is accurate, and complete,
if the reader of the final report can get into the
heart of the program, if the program personnel
can be shown' the realities of the program.
rather than what they believe the program to
be, then a basis for critical judgment and
meaningful evaluation of the program has
been provided that goes beyond the inter-
pretation of test scores.

The total number of value perspectives gath-
ered and reported is limited only by the re-
sources, the time, the priorities, and the inter-
ests of the evaluator and his clients. Proper at-
tention to diversity will allow for the greatest
service to the greatest number of people. It can
also help to counteract the reports of the ob-
servers or participants with "an axe to grind,"
an important consideration in any style of re-
search reporting.

In the judgmental phase of th, evaluation,
the evaltiator notes the discrepancies and con-
gruencies between the intended antecedents.
procedures, and outcomes. Either or both of
the intended and actual antecedents, 'proce-
dures, and outcomes may also be compared to
an ideal or accepted standard. Similarly, the
evaluator may note if the intended antece-
dents and procedures could be expected to
produce,the desired outcomeslogical con-

DESCRIPTIVE DATA

4C--- CONGRUENCE --)

reP

1,

unfavorable, that may be missed in a single en-
counter. What is ocvalue within the program
and what is not will emerge as a consensus
among the observers.

At this point it is important to note the pos-
sibility of using appropriate tests as part of the
clataiathering proCess for establishing ob-
served outcomes. The choice of these in-
struments is made as a result of observing the'
program in action and of interacting with vari-
ous groups that have an interest in the pro-
gram.

Judgment
Education programs are rarely simple

most assuredly, arts programs are complex.
Each observer and participant of the prtrgiam
brings to his- record of the program his own
biological inheritance. his past learnings, and
his perception of the immediate situation.
This becomes the "truth" of that situation for
the observer. Since there exists no single.
ante truth regarding the value or relevance of
any specific education rogram (preordinate

a:uators notwithstanding), the gathering of
many different versions of the truth according
to cliffering value-peripectives is more ef-
fective. revealing, and reliable than the pur-
suit of a single, ultimate value. Divergent and
even contradictory subjective evaluative com-
mentaries can often generate valuable infor-
mation about how an AGE program really

Intended
Antecedents

LOGICAL
CONTINGENCY

Intended
Transactions 44

LOGICAL
CONTINGENCY

4
Intended
Outcomes

(---CONGRUENCE
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Observed
Antecedents

1`

, EMPIRICAL
CONTINGENCY

<----CONGRUENCE--->

Observed
Transactions

1
EMPIRICAL

CONTINGENCY

Observed
Outcomes



tingency. Alsa, the evaluator may note the
cause -and -effect relationships among observed
antecedents, procedures, and outcomes. ,

Any complex, diverse program. hat hathad__
repeated viewing will yield ambiguous and
contradictory information. Traditionally, this
has been the bane of preordinate evaluators
the results do not fit neatly into the paradigm.
The Responsive Evaluation approach over-
comes this dilemma through the use of what
Stake calls "adversarial procedures."

Most common in the work of legal theorists,
adversarial procedures call for the reporting of
evidence about a given program by two indi,
vidualsan advocate and an adversary. The
advointe's statement is a summary of the most
positive claims that might reasonably be made
about the'program, while the adversary sum-
marizes the most damaging claims. Neither
statement is intended to indicate the personal
opinion of its author. Each statement presents,
rather, the claims that might be made about
th3 strengths and weaknesses of the, prairam
1.-?, ad upon the evidence gathered during the

process. In this way, the
d 'value. of the program emerge to

se people who must assess its worth and
must judge it.

Responsive Evaluation has yet another im-
portant tienefit for the evaluator and his client.
Becauseit is not restricted to elaborate para-
digms and a statistical format, the 'final repqrt,
can be written in a natural communicative
style. There are many mai:MI:Iles of the natural
style of evaluative reporting that can stimulate
the reader's interest in evaluation as well as
educate the reader in alternative evaluative
,process. They include reports by Stake3,
Brauner,' Lang,s and Dvorak.' Each Qf these
exampi phasizes the service function

j-nOer the research function of evaluative
repay. g. An evaluation must provide useful
info a. tion to a client. The results may' or
may not be generalizable to other situations,
but they must be valid for the individual pro-
gram under evaluation.

Summary
Even though the evaluation plans and final

reports of the Responsive Valuation 'Carel
will vary in direct relationship to'the diversity
of programs being evaluated, the following

'Robert E. Stake. and Craig %We. "An Evaluation of TCZTY.
the Twin Clty Institute for Talented Youth. 1971: MBA Mono.
graphs Series on Curriculum Evaluation. Vol. 7 (Chicago: Rand
McNally. 1970

!Chula Haulier. "The First Probe." AIM Monograph Series
on Curriculum Evaluation. Vol. 7 (Chicago: Rind McNally. 1974).

sdonald P. Lang. "An Investigation of the Elbctivsaass at the
Methodologies of Music Instruction Used in Selected' Schools of
the West Hartford. Connecticut. School System." unpublished
doctoral diesestation (Wax Hartford. Connecticut Hatt College of
Music. University of Hartford. 197e).

'Wayne D. Dvorak. "Ott Music Education for Diserhtantagsd
ChildratLanguage Arts and Mathematics Through Music," cal.
nation report (Hartford. Connecticut Connecticut State Depart-
mast of Ectumition. 1975).

meHan l$

principles are common to all:

Parity. The value of an education program
is determined by people, not the research

-

Ubiquity. Evaluation is a partner to all ed-
ucational endeavors.
Diversity. There is no single, ultimate
truth in the value of any education pro-
gram.
Utility. Evaluation must be a service- to its
clients.
Redundancy. Understanding of any edu-
cation program comes with repeated en-
counters.
Ambiguity. It is norther necessary nor de-
sirable to force a consensus about the value
of any education program.
Generalizability. Important in the work of
preordinate evaluatori, generalizability
may not be worth the effort. Each program
must be evaluated on the basis of its unique
aspects.'

In his book, Zen and the Art of Motorcycle
Maintenance, Robert Pirsig reveals a new and
thought-provoking way of looking at some of
the premises upon which Western thought is
based, including those thought processes nor-
mally associated with education, research,
and especially thescientific method. Stake fre-

° quently has said that Zen and the Art of Mo-
torcycle Maintenance is the best book,on edu-
cation evaluation that is yet available. The ap-
plidation of some of these ideas to arts
education evaluation is not only relevant, it is
essential. As. Pirsig reminded us:

It's been necessary since before the time of Socrates
to reject the passions, the emotion, in order to free
the rational mind for an understanding/of nature's
order which was as yet unknown. Now it's time to

r.

further an Understanding of nature's order by reas-
similating those passions which were originally
fled from. The passions, the emotions, the affective

A, domain of man's consciousness are .a part fee-
ture's order too. The central part.'

, Maybe these ideas only work in literary
form (fiction at that) and are -not applicable to
evaluation of AGE programs 'But - as Stake
himself has said, ". . were he to* have greater
ties with the anthropologist, the journalist,
and the poet, the contemporary, evaluator
might have dealt himself a more responsive
assignnient."9 The analogy is clear. For ef-
fective evaluation of AGE programs, the logic
is inescapable. gl

'Robert &Stake, "The Senn Principal Cardinals of Education-
al Evaluation." handout for premntation at AERA annual meeting.
Chicago. April 1972.

'Robust M. Pirsig. Zan and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance
(New York Bantam Books. Inc.. 1974), p. 287.

'Robert E. Stake. "An Approach to the Evaluadon for Instruc-
_tonal Programs (Program Portrayal vs. Analysis)." paper deliv-
ered at AERA annual meeting. April 4. 1972. p. 1.
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EVALUATION PLAN

The evaluation plan for this report was derived from a journal

article, "The Countenans.:e of Educational Evaluation", by Mr. Stake.

It calls for (1) a thorough description and (2) statement of numerous

personal
judgements of the Institute. The plan emphasizes the col-

lection of data on the-background against which the Institute acti-

vities take place, the activities ,themselves, and the results.

4
Because the Institute is of, short duratidn; beaause the objec-

tives of the staff are grand elusive, and-diverse; and because our

tests
are.insensitive to many studept learnings; the Results reported

here were gathered by dicect observation.
Achievement tests were ,

not used., 4s a matter if course,, it was elatialuerpri more Important

to get a,picture of the results for a whola,alass than for the

membera of tuv class. Student views as well as teacher and

eval4ator views were collected.-
(,4.

The
dailyactivities of the evaluation people were to be closely

correlated with the activities of Oe teaching and administrative ts.------

`staff,. doing.something sometimes
called "formative70aluationT".

helping the staff raise aputiow, gather exidence, and solve pro-

edu 0,ralprotema.

For the "outsider" this cooperation raises the rupstIon

jectivitv of the final report. To offset in part this weakness,

Wilb evaluation report teatures an
advocatenenowt and at, adzer-

.
'sary's report, one summarizing the most favorable

arguments in sup-

port or the Institute and the other summarizing the most damaging

criticism. The eadeP is left with responsibility of resolving

these conflicting arguments. '

-

-Evaluation staff: Bob Stake; Craig Gjerde; Carol Hansen; Cathy Ahl
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TCITY-1971 EVALUATION REPORT: THE SETTING AND PEOPLE .

The 1971 session of the TWIN CITY INSTITUTE FOR TALENTED YOUTH
was held on the campus of Macalester College in St. Paul, Minnesota.
Numerous activities extended to the urban areas nearby, out into the
state, and even to West,Berlin and Mexico City. Students-back-packed
across Isle Royal, dug for Indian artifacts.it Fort Sweeney, visited
Twin City and Chicago industries, and talked to officials at City
Hall. Still, most Institute activities took place in typical class-
rooms, at Macalester. See map below.

This waa the fifth summer. Previous Institutes had been-held at
Murray High in Saint Paul and Marshall University High in Minneapolis,
and at Macalester, and Augsburg College in Minneapolis.

The Institute is a summer school experience for specially talented
youngsters in the ninth through twelfth grades of Minneapolis and St. ,

Paul schools. It is supported by these two districtS, by a substantial
.grant from the Harington Foundation-, _and by numerous donations. No
tuition is charged.

820 students attended in 1971. The number figs been growina
e1(°-, ,=4r. The length of the term has increased too,,now up anbtuer

seven weeks. The 1971 term extended from June 15 to July 30.

The teaching staff consisted of 28 master
teachers and 28 associate teachers. Master
teacners were selected from schools thrOugh-
out the metropolitan area and beyond. *The
associates were selected from the two urban
districts:, Additional teaching help became
available from University of Minnesota stu-
dents seeking experience, stimulation or
course projects. Three administrators, two
el,-luators, and a secretary also were staff
membaxs.

Class Spaces

35 American Studies
38 Archeology
39 Astronomy
39 _Chemical H
38 .Computers
39 Computers in

Solt ce
36 Dince
38 Ecological

.* Biology
35 Environmental

Accounting
25 _French
25 German
2 Graphic Arts

39 Mathematice:fOr
the Disenchanted

35 -Music
35 Poetry,
-34. iussiaii
2 Sculpture

20 Sesame Street
4 Spanish

35 Theatre
35 The Urban Hero
2 Wilderness

L:.dership
35 Writers Workshop

31 TCITY Office
3 -Library, AV Ctr



TCITY-1971 EVALUATION REPORT: GOALS

The primary objective of the Twin City instituto S:: ,,to el.cate an
educational, ,program that ha.;) eademic and sooial'appeal /
students who possess a variety of ai.ti ie, Janguago, scientirio and
leadership tarents. The program is not .;igned to rope.at the regu-
.1ar-school experience, nor to repair it for the disenchanted. The
Institute is'designed to create a'special experience, cutting across
tudent interests, group identi cation, idea exploration, and the
aditional school curriculum. A

The Institute,is willing to tak risks. Teachers will develop
courses that have their locus in heory or intuition rather than in
more conventional curricular constructs. The staff will recognize
that any program, traditional or experimental, that, chooses to work
in an'atmosphere offreedom, where trust is extended in social re,
lationships, and wher&new ideas are encouraged, is going to be
vulnerable to charges of aimlessne and confusion.

The Institute staff - - particularly teachers involved in such areas ,

as the arts and social science , where truths are more,, subjective

:
and where curricular goals are disputed--will develop programs that
emphasize inquiry. To'create compelling, and stimulating learning
environment, TCI teachers will develop problem-centered courses

'which encourage thought, inquiry, and creativity.

Finally, teachers will introduce, students to a total Institute
environment. The Institute campus will be open to the young, sen-
sitive, inquiring mind. Students will 'Share with each other--
through conversation and exhibit--their productions and products:
telescopes, dances, poetry, music, foreign language fetes, newspapers,
etc. Against'a background of computer programming, art, pottery-
making; dance, athletics, folk daifing, games, canoe building, stu-
dents will meet and talk and create.

Having come interested in math, science, poetry, or archaeology,
students will leave more committed to understanding and appreciating.
the total concerns of men. Success for the Institute will mean that
students and teachers have infected each other with a personal hon-
esty and will have demonstrated that learning can truly be humanizing.

Charles Caruson, Director, TCITY,

Goal Eyaluation. Evaldators have an obligation to raise the
question, "Were the right goals- pursued ?" Different people have
different ideas, of course, as to what the right goals are. Still,
goals and priorities should be evaluated.

Many teachers and curriculum specialist's endorse TCITY's,in-
creased emphasis on humanization, personal awareness, and problem
solving, and decreased,emphasis.on skills and knowledge. Some
teachers and many parents disagree, wanting the school experience
to 'day off in answers to,the classical academic questions--the:kind
that'get students'employed, admitted to college, etc. Tn tbo eves
of the evalliataza.:_th.e..TeITY.gsja4.. are worthy goals s statabIy'nIS-
masoRd ann reasonably operationallied.

160 Robert Stake, Evaluation Specialist, CIRCE.



TuTy -1971 EVALUATION REPORT: /ADMISSIONS

Students residing in Minne4olis or St; Paul during 1970-71, andin grades 8-11, were eligible for the 1971 TCITY Summer Instituted.Early in the year Associate Director, Robert Rose visited TwinCity high schools to promote the Institute and .to encourage
appliestionsfrom interested students.' As the Mirch 26 deadline approached,it became obvious that some schools had few applicants. Counselorsthere were asked to encourage students to apply. Some emphasis wasplaced on recruiting disadvantaged students from inner-city schools.Students were'asked to select a first, second, and,third coursepreference and to ask two teacher's for recommendations. School coun-selors provided academic grades, a recommendation, and the combined\verbal and numerical scores from the Differential Aptitude Test.Some courses, like Wilderness Leadership and Sesame Street, hadfar too many applicants for the number of openings. A few, likeMusic, were under-subscribed. Students listing music as a secondor third choice were added to rosters.

Mr. Caruspn and Mr. Rose examined the for s, eking especiallytalented students.with DAT scores over 75 and 4e considering lowachieving youngsters with no marked behavioral problems, whose tea-dhersand counselors felt that the Institute would draw out theirspecial talents. About 200 of these "Special Admits" were accepted.Some of the teachers examined applications and made recommendations,but the responsibility and burden of selection fell mainly upohCaruson and Rose.
'957 of the 1247 applioants were accepted, with the expectation

,that some would cancel. Of this number771 quickly accepted. Somestudents accepted later, and a few students who hadbeen in the "al-ternate" status were added to the accepted list to filllow classes.It was expected that 775-800 would attend. 7
On Monday, June.14, 838 students appeared at Macalester Collegeto start the Institute. During the course of the 7 weeks about 7percent of these students disappeared from their classes, leavingapproximately 800 on the final days. These were pretty evenly di-

vided between Minneapolis and St. Paul and split 450 to 35.0 In fel-vor of girls. There were 45 scholarship students. About 16 percentof TCITY-1971 students were repeaters from 1970; 4 percent had'also
attended in 1969.

:A decision to admit eighth graders this year led to problems--TO additional schools to contact; new counselors to involve, and anabsence of DAT scores. Some teachers thought 8th graders were less
able to discipline themselveS, and a 'few students complained about.
communication difficulties, but the consensus was that the younger
students adapted well and caused few prOblems. 'Some larger c1asves
felt that difference in experience was a.better'criterion for sub-
grouping than age.

Any prdgram for "talented' youngsters is potentially faced with
charges of elitism and racism. Many teachers thought there was less
elitism and snobbery at TCITY than in honors classes in regular
school. Minority enrollment was perhaps 8 percent.

Admissions questions that continue to be discussed by the directors
and the TCITY Board: Is there a better way to identify talented stu-
dents,than by test taking and faculty recommendations? How large a
percentage.of "Special Admits" can be enrolled without endangering the
academic spirit of the Institute? Are the admisSion procedures con-
sispent with the philosophical goals of theInst.itute?'

5
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TCITY-1971 EVALUATION REPORT: CALENDAR

A enlendav4of ,'ve'nt, ; CorTCITY-10;1 OQ

Fall 'Course planning Oy iwt.pet. it-aontsSpring Selection of, associate tcaohore.; :::vovulty: )r :ttuaout:Apr. 15 Notice to applicants about acceptanooMay, 15 Macalester College--classes
Met;',plahned their ;:irmmey_-)June 14 CITY openea,with 823,students, 5 teachers, ..°June 21 All Physical Science classes left for,twdoweeks at TamaJune 22 German 'class students (12) flew to dermany.for one monthJuly 1 Dance and Music combined to prqsent a pro Russianclasses crowned a czar, other classes join in.,Jul same Classvisited a Minneapolis City Co it meetingJu y'16 ngurige picnic.; ragtime' pianist in music c ssJuly p 'PITY Board Luncheon,atMacalester; Open house; AIM Indian/group halted Archeological dig at Welch, MinnesotaJuly 26 Environmental AcCountihg on a three day trip to ChicagoJuly 28 Theatre show' "Rip- -Off "; Dance production; Poetry readingJuly 29 Art display; Poetry 'reading; Music on the Mill; Interpre .-tiie dance; Evening theatre production for parents. -July 30 Institute,ended; LangUage groups performed folk dances,,,, 0 .

;

onday, July 19: A typical. day at Institute

Around 8 a.m. students started gathering in the bus area: theSesame II class and combined French and German classes left for aCannon River canoe trip with Wilderness class-guides. Rest ofWildernes class left for Isle Royale on an 8 day baCk-packing trip.Biology classes went to St. Paul Ramsey Hospital for a series ofphysical tests.

About. 8:15 or8:30 other classes started in classrooms on theMadalester campus. Most of these classes took a short break abobt10:30 and then continued until 12:00, or 12:3D. Fifteen studentsstarted on a bike trip along the Mississippi River ,at 11:30. Aaretime during the morning, Basic Computer challenged EnvirorupentalAccounting to a-volleyball game. A few students played tennis,frisbee, softball, and went swimming later in the day.

After classes, opponents in the chess tournament starte4(findingeach other. At 1:00 Dr. Mitra derionstrated the use of, acrylici,and Math students began constructing a geodesic dome. At.2:00 AviDavis' Dance class met in the ola gym.

Art rooms were busy with paintirig and pottery; Astronomy studentswere grinding lenses for their telescopes; a few Science. studentswere finishing their redwood and fiberglass °canoes. Poetry studentswere in the office duplicating their "Broadsides" for distributionto people in the streets, and there. were other activities.
.

By 1:30 moat of the 150 students who stayed for afternoon .activi-ties on campus had departed for home; .except for the canoe builderswhb stayed t4'6 or 7 in their race against time.
6 162
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ToTy -1971 EVALUATION ,REPORT: CLASS AIMS AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS

, .AMERICAN STUDIES '30 students FRENCH .

36 students-Master:Gene Lohman;Assoc:Bob Niemela Master:Barb GUnderson;ASsoc:D.-Hopen--.

e
,Aims: To examine "American" experi- Aims: To learn French through:simu-ence as revealed through histories elation of experieuegn France, toand art forms. To relate contempo- .. compare life in France and%the USA,rary problems to American traditions to consider the unicpleness of French-1.and,more.

. Canada.
,

EPSketch: Built a group, let it plan Sketch: A field test for simulationactivities., Used thematic rather
, vits developed by U of Mipeople,

-than Chronological study of AmeriCan ...06.ge, preparing French bread, pre-events,-followed such themes as "the paring crepes, playing Bridge, .-Making of a President", "packing
-Cyrano de Bergerac, Weather Upres-the Supreme Court ", "important

. sions, . . .
,American writers since 1945". ,Took

46 field trips.
Comment: Teacher preparation excel-i lent, a fun class. / ,Continent: Sustained high level of

interest and excitement. Students
SCULPTURE POTTERY 37 studentsinvolved'mOre in interpretation--

Master:J.Fontaide;Assoc:P.Fitzgerald-
often with too fdw facts--than in
acquisition of facts. Teachers,

Alms: To create an,awabeness of the
( students were open, honest about

relationships between man, his en-their ignorance and biip--a good.
. Virahment and his art; a greaterscene.

perceptioj of art and the environ-
ment; a'greater sensitivity to form,

'CHEMICAL BONDING' 38 studentt .'
color, and design; an introspection

.
,

Master: John Edwards; Assoc:Don Land into why men make art--and why each
student does. .:

Aims,: To establish electroh pate -
terns of atoms. ' To relate-these
patterhs to the periodic table. To
relate the electron diAtribution
pattern to spacial arrangements` that'
can be demonstrated by 3-D-,figuesTo use determined PatternW elec-

ComMent: Oor most student; a new/.trop difstribUtiohto predidt chemi-
experience a personal expressidn% -'

cal formulas. To demoiOtrate the- <shortcomings of having,a'single
. -(7-

.

model.
. . J

COMPUTERS INSCIENCE : 28.students. ,

Master:JohnCrockerlAssoc:PaulGifprd

.
,

Sketch: YOptes covered and under -
standing; reached.. jab used, to de- Aims: To solve science problemsuwnstrate tho actual makink. Of

using the computer. Emphasis on
simulation. Examine career oppOr-
tunities. I°-, C mment: Took younger students,

-,
0sowed that 1.4. year olds--though

-
- Comment: The highly successfulso etime left breathless--can learnt mini- course, canoe.building, also- co Plex'chemioaLconcepts.
,taught by Crocker and Gifford,'al-

7 ;most swamped, th course: ..

Sketch:. Students at work, creating
thre%dimensionart objects of

,.clay: '-'plaster, paper mache, metal,
.styrofoam; potting,welding, jewelry
making.

products discussed.
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ARCHEOLOGY 44 students
'Masters: Dan Conrad; Bill Hobson

rAssoc: Skip Olson, Dan Will2tte,
Jan Peterson

Aims: To Participati in a real zlos--
ial science field study, relating
the methods apd_concepts and issues
of several sciences. -To expa-
Vette a village site near Fort
,Sweeney to professional specifica-'
tions. 'To consider the life and

- culture oftthe Mississippian

Nio

7 studentsilfro6 the University of Mih-
nesota, and LeLt boran tiAge:tnr.
due: with rroweltt; oareftt4-ty tt.orcen-

Aho dirt, exattfintn?..: the :tur
C:acc:I. o\!ftt

t', t titsk,t I 11(' Ltd tstl zt .*%'(0'.1
the :lurfaeeO inchot:. Nothinr..- No
urt,ifaetts. None of the i!xPet;led
tell-tale postholo dizlooloration.
No village. The fact that they had
provided.a basis fop revision of the-
archeoi-Ogical'map,only partly abated,
their' disappointment.

During the evenings they.played-vol-Sketch:,' At the instigation last leyball, canoed, swam, partied, dis-
cussed digging techniques, revised

spring of the master teachers', Can=
rad and Hobson, Mr. Carusdn arranged - 'camp 'rules, (broken first by teach-with'the State Historical Society tb ers longing for a beer), made clay_excavate portions of- an Indian site pots, took pictures, ate;-talkednear Fdrt Sweeney. The. Chief State about the similarities and differ-4'-Axmheologist was reluctant to risk a sences between grAve-robbery and.413 by high school students, but his,. archeology,. in-colleague, Pavid Nystden, saw its vitek

%.One evening they in-
families from'neighboring

edUcational ihrit and got the okay. Welch Village to share a pot luck
. Les 'Peterson, a yougger_staff.arche- supper-agd songfest. The evenings'-ologist; accepted responsibility for

A'supervising the dig.

"C.

went, well.

40

In the fourth week, digging adjacen*M-
to the.mounds, they unearthed pot
chards; missile poihts arid other
artifacts--nOt of the expected Mis-
sissippians but oran earlier In
diem, the Woodland Indian. The
l ind, slowly realized, was a basis

. ligious, and,ecological aspects of for revising both the local archeo-Mississippian Indian life. They logieeil map and calendar. Theconsidered the technical and, ethical archeologists were as pleased,as theaspects of a 5 week encampment'at students.
the., Welch Village ski chalet.. Plan-
ning at that point. was careful and In the final week on-site, followingdetailed. Les Peterson's evaluations, the'dig-

gers moved closer in.' The plan was'
to avoid the middles of mounds,
to dig at their edges 'so as to de-
termine the'age and circumstance of
the burial's. On the evening of the
next to last day on site; the dig-
-gers were confronted by a,large
group of Indians, who'identified
themselves as members bf the Ameri--
can Indian Movement. Outraged, at
seeing students near/thegraves,
they shoveled dirt bilk'into the
excavations., even as t e startled
students,,Scrambled out. Some_Stu-
dents eSe frightened ff'; some

Members of the TCITY staff and a .

party of students spent a May week-
.-send.at the Fort Sweeney site for

orientation and training. They dis-
cussed'the, historical, social, re-

During the first week of the Insti-
tute (the "Special Math"' class--using
,precise instruments--surveyed the
.slte.v A village was expected there,
near,the visible burial mounds. The
wvilieageM,,waS the target, not the
.sidubds°. Abodt a dozen.10x10 foot
squares were randonily selected 'off
,exdsvation. , .

J--_ ,
.

.:,..

,ht the .beginning of the second week.`" 44 archeoiogical.students, 5 TCITY'
staff members,, several Education

8
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plei*Sortalking it over. The
'AIM members'went on to burp field
"notes, pictureS, One;TCI
student was physically,shakept all
were-, emotionally shaken.

P'.
SoMe students and their antagonists
,returned to the-Chalet. More film
and diaries, weiletaken, but a0-'
parently nothing else.,A student
anked the AIK people tostay for
dinner., They -accepted; then the
vobk announced she eould.not.feed
them all. 'Further taa Mid n" good.
The AIM demanded ahandoment of the
:;lte,by 9 p.m. The camp was cleaned
up' and vacated by 8..

.

r.pe Twin Cities press carried the
',tlry on page one. The Indians

"sacrilege!" Mr. Caruson
q.nsered;,"You'need to mnderstAnd a
.-2t.!:-e in order 'to honor it." Sev-

,- doji; later some of the Indians
carpus to discuss the en-

counter with the setudents. To a
,Iarge degree thelyswere able to reaeh
a reconciliation.

CoM4ett: For -these students this
was a trying, -exhausting, fulfilling
summer. The issues And struggles
were serious - -they :learned, a great
deal abou ,t. areheologykAbout commu-
nities and about themselves.

, .

JRBAN HERO 24 students
Master: S.Sandell; Assoc: R.Pestello

Aims: To search for today's Urban -,
heroes, to contrast#them to the John
Waynes, Charles Lindbergs and Georse-''
Washingtons; to sit the city, to
learn of urban sur val, of powers,
of men.

Ctudents first developed a
class-community; they became aware
of the personal, social, and econo-
mic motivations of the city; they
developed skills to express their
ideas in a creative mediuM (et*.g.i
photographic essay, guei'illa the-
atre);they explored themes (e:g.,
the individual acting,According to
is convictions in a man-made en-
ironment, value conflict, and con-
lict resolution).

.
RUS4AN 35 students
Masters: Don Ryberg; Cathavilipovich

,

Aims: To, exerience, to ponder the
R,ussia way of life--communica ione
incentives,' politicals'system, ul-
'tUre. To learn some, of the ,1 guage
through informal discussions,- ole-
playing, clas protects. To.stnd a
group to vizi,t'the USSR,

,

Sketch.' Using, such activitiesas a
coronation and,.puplication of A
nOwspalt, the ti.ilients became'
familia With llome .csiz

:111.1 .111 I 111'0.

( , ,'.M11110141 : T i` :t.*horr. o po t. ot 1 t. , II ritiu:.

%.,.."' trioti..., 'two'sl out t ho o laO:.: too

P " 10.{.1I'M I OD I V. ..11,111C ,Ilitit'llt :. . .

Comment: Teachers imaginative,
sensitive; class took an incredible
number of valuable field trips. :

GRAPHIC ART 36 students
Master:Gopal Mitra;kssoc:Robt.Horton-

,

Ai Painting; drawing, exploring
media. "We will approach art, by

considering each student's tiers nal
talents and interests."' Creatiilk.
expression to be refined through, ex-
tensive studio work. Understandihgs
of the freedoms aKd disciplkines of

'art tO be stressed.:

Sketch: Each student completed
several anvases. Themes such as .

Oriental religions and self-evalua-
tion wer discussed. Personal gui-
dance gi en.

Comment: Excellent teaching, social
rience. Mitra, an. excellent

acher, ha'd a ber hilosoph of

life,not apprec =ted y all ever-
theless, as artist -in- s ence, as
one who demand sericu, application
of learned skills, he w s a majoi-
TCITY-71 asset.
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;:agSAME STREET I, II 55 students Sketch: Muttic41 setwitiVity rw

isters: Roger Clemente, Tom Walt with expozmro to ethnic mtutie and

ss3S4C: William Sichel

Alms: An educational experience
using the television medium to con-
vey life goals and knowledr,o oC'
basic social sciences to urban'
children; with field trip:; to gather
ideas, role playing to learn per-
spectives script building to under-

_

- stand communication.
.

Sketch: Two classes, one oriented
to the stimulation of the citye one
to on-stage production.

Comment: 'courseppilosophically
elegant, operationally a mess. ,Tea-,
chers personally sensitive Out peda--
gogically insensitive; so unwilling
to impose (to structure) that learn-

.. -ing opportunities slipped away.
Students turned on, will continue
into fall.

,

,

MATH FOR THE DISENCHANTED 22students
1. _Mabter:A.Indelitato;,Assoc:U.Scheffer

.

Aims: to give the student who dis-
likesmath an undertanding.of its
utility and a look some inter-

; eating abstract ideas. Sample top-

ics:, Simulation, surveying, topo-
logy.;_,crystals.

Sketch: Students decided to II-Ocus

on two topics, surveyings and geo-i

.desic domes. Computer math was
. added"later. Students surveyed Fort

Snelling site to assist' archeology
class.

Comment: 41ass turned 'out to be
more "just curious" than "disen-(
chanted" but rapport; motivation,
,and involvement did grow.

MUSIC 25 etila-en ts

Master:Johs. Reidel;Assoc:Judy Evans

ToAims: To increase, awareness of
C.-classical, folk, and pop'music; to
. .,.

.t,,,, contrast the music of North, South,
and Central America. 'A-course for Comore

developing understandings of music, ,fer

,. not far developing the skills of the' partur

! musician. .

recovered.
.-,

, baztic cohoepte. in muolvetory. ,Work
with etwentble:%,

Comment: Cour:te oonteitt c\..etient;
inattoqunto.. !lAre

. contributed little to other rine
COUP60!; OP total Inotituto; ho

real tic-:; 'to Woodstock Nation.

WILDERNESS LEADERSHIP 36-students
Masters: Constance Gore, Bob Tauring,
Marc,Wanuig; Assoc: Ron Pressley

Aims: To combine the skills of
camping, canoeing, backpacking, etc.
with the responSibilities of leader -
ship and organitation, so that stu-
dents can'guide others into the
wilderness kafely and with a sensf-.
tiviti to it social, esthetic, and',
ecological,aspects. ,Practical

,perience.

Sketch: Students practiced making
-plans for tripsi, assisted groups .on.

Cannon River canoe outings, etc.; ,-S,

learned the problems in looking out
r others in ordinary as well as
ardship and 'deprivation conditions,

and constructed own pack frames and

other items oeequipment.

Comment: A very popular aneworth-

mil
.while educational exper ence, it

shouldbe expanded f forthcoking.
Institutes, but_ should be changed to
provide more ins&uction-in guiding
and wilderness'llving:

SPANISH - 49 students
MastertRamedoSaucedo;Assoc:VicSarela

ms: ,,To experience Latin-American
on campus, in Spanish homes in

th in Mexico City.

Sketch: Activitycerlented, to span -
ish movies, Spanish home :;, Cpantuh
kitchen's. 22 Students visited-Mex-
ico City.

Well managed; class suf.-
bit with the midterm de-'
of the favored few, but, .
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GERMAN
.,.,Masper:.D.Cameron: Assoc: P.Schweppe

.40 students Accomplishment: Perhaps 3/4 of the
students gained a.strong sense of
trust in other group members, most
did the wripinEyseen needed as a
base fOr °sensory awakening", per-
sonal expression.

(-Urns: -To learn what the German peo-
ple are like through a study of .

language and culture-. To send a
small group to visit Germany.

n

Sketch: Teacher.worked'on attitudes
toward language, and attitudes to-

. ward the work it takes towlearn a
foreign language. Teachericlaimed

. students developed a more sophisti-
cated perspective of the student's

' own culture and of the German cul-
ture. 12 students to Germany. ,',

Comment Aims: To develop interest in accoun-.: Associate teacher , left
ting and business; to portray theircharge, gave us evaluators a hard -
multieacted,dynamic character and

Comment:
teacher;
what too
expected
poetry.

A most 'sensitive, mature
students productive, sope-
dependent, with a not un-
fixation on sex-theme

ENVIRONMENTAL ACCOUNTING 25 st dents
Master: Dennis Daly; Assoc:Mel Pibal

ime.

THEATRE CL SS 2T students
Master: R. eclercq; Assoc: M.Pfeifer

1

Aims: T e students in this class
will 'prepare'dhd participate in at
leaSt one dramatic production. They

-.-will get students from other classes-. -will

stare their drama experiences.
\-- Story-theatre (Three Bears, Pogo,

etc.) Will be developed.
.

4r"' .

Sketch:
/

Students put on RIP -OFF, a
collage of story-theatre prodactions.
Worked with poetry groups to (311-- ,
tract and combine medid of expres-

0sion. .
.

,

Comment: Students worked hard, re-
. spohded with enthusiasm and teamwork

to DeClercq's directions the strong
internal rapport, love and respect
for each other.

. . I

POETRY , 3©- !students
Master:John Caddy;Assoc:Joyde Thomas

Aim: "Imagine the human dawn. Ima-
gine an ancient form of man, prepar-
ingfor the hunt...? (So began the
Catalogue description of this class.)

.xli
She promise contained ways t awaken

' . "the sleeping voice", to e ress
('-', oneself in "the ancient natural way
k....,w1iy" The meth establiSh the
, group, write what is personallylsig-
nificant,,read recent ,poetry, talk.

.the role they play in wr society.
, .

Sketch: Discussions, simUlatio
role-playing; field trips, a tri
to Chicago.

is
learned how.

accounting is used to help indivi-
duals and organizations 'attain
their goals.

.Comment: Prograi supported by the
Certified Public Accountants,' State
of Minnesota. Teachers ingenious,'
one perhaps too verbal.

ECOLOGICAL BIOLOGY 55 students
Masters:Tony Angellar;Harold Strobel
Assoc: Bill Hoimson

Aims: Through'team teaching, to,
pose and ponder questions, about the
basic functions and reactions of
animals and man,, e.g., organismic
learning, body- environment inter
action, chiohobiology. To .measure
and plot circadian rhythms, to carry
on individual and group projects.

.

Sketch: Completed units-on animal
behavior, learning., bOdy-envirpnmen-,
tar interaction, chronobiology arid
circadian rhythm. .Compl,ted fewer,
projects than intended...

Comment: Great, variety ce!field
events; teacher-talk good Valk but
probably too much of it.
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Duct
'35 students

r. ter teacher: Mary Rae JosephSon-
Assoc: Linda Nelson, Avi'Davis

Aims: To Involve eaeh ;;Lndent In
movinc, think inc., log vit oa-
tionb., epcouragtor her (him) I tv p-ly
on an expanding movement vocabulary,
an awareness of self and sensitivity
toward others, an increasing know?
ledge of dance as an art form and
its relation to the other 'arts, a
desire to express herself creatively.

Sketch: Improvement of self...image
and group awareness were seen as thetwo main aCcomplishmentsp, with vari-ation, of course, across indivi-
duals. Time'spent in sustained
waraups, body movement-assignments,'
watching films'of master-dancers, in
theme development, learning coneen-
tration, and developing viable
group.

:Comment: Teachers highly competent,
(mlrked well together and withother
achers. Class needs boys, should')- -de organized as supporting rather

'<than as a. principal enrollment.

ASTRONOMY ,32 students
MasteTiFred Brett;Assoc:DennisKallum

Aims: To'examine the interdepen-
dence of scientific facts as they
relate to events of the universe.
To develop analytic apd inferential
skills. 'Individual. projects, parti-
eularly building personal telescopes.

Sketch: Large blocks of time spent
on grinding, polishing lenses. ,UsedU of Illinois Astronomy Series for
backgrOund. Camped out to use their
telescope*,

Comment: Students took great pride
invtheir work. Sustained involve-
ment.

WRITERS WORKSUOV .11% atutientv.

Master:RuAnderaon;Aasoe:R.Kloppopiek,

Atm::: To rIv 1011e-want-to
Ivarh-lo/-wette A hahe 10
.afoul I lie' I r oW11 WI' I It tag. '110 itmti
hour t o oe:ftt t% 9. 1 it Iwo wort h w I
I hr, about

Sketch: A'::uhr.v0up of Lhe
.publiotipd "La Bouche4 the atudent
newspaper; °tilers in class wrote
stories and developed their personal
writing-styles.,

Comment: k strange class, probably
the, least learning-oriented in the
Institute. Students, were not pushed'
to product; many did not. Over halt
the students wished they had en-
rolled in something else--for the
rest of the Institute only ,l5% had
that Wish.

COMPUTERS 58 students
Masters: Ad Anderson, Fred.BlaisdellAssoc; Jon Gross, Virginia Toms

.0.

Aims: To introduce new students to
computer uses and programming. To
introduce advanced students to FOR-.
TRAM. To consider problems in num-..
Imo theory, geometry, economics'.

Sketch:. After learning_the computer
language, the students went on to
learn many.contemporaryuses of com-
puters. They investigated the ef-
foots of on- living.
They learned_of new teehnisalde-
velopments:in the area of on -line
usage.

Comment.: Facilities crowded; fre-
quent trouble with lines.. Strong
afternoon following.
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TCITY-1971 EVALUATION REPORT: FIELD TRIPS

C-r1Field trips were encouraged by be g easily arranged: the tea-
cher filled in a bus request form the day before his excursion,
and the bus appeared at the appointed ho r. Consequently, field
trips were,often used by teachers to sup lement classroom activi-/
ties and to take students to unique, lea ing sites.

Some classes were absent so much from the Macalester campus that
it was difficu t to decide whether they were on'fiela trips or whe7
ther they were rmanently based off-campus. All'of the Physical3'S11
Science classes s ent ,2 weeks at ,Camp Tamarac. At camp, there was
an integration of class'activities into the Tamarac environment with
canoe trips, nature walks, innertube floats and visits to Itasca
State Park. Teachers felt that two weeks was too long. Students
thou0ht it about right, but one pleaded, "let kids go home on the
'i,ek,--,nd and get clean clothes." The archeology class spent 5 weeks
!-.. * e dig site. Three days in Chicago ended the Institute for the
'7-is,. ronmental Accounting class. The German and Spanish classes

.2'and 22 students'and a teacher -to Germany and Mexico. Almost
--a!is spent from 3-5 days canoeing on Cannon River or St. Croix
-it'.-1 brigade leaders from the Wilderness +class., (One day ,of .

In pt.: trip,Was about average.)

Teachers felt,that the wilderness experiences helped to establish
class identities. Such field trips heightened awareness of differ-
ent life styles, stimulated discussion,and provided inspiration.

in retrospect, almost all students felt that these trips were fun
and weregood learning experiences. Other student comments were:
"tDo much fun squeezed into too few days", "It was fantastic--I
loved it", and "It should have come earlie to pull us together
mentally". Students evaluated their fiel trips as "mostly good",
"better than time on campus", and'"extremely etimulating".

In-addition to these longer trips, the-class activities calendar
was punctuated with one,day excursions to places in the Twin Cities.
Some of the sites and activities: Metropolitan Minneapolis-St. Paul
tour; Jonathan, model housing development; IBM Rochester, computer
facility; Pillsbury State Forest, wilderness; Apple River, inner-
tubing; Teachers' h9mes; Metropolitan Stadium, baseball; Como Park,
picnic; Uty Council meetings; Lino Lakes, model city project; Gen-
eeal Mill's; 3M Company; Univac; Minneapolis Institute of Art; Isle
Royale, wilderness, St. Paul Ramse Hospital, physical1tests; New
Ulm, "German" town; Duluth, Urba ero trip.

&zees were expensive.' Students generally contributed part of the
bus expense and the cost or meals. Bub-,students and teachers agreed
that excursions off-campus contributed much to TCITY-1971.

t
Craig Gjerde
Evaluator, CIRCE

s
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TCITY-1971 EVALUATION REPORT: TILE- OPEN CAMPUS

The,TCITY Campu.: was closed. 'Cllr` WITY,olassttoom wa:: op'en.WitnIn the clas...t tutor-aro tirottpim iya.t supt I :: rtl.: I y su,Itr..ru l ,within and aor000 ;It' \ . ti;:t` Or Lt t Vsitll 1 I n 1 t"Ist`:I 1 : , .:it 1 I I nItti I i I tl

kt_

tion to student desires was omntprosont. ::tudont:: r,ottoratty :ottthat they had ample freedom to pursue th :Itt),Ioot mattor of t Ir"course, across disciplines. Most felt free to tome and gt, as theypleased. _
\

Students did not often think of the Campus or the-Institute. They_had a small-group view and a small-group allegience. Therowere ex-ceptions, to be sure. The dance and theater group work was.an out-standing example of meaningful cross-course interactdon. And therewas an infamous-band of marauding poets and Sesame Streeters. But-most of the students "reached out" only withih their own group ofthirty.
. :.

Some students labored under Lhe mistaken notion that re- opting,.for another class'would'be tantamont to dismissal from. the Institute("ah& the waiting list As longs:') Others sagely observed that' theirgroup'was "the best anyway" so why should they bother learning aboutother Institute opportunities? The classes were open; the Institutewas closed.
.

T. Denny
Evaluation Specfalistr

An Adversary's Statement--cohtinued from page 27

*** Few studeqts--or faculty--understand the selection
procedures employed to staff the*teaching cadre and to
fill the student corps.' Why should it be a mystery?

The worst 'has been saved for last. This report conclddes withan.assertion: the absence 'of a crucial dimension in-the instruc-tional life ofT-CITY, that of constructive self-criticism, is a:near fatal flaw. The.observation and interview notes taken by theadvers'ary evaluator over four days corns but five,instances or-students engaging in, or-faculty helpi gstudents to become skill-ful in, or desirous of; the cultivation of self-criticism. Theinstances of missed opportunities were ive in.my 1.14zment.Worse: when queried by the writer,faculty nd students alike showedlittle enthusiams for such fare. Is it too much to expect. fromInstitute participants after butfour weeks? Seven may be insuffi-cient. . The staff post mortem, "Gleanings", are a start- -but it seem"r".odd to start at the end.

The_ paucity of occurence is less damning than the- absence of. ,anitest, widespread intent. Certain classes accountedfor-all'the
instances observed. They did not appear to be accidental.-- The in-.
tent was there. An Institute for talented high school youth:.annot
justifiably fail,to feature individual and group self-criticisM.

(Prepared by T. Denny; not to indicate his opinion of TCITY-.!14 -)T1, that as a summary of the most damaging charges that might )02.
, reasonahly be made.)

,
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TCITY-1971 EVALUATIONAPORT: STUDENT ATTITUDES

The Director and Evaluator tried to keepin touch with student
feelings. Once a weekeach student was asked three questions taken
at random from a pool of 12 attitude-questions. Thuds each question
was answered each week by 75-200 students.

Four,questions pertained to studen t learning. Every week at
least 90% said they were learning a lot. The number of students
saying TCITY is one of their best learning opportunities increased
steadily from 75% to just under 90%. The number who reported them-
selves involved in creating or developing a project increased from
,40% to over 60% by the third week, and leveled off. To the question,
"Do yOu have the feeling that--when this Institute is over--you will
say that TCITY has been a very satisfying experience?" about 80%
said ".yes," until the final week when the positive response rose
to 10(4.

4

Three questions pertained to
how well the student. liked the .

Institute. One is shown at
eachright. Everyone responded each

week that they liked the people
-at the Institute. About 75%
wore satisfied with afternoon
aotivjttes though the percent,
wrn druppinr toward the end.

AL' first, about. half Lhe stu-, p
dents said they were gettins-,
too little Information about,
TCITY events; v the seventh
week a quarter still said so.
Another administrative question
16 shown below - rights. Another
brought forth almost unani-
mous opinion hat to appli-
cants, TCITY offers a selection
of challenging, relevant and
useful courseS.

Date

r^

You uir

"...Z.'s- 1400
Itr this

'f)stifietiv

I)

4'.

,Are you enjoying yourself at this
Institute?

1 JO

go

Q. 00
0

:.4J

2J

1 2 3

wee!:

5 6

Consider the whole Institute (and not
. just your class). Have the arrangements

been well planned and effectively

LJJ
carried out?

30

.w )6J
cr
s.

w 4U
fa.

JJ

I don't

poorty planned and carried out

well plannedanled out

1 2 3 4 5 6

we. .t

.a

7

15
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TCITY-1971 EVALUATION REPORT: A'PARTICIPANT OBSERVER'S PERSPECTIVE

As my part in the evaluation of TCITY.I was a participant obser-
ver. I was a member of the Wildernest.- Leadership class; and was in-
volved in the guidance of other classes on canoe and camping trip :;.

Having had a fair amount of ii3rovioUs campIngexperience I was able,
to observe carefully the learning experiences or other students.

It is apparent to me that. students want to learn- At TCI41----
teachers provided the opportunityfor an interesting learning ex-
perience. Students took the initiative, and "away she goes".

Students will learn, even under adverIe con . .0n one oc-
casion after a nearly sleepless night non-rainprOof shelter, .
a friend came to sit-out the rain under my dry shelter. He was in
low spirits and explained tome that he was not learning\what he
wanted to. He said that he was learning what was wrong, buenot
what was right. But we figured out his teachers were not trying to'
teach him what was right. They were not trying to teach him the
answers--they were trying to. teach him the questions. And even
though he 'said he didn't want to, he was learning. They kept put-
ting him in situations where he would learn.

E-r
I believe the Wildeiness Leadership class was a very successful .

one:, The students could have 6,en taught more than they were, and
they could have lealmed more 'than they did. But they enjoyed it,
even with adverse conditions, and learned about handling themselves
and others in the outdoors. Lots of time was spent not'being stu-
dents, justtheing them wes. It seemed they learned just as well
that way. '

One of the dtportant reasons for'the success of the-class was
the freedom given the students:,. the freedom to choose ether or44h

not to go to class or--in. this.class--which trips to go,: . With'
the amount, of involvement that was asked, a: trip almost ery week,
it would have been easy for the students to reject it. But it was
their choice, and they were glad to do it.

. .

. , .
,

,

The important thing in all the Idstitute.classes I worked with
.

was the atmosphere that influenced students' attitudes. The atmo- '.
sphere at TCITY was one that encouraged the student to learn be-
cause he wanted to, not because he had to.

,

The-basic element-dr this atmosphere was freedOm: freedom of '

,

* movement in and out of,the classroom, and f'reedom of choice of sub-'
,sect material. At TCITY I saw students. moving, choosing,.learning.

. .
. ,

Ben Stake,. Student'
University High School
Urbana, Illinois

,

?

,
.-

.
,
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Welding torches

04PYMinds are welded into
a useless facts index
that swells in s hools.

Gopal Mitra
TCITY-1971 Art teacher

Offered a torch.
we ignite the
stagnated fIrms
sculpting our minds into
geodesic domeb
and'polyetheline bubbles.

Teac rs/friends light
.the t ch
but we shape the sculpture.

%

Ignoring tired eyes
--sleepless faces

arrive and awaken °.

Life's paintbox'
colors our experience
but we find it
here.

Vitiy mu:11.134. dry. up .

and rAlter come 1'411?

B4si Marsden
TCITT-1971 Poetry Student

/
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TCITY-1971 EVALUATION REPORT: COLLE6T PERSPECTIVE (STUDENTS)

''The following was taken from the tally or the Student Final
Critique Sheet., About 560 students rilled out the sheet during:
the final week of the Institute.
We would like to know how the Institute Class activity differs from the activity of the
classes of your regular school.

1.- Which holds atudenta More responsible for work?
2. Which encourages students to "show oft" more?
3. In which do students try out 00 ideas more?
4. In which is more time wasted?

And how do your teachers compare?

5. Which explain hinges better?
6. WIlich, know the subject matter better?
7. Which understand studenta better?
8. Which resist the urge to talk all the time?

4

No

Difference
Regular
School Institute

19.1,_

Za- -

Regular
No .1- School Inatitute

Difference Teachers Teachers
38% 11%

4

if>

Prease rate the fog6Wing features of the Extremely

Institute as to how important they were to you: Important

A little
Important

Not
Important

27. Close contact with teachers 66% 29% 5i'

28. Close contact with students 80% 17%

29. Opportunity- to study for extended period each day 46%

30. Trip to camp, canoe trip, etc. ' 46% 40%

31. Exhibits, performances put on for "outsiders" la-
32. Diversity of students 60%

_10_

33. Afternoon symposia 28% 52% 20%
A

34. Concern that thebe people have for human problems 69%

.

L51_
35. Faith that these people have that these problems

can be &DIV 69% 2.61 il-
36,...8eing treatedae a mature person 85% 13% 2%

._.

4- Here are several goals of the Institute. Please rate.the Institute on bow well it met
tfieseloals, even if you only havea vague idea of what the whole Institute was doing.'a

37.*

38.

39.

\ 18

ft. Bareli Don't

Provide an educational program that is.
challenging, stimulating, relevant

Excellent Paasing Failed Know

la 491 oz. 4%

Provide master teadhera with the highest ability- 1

to-teach

Provide yOunger teachei.s a good opportunitytto
learn more. about teaching.

Dwielop curriculum ideas that can be used in
the regQlar schools. 174

Ire

22/1 20 _AL

_LI .14% 1% 16%

-67% 13% 3% 17%
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TCITY-1971 EVAWATION REPORT: COLLECTIVE PERSPECTIVE (FACULTY)

In the final week of t'ne Institute all master and associate tea-
chers were asked to complete a four page gdestionnaire. Abdut
3/4 of the teachers did so.

The master teachers listed the major satisfactions sin TCITY-71
as the opportunity to teas the way they wanted to; to work with
highly motivated, able students; and to make the learning-experi-
ence a humanizing encounter. The associate teachers emphasized
these things plus the fact that the, Institute was a major learning -,

opportunity for them. Both groups were strong in their praise of
TCITY. .

The least satisfactory aspects of the experience these teachers
ha ere the administrative arrangements (too vague,'too little
pr -planning) and the workload-(too much .expected). Some master
eachers'objected to the large number of students enrolled in
heir classes. Almost all the associate teachers.reported some

'unpleasant interpersonal experience during the summer.

Special features drawing approval were the May orientation ses-
sions and Wilderness trips. New arrangements that teachers.ob-
jected to were the admission of junior high students and the
foreign language travel alternative.

Among the suggestions for improvement were the following:

1) Increase involvement of University_stu-
dents as teaching aides.

2) Better communication about TCITY events,
deadlines.

3) Less involvement in formal evaluAtion
4)- Extend the opportunities to-suburban and

out-state students.

By and large the-faculty responses in 19/1 were similar to what
. they had been in 1970. There seemed to be better communication
across faculties in 1970 but better communication to and from the
Directors in 1971. Communication remains as an important problem.

ti

Most of the master teachers were-pleased with what they had done,
but still would like to offer 'a different course or teach the

co e differently next year. They strongly hoped that TCITY could
be acted at Macalester again in 1972.

T etail their activities.for the summer and tdreaot more
thoroughly,to such evaluation issues, each master teacher submitted
a synopsis called by Caruson "The,gleanings". Thesp reports were
loaded with recommendations for summer courses% and Institutes.

f . 19
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TCITY-1971 EVALUATION (SPORT: EMPHASIZING COGNITIVE TALENTS

In a sample of about half the L:l.a*es, ree,pon to the Clas.:,
Activities Questionaire (CAQ) indicated a few thing:: about the
individual classe:: anti the Institute a: A whole: Evel'y
showed much more emphasis on the higher level thought
esapplication,analysis, synthesis, and evaluation--than on
the' lower level thought processes-- memory, translation, and
interpretation.

Evecy class indicated thp.t ideas were valued more than grades,
and thit there was much hudor and enjoyment of ideas. There was
very little lecturing or test stress. Enthusiasm, independence
and divergence were indicated in each class sumkary.

-1. Students reported the percentage of teacher talk to be be-
tween 10 and 75 percent with the median at 40 percent.

is .

The CAQ profile for the Urban Hem class showed thede responses:

a

L,Ivels of Thinking

Lower level
Mcmory
Translation
Interpretation

Higher level
Application
Analysis
Synthesis
Evaluation

- none

inconclusive
some

some
some
inconclusive
some

Classroom Conditions

DiadUssion qloportunity
Test/grade stress
Lecture
Enthusiasm

Independence
Divergence
-Humor
Ideas valued over grades
Enjoyment of ideas

much
none'
none
some

much
Much
much

-,much

Percentage of teacher talk was 40% and average preparation time
per week was 1 hour.

'176
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TITY-1971 EVALUATION REPO T: EMPHASIZING CREATIVE TALENTS

Question: What atA;twin.City fosters Creative E ession?

The.above and similar queries were asked during two morning periods
during the-last ten aays of, class. Primarily, small random groups of
kinds Were questioned--about 50 total--NOT in the presence of instrut...ors. Their areas included painting, sculpture, poetry; writing, anddrama. Also briefly-Interviewed mere twoistructors in sculpture
and dan e.* Thechoice ofstudents was based on availability.. Also,
two eve is were witnessed intdrama And dance, plusk paintings and

, ,sculpt es were viewed as works in prdgress.
-/

Answers from students-included:
"I really enjoyed the canoe trip.!''
"I got a chance to make a lot of friends."
"I am having a lotof fun."
"There is freedom here, we can do what we want."
"I learned a lot."
"My regular school catagorizes,'here we can switch out .of areas 4e
don't like, and extend time on projects we do.like."°

.My response to the above is that they have a afferekt set (from
mine) of ideas of what constituted Creative Expression. Within,their
definition they seemed to succeed.' They suggest'that'success of the.-
Twin City enyironment to foster C.E. was:

,

1) ' The availability of tools and teachers--NOT the enforcement. 4
2) The availability of manipulatable ime--NOT shOrt class periods

and semester-long courses:
3) Special'Community experiences, such as-the c'anoe trip.
4) instructors who were their friefids:

Other observations revealed that in the areas of Dance and Drama
(two rehearsable arts) physical and cIpmmunal contacts imbubd kids
with:h special sense of C.E. Here, students weresgiven a chance to,
note day by day growth -as well asronger range improyement measure-
ments. They were appreciative of aspects of process and °duet,
(learning and final performance.) They were given a chance to inter-
pret and develop (always within,community approval). This w also
true of Poetry and its readings.

PersbnakRemarki:
. ,'4.,.

'1 muit state that the student notion, of Creative Expression is
vastly differentthan mine in many.ways. Their definitions move f

toward C.E. as THERAPY AND/OR.SOCIAL CONTACT (glohal village cdncelit?)
but frpm my experience Creative. Expressi:01:1s4ess,proliipcial. For 1'

_me.it.inVolves larget, natural, "granathingt: ihterconnect,lon,
growth,, mutability; choice, discdveiv:A.tti fullest multi -level

..oxpot4fon(N:t.
"%

. -

. . * . . .

I :hit hot t;uro that thlo is possible in a seven week program; But,"
l'wln CILy must 'wisp trying., with a faculty tha exudes, inspiration as
11 41::oominat'si tlact:; and trains skillsCnurture'6' imaginations as the
hatid,C011km4:; tho to Inty the co:mos.'

. ...
.,,

177 -2/1,14 .
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17CITY-1971 4VALUATION REPORT: THE LIGHT-HOUSE §tHp0

The' following is a parti41 consideration' of the ways fiat TCITYhas influenced instructional programs in Minneapolis schobls. Itis a personal statement based oR my work as Secondary Social Studiest Cohsultant for the Minneapolis Public Schools and my discussionswith'Ihstitute teachers and social studies departmeht chairmen.

It is especially apprapriate-to ask if.social stuates teachersnot directly associated with the Institute are affected by TCITYofferings in social science. This field involves virtually,all'secondary schbol atuplents and. some 300 teachers-in the district.Furthermore, dissatisfaction with current social studies programs',has been expressed by students 'teachers and administrators. Na-tional trends offer a yariety of conflicting perspectives and ap-proaches. In short, the need for ,change is felt, de'c'isions about.innovitten in'this field must be worked out locally, and the TwinCities-Institute has engaged in structuring learning experiencesthat might serve as models for new social studiescourses.

"0,

1*

The quality of-recent TCITY work in the socialsciences suggests ,:that there would be merit, in public school consideration of Insti-tute ferings., The ptrong points in. the TCITY effart woulda5earto be

Students and teachers have act
'environment beyond ,the classr

Special' attention has been
and interaction between-stud

.1 ,

ely explored the urban
m.

en to student' interaction'
is and teachers.

-

Questions dea/ing with values have been, sensitively and
deliberately explored as an integral part of the learningOf concepts and skills of social inquiry. .

Nevertheless, the impact of these efforts in Minneapolis high schools
,would appear '.to have been negligible-because'of the following factors--

'1. T46 Institute haS developed as a-unique institution providihi
c."for the 'special needs of a particular group of; young people. Thisgoal has resulted in new approaches sal roles different from'thoie.'existing In the schools.

2.' Public sch6o1 personnel acknowledge the "special" and valuable
,quality of Institute offerings. However, administrators and teachers'have not seen the Institute as providing models of what might bedone in their classrOoms. Teacher knowledge of Institute offeringsis 01414mal and interest 'in further informatioh has not been expressed,
-even though there is interest in programs from curriculum developmentcenters.

f

\3. Institute teachers tend to view their TCITY experience positively,and they thoughtfully explore the implications of this experience
for their, work in the.schools.. The autonomy and isolation ortheir

.

22-
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. .

regular teaching situations does not provide the exchanges that
would encourage them to assume leadership in the, reconstruction of
departmental programs. Several of these teachers are concerned
about their inability to communicate their greater awareness qf the -

complexityof teaching-learning processes to colleagues in ways that
would further their own reflections and growth. Ths resulting
frustration would'appear in a few instances to have contributed to

`decisions to leave 'the regular classroom for graduate study and
other. positions in educations-,

I

Students who have been. involved in the Institute apparently do
not return to their schocls as agitatr for change. Students.,
like their regular teachdri, apparen y see the Institute as a
uniqUe experience separate,from the standard school program. It
'might be hypothesized that these talented students have learned
.how to be successful in the public school environment and they,*re-
sume theirprevidus student roles when they return to the settings
in which.theie behavior patterns Piave proven successful.

ti

It would appear that ghe culture of the-schools and the unique
features of the .Institute tend to promote the.separation of these
experiences. Special programs like TCITY are isolated from the on-
ccing.business of the schools because. of expectations that students,
.eti,431 personnel and Institute faculty have for both the public
.LiJO:S and the Institute's, Explicit efforts to use the Institute's
tt.eriences as models forimproving the public schools must be de-
%,,,ised if a development and demonstration-function is desired, Even
then success cannot be guaranteed: Efforts to use the regular Min- .

neapolis summer schobl as a place tb.ost'new ideas and to serve as
an inservice laboratory for curriculum development.and.the adaptation
of material from national social studies vrojeCts harie met with very
limited success.

if the Institute is to serve a more effective role in dealing
with the urgent need for innovation in the social studiesand in
other curricular areas, detailed planning involving a ftnge of
person--itudents, teachers, administrators, chairmen, and,con-
sultants--must take place.. Lt must be clear that any effort to,
use the Institute as a development and demqnstration centeefor
curricular revisionmight very well compromise many of the unique.
qualities now included in the progimm as it serve's the special needs
of talented students. :

Again,*it must be stressed tat these are personal observations.
focusing on social science programs. In those curricular areas such
as computei mathematics the TCITY experience.may'be a significant
element in a broader innOvatiVie effort. The Institute,teachers of
computer math also teach these courses in their Schools and they in-

struct other teachers in staff,developmenticourses aimed at estab-

lishing similar coUrses. Also* ih foreign language and in the
schboli involved in TCITY instruction and their work has, continued
into the school year in ways that have significantly infiuenced,their
departments., However, the required social studies courses involving

large%numbers of teachers and all students in each school have not
felt the impact of the TCITY experience.

-4 'Robert Berry, CuriculustSupervisor
Rochester' Public Schools
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TCITY-4971 EVALUATION REPORT:' MANAGEMENT

If therchanged TCITY to an All Minnesota Institute for Tal-
.

ented Youth--as some have suggested--they, could use that well-known
31-Olean, "You're in good hands with All-State." TCITY is shaped by
able'hands.'

The authority of the Institute is highly centralized. Charle:
Carusom makes the decisions. The teachers have a great deal -of
leeway; they are expected tc'take bold steps. But "the Director
Man" is in close touch with what they do. He's keeper.

Charles Caruson talks a lot. And he listens . And he as
a dot pf questions. He strides across campus, abruptly stops,
flashes a big smile, and asks a student,a pointed, personal question.
"Are you going to the Batique Demonstration this afternoon?" "Are
you still riding the-bus to campus ?" "Did you have a good, time at
Tamarac?"

One little girl coming into his office early in th#Institute was
surpesed ,to see him behind the, sk. She said "You, the Director
Man? I thought he, DirCector Man drovearound in a big black Cadilac."

- Caruso* does de y the image.'
Bob Rose is second in command, the rest of .the command. ,1-113 maker,'

.many of those eeping rearrangements resulting from Caruson's ne-
gotiations. Rose is a hard, productive worker; his track record is
impressive. ge and Caruson work together sensitively, spending lit-
tle time together, each knowing\his responsibility, doubling up when
the situation warrants. .

Miss. Stepanick handles,the secretarial c)iores in a no-nonsense,
get-the-Job done'way. She gets'something reasonably productive out
bf her summer staff of amateur office workers. There is no obvious
substantial fault in her'office operation. (No effort was made by
this evaluation team tcheck on fiscal integrity. Alio, by appear-
ances, Caruson and'Rose do a good job of making contacts for finan-

,cial support- -but this too was not examined,)
Thestyle of management or the total Institute 'is more intuitive

than it is deliberative.' This helped Make the 1911 Institute more
immediate, sensitive, and flexible but-less exportable .(to other

/
distriCtp) and less of a firm structure against which individual
teach(ersLcan and'operate. For example, if the teacher doesn't
knbw.the special all-7Institute events for nip next week it.js'diffi-

, cult to plan special class activities. \

The director and associate director deal with staf students,
and Visitors in a casual manner. Caruson's door is pen for people.
to walk in. Many do. There are bound to be some wh wish he and
Rose would manage things in more conventional ways. Such people
0are more likely to remain sldent; we did not f d a

. The,most impressive ability TCI manageme t is its ability to
4 .0r.ovide.outstanding master teachers.

Overall the TCITY managemerit gets a high rat ng for employing

,
high quality tea hers, keeping redtape at a minimum, and being,
sensitive to seaent needs. It rates a low mark on utilizing uhe
potbatial of-the Institute for district "staff.devekopment" and on
ke.eping:Ins_Atutepeople informed as to what other's there are doing..
To the e t-en that these latter are outside the purpose of aTCITY,
the mana Rent is seen by the, evaluation staff to be outstanding.

tt.
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TCITY-1971.EVALUATION .REPOR'T: MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS

A-
Information Flow. "Getting the word" continued to be a prdblem,

but not as much as it was in 1970: Bulletin boards, news sheets,
'memos and grapevine carried a substantial information load--but many

,, students and teachers--perhaps a thirdfelt uninformed about TCITY
/ happenings.

-Productivity. TCITY teachers' appeared to emphasize a project or
pvformance more in 1971 thah,1970. Still, only about two thirds .-

of the 1971 students got involved in something they would call a.
project.

.%

.

Teaoher Training. TCITY, offers the observer an excellent array
&'effective teaching styles. TraineeI can here fineopportunities
to assume teachin

Oly observe ions,; some took as much of an assignment with a
responSibilities. (551.1 of M preservice students

made d
classras the Assoc ate Ingtrdctor.) Still, teacher training must
be considered a minor.payoff. Too few teachers are involved. Many
more would-probably contaminate the student learning experience.
If teacher training were 'to be considered a pajor TCITY goal it
would require substantial allocation .of resources.to.this purpose.
If TCITY were to be used in any substantial way by the two districts
for staff develdpment, a better way of rewarding experienced'teachers

.
. for participation would have to be found.

.
. A

.

Afternoon program. The afternoonprogram was better in 1971 tfan

(-
1970--in.both quality and quantity. However, less than 30% of the
students were involved, even on one_of the better days, in a. TCITY-
1971 afternoon activity. The'students were not upset--they just
had'other things to do.

Hostility. Students'se med to .be less hostirelioward staff and
each other this 'summer. T e pleasantness of the campus and the mild
weather may have made a di ference.- There alsp may be a lessening
of the aftermath of Kent S ate. -

Canoe.BuildinK. Scienc students were expected to enroll in a
second subject, a mini-cou se. Most mini-courses were science
courses, butr the most spect cular was a course in canoe-building.
About a dozen students built handsome redwood canoes 'for themselves.

) .

Recommendation for 1972 Evaluation-. The questions raised by the
1971 evaluatiot team are likely,tosontinue to influence the TCITY
-staff in 1972. The staff would prdbably benefit by engaging an
. evaluation staff with a rather different orientation in 1972, so
that different problems will be identified and studied. The cost
of evaluation should remain at (or drop below) 2% of the total
operating budget. The next evaluators should anticipate continued,
high re::istance'from'manyvteachers and students . k

,
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TCITY-1971 EVALUATIO;,RBPORT:. AN ADVOCATE'S'STATEMENT;

No visitor who took a long, hara look at TCITY-71 kept his skep-ticism. A young visitor knows how precious it is to discover, to beheard, to belong. An older visitor knows the rarity of a classroomwhere teachers and students perceive each other as real people. Tothe non- visitor it doesn't seem possible that ;1 summer ,:school proeq;.tmcan deliver on all these promises to over Soo kids, but TC1TY-71 did.Every curriculum specialist fears that by relaxing conduct rule.:and encouraging student independence they may he saying goodbye tothe hard work-and hard thinking that educatiolireavires. TCITY-71,teachers and students made learning so attractiveso purposive, thatfi-ee-,ranging thought returned again and again to curricular themes:awareness of the'human ebndition, obstacles to communication, ecolo-gical interactions, etc.
TCITY excels because of its staff. As students give it mov,ement.'Its direCtors give it.nurture: Its teachers give it movement, nur-.ture, and,dieection. It would be incorrect to say that Mr. Caituson,.Mr. Rose, and the 'teahers think alike as to the prime goals'and.,

methods of education, but collectively, they create. a'dynamic, hu-
Manistically-bent, cademically-based curriculum.

The quality of teaching this summer was consistently high, fromday to day, from class to class. Some of the teachers c e to be-casual, to offer "opportunities ", to share a meaningf fence.Others were more intense, more intent-upon sharing in andproblem solving methods. Both kinds were there,-doin
Tbe'quality of :the learning also was high. The stu

tidied in. They were-busy. They responded to the moves
teachers., They improvised, they carried eas and arg, in-

t dignetions and admirations, to the vo eybal 'court, ommons,to the shade of campus elms and Can aks. a youngsterstook a long step towards maturity.
True, it was a costly step. Tho f hou, housands ofdollars, and at least a few-hundred tions. But fit to a scale-of public school budget- -and budgets or parks, interstate hghways,and weapons of war--TCITY-71 rates as a BEST BUY. 800 kids, give ortake a few, took home a iew talent, a new' Hine of,.thinking, a newawareness - -a good purchase.
It cannot be denied'that other youngsters in Minneapolis and St.Paul deserve an experience like this. They shoUld have It. SomeSny, IITCITY is bad becduse it caters to, the elite." Bit a greaterwisdom says "Any effort fixated on giving an eqUal share of goodthings to all groups is destined to share nothing of value," Forless advantaged youth, a more equitable share of educational oppor-,tunities should be guaranteed. But even in times of economic re-

cession, opportunities for the talented should be protected.
TCITY-71 has succeeded. It is even a best buy. Itl'satisfies a

social obligation to specially educate some of those who will lead --in the arts, in business, in government, in life. The /teachers ofTCITY-71 have plended a summer oC caring, capri.ce, openness, and in-
tellectual struggle-to give potentialleaders a'summer or,challenge.

I.
I

r-

(Prepared by R. Stake,. not to indi-at,. his opinion of thQtute, but as a sumearyg-of the m()..t. 1 (: la i ms that might 1-,()n-ably be made.)

at 1'32 .
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TATY-197Y EVALUATION REPORT:' AN ADVOISARY'S STATEMENT

T-CITY is not a scandalum magnatum. But it i,s,both less than it
pretends to be. and more than it wistles to be.\. There is enough evi-
dence at least to question certain facets of the Institute--if not
to return a true bill against it. Costly, enlarging, innovative;
exemplaiy-: these Institute attributes Ave worthy of critical exami-
nation.

How costly is this Institute? Dollar costs are sufficient to
give ch group of six students $1',000 to design and conduct their
own sum r- experience. Over 100 tJpward Bound students could be
`readied or their college careers at Macalester. Abouttwenty five
expert urritulum specialists could be'supported for haiNa, year
to desi n and develop new r:urricula for the high school.

What is the cost of removing 80Citalented leaders from the local
,youth cultu e?. What is the cost of widening the experience gap be-

Insti ut st ents and their parents?...and their teachers in
gh cho 1?..%and their non-Institue friends? got enough

er- tcchar ep-F cast elitism. Enough to warrant discussion.
0 \.,

Instute abounds wirih selfnamed innovators and innovations,

O sch.00
form;) of
ob., Wh
life coul

,atives -to the b/Lisineas=as-usual education of high sc4olers.
the InstitUte i not promOted as an exemplary alternative

ing. .It seeks t promote the developmeht of alternative
education for sc ools. And it is failing to do even that
t is T-CITY doin to demonstrate that the T-CITY style of

'in hools as we know them? Wherein the regu-
lar school is the star- so crucial to tHe life of the Institute?...
the money?...the administrative leadership? Where are the opportu-
nities for the teachers, prfncipala, superintendents to come and
live that life that they might come to share in the vision?...and
where are the parents? T-CI should be getting poor grades on af-
XestIng the regular choo program.

.4

There are other dimensions of'T-CITY that puzzle the non-believer:

*** How long can in-class nrapping",continue- and still
qualify as educative selfexploration? Are there
,quality control procedures in effect during the
summer program: For example: when one-third to
one-half a class is absent from a schedslled meet-
ing, should not that be seen as an educational
'crisis by the instructor?

*** What does T-CITY dp to help students that
the Institute standardsftre necess arily high; that
the regular school norms and expectations do not

-count; that a heretofore "best" becomes Just .a "so-
so"? There are unnecessarily, disheartened students
in T-CITY.

s *'t I.; it unt%ea6onairlo to expect that more than two of
weirty--two teac,nez: or associate teachers would, have
;ow clear 'idea or plan for utilizing"T-CITY approaches
rr ,..irricult AM their regular classrooms next fall?.

lo.rnued on ,page 14
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TCITY-1971 EVALUATION REPORT: EDITORIAL: TALENTED YOUTH IN PERSPECTIVII
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Established 1367

Ti
Saturday, July 31, 1971 ,

Bower Hawthorne Editor
Wallace Allen Manafing Editor
Leonard Insklp Editorial Editor,

s 'Talented youth' in
The controversy over the archaeo-
logical .excavations undertaken at
Welch, Minn., by students from the
Twin City Institute fot: Talented Youth
(TCITY) has focused attention on one
put of its curriculum, but has ovet-
shadowed its total program. Ana
that's too bad, because TCITY is
considered by many in education to
be one of the best and most innova-
tive summer programs in the country,
and it poi is toward ways to make
regular schools more effective in
meeting students' needs.

The institute was begun in 1967 in an
effort to get talented students from
Minneapolis and St. Paul schools to-
pthg so that they could challtnge
andll6trn from one another Ind de-
velop their abilities beyond the lim-
ited scope of the normal classroom.
The curriculum included advanced
courses not ordinarily found in school
systems, but the approach to them
was along the usual lines at first, with
each student sticking to his own sub-
ject area. Since then, it has evolved,
both in form and content Last year,
TCTIY organized all students' pro-

und a theme, Man andhis
ent,and encouraged an in-

- p ap_Dreach to that gen-
era] topic.

1 .1

11.

This year, the me is Man and So-
ciety. The . gical dig at Welch
was one apprpach that theme, and
the 'institute's catalog describes its
premise this way: "By workig with
a culture outside your bw, you

Volume CV Number 68

perspective
should gain a different viewpoint
from which to not only view your,
own culture, but gain an insight into
the uniformity of man, both tempor-
ally and geographically."

The rest of the curriculum, whether
in the fine arts, sciences, languages
or social studies, has taken that same
human-centered approach. Students
have been encouraged and helped to
become aware of and to learn from
the people and places in the com-
munity arPtind them. One course, for
example, is tailed "The Urban Hero,"
and the catalog points out that "the
hero is happening in the city now" as
people learn to survive in the urban
world. "This summer will be spent
finding the urban heroesthe artists,
the *activists, humanists; philosophers,
urban guerrillasand learning the
politics of survival."

Does it work? That question is per-
haps best answered by two partici-
pants in- Oast summer's program,
quoted by Tribune staff writer Cath-
erine Watson. in -an article Amer-
ican Education. a magazine published
by the U.S. Department of Health,
Education and Welfare's Office of
Education: ` or

"This is the only school I know of,"..
said one girl, "where you get dropins
instead of dropouts." And another
said, "When you see what school can
be like here a the institute, you feel
an, almost desperate need to change
the schools."

.4. 184
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